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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Evaporation of water from the earth's surface plays an important role in the 

energy and water balances at the earth-atmosphere interface. Water is evaporated from 

the earth's surface through evaporation from wet surfaces and through transpiration from 

plant tissues. These processes, evaporation and transpiration, are often combined and. 

referred to as evapotranspiration (ET). 

An important factor that directly affects evapotranspiration is soil water content in 

the root zone. Plants transpire well when the soil water content is near field capacity. In 

general up to 75% of the available soil water, the difference between field capacity and 

wilting point, can be easily extracted by plants (Punamia and Pande, 1990), but this 

percentage varies for different combinations of soils and plants. As soH water content 

decreases, roots are required to exert more force to extract water from the soil. This 

causes a reduction in the transpiration rate. As soil water content nears the wilting point, 

the transpiration rate becomes negligible. 

The soil water content in the upper layer affects soil evaporation. When the soil is 

wet, evaporation is controlled by atmospheric factors. But once soil water in the upper 

layer falls below a certain limit, evaporation is primarily controlled by soil factors. 

Knowledge of the soil water content is also important for several other reasons. In 

general, irrigation is recommended when soil water content nears or falls below the lower 



limit of the readily available soil water. Monitoring the soil water in the root zone depth 

is very helpful in irrigation scheduling. Soil water content is also very important in 

partitioning the rainfall into infiltration and runoff. Soil with high water content will lead 

to reduced infiltration and higher runoff. It can increase the potential for erosion and 

flooding. 

Soil moisture content is the most important criterion to evaluate the drought status 

of any region. The definition of drought may vary from place to pbce, depending upon 

the climate, but soil water content is always a key variable in deciding the drought status. 

Various humanitarian organizations and governments prefer to assess the severity of the 

drought before they initiate aid to the affected region. 

Various instruments are available in the market to measure soil water content at 

discrete points. But installing such instruments at every desirable pomt is neither cost 

effective nor feasible. Intensive field measurement of soil water content, due to 

equipment and labor requirements, is mostly limited to research applications. 

The need for estimates of soil water content has resulted in the development of 

estimation methods based on meteorological variables, soil hydraulic properties and land 

cover characteristics. Often soil water balance models are applied to estimate soil water 

content in the root zone. Generally they are continuous simulation models, which predict 

soil water content over an extended period of time. A wide variety of models have been 

developed for this purpose. These models differ in the way they estimate various 

components of the water balance, their time and space resolution, and the assumptions 

involved. Most ofthe models are tailored to the specific region they have been develop,ed 

for, based on the data availability and climate. 
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Like any other balance, whether it is mass, volume or energy. water balance 

models relate inflow, outflow and change in storage: 

INFLOW - OUTFLOW = CHANGE IN STORAGE 

The temporal distribution of water in the soil profile ~esults from a complex interaction of 

many variables related to current and past occurrence of weather, vegetation, soils and 

management. While soil-water and plant-growth principles have been studied for 

centuries, only in the last few decades have efforts been made to integrate the processes 

in the soil-plant-atmosphere system (Jong and Kabat, 1990). 

Modem soil water balance models try to simulate the soil-plant-atmosphere 

system. This system consists of many other complex sub-systems, e.g. 

evapotranspiration, infiltration, etc. These components of water balance models can be 

measured, if instruments are available, or estimated using various techniques. Estimation 

techniques can be either empirical or mechanistic. Empirical models tend to contain 

simple relationships between one or more variables while the system itself is treated as a 

"black box". On the other hand, mechanistic models attempt to simulate physical, 

chemical and physiological processes that take place within the system. 

Empirical models often require less input data. These methods usually hav,e to be 

calibrated for local conditions. The crop coefficient approach for crop ET and the curve 

number approach for runoff estimation are examples of empirical methods. 

A mechanistic model generally provides a more theoretical description of the 

system. But these methods nonnally require numerous variables as inputs. Performance 
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of these models largely depends upon the accuracy of the set of variaMes and the 

associated model parameter estimates. 

Different soil water balance models have been developed with a large variation in 

degree of complexity. Generally soil water balance models are neither purely empirical 

nor purely mechanistic. Various components of the model are simulated differently based 

on the data availability and time and other resource constraints. In practice, a process

based water balance model will make use of empirical functions when and where 

knowledge about a given process is lacking. Selection of the most appropriate method 

that balances the mechanistic-empirical character of the model is controlled by modeling 

objectives (Jong and Kabat. 1990), data availability, and other constraints. 

Advances in electronic instrumentation, automated sensors and datalogging 

equipment have led to expanded deployment of automated weather stations. The 

availability of high quality weather data has allowed more sophisticated methods to be 

used to estimate some of the components of the water balance models, esp,ecially 

evapotranspiration. In Oklahoma, an extensive network of automated. remote weather 

stations has been installed which is known as the Mesonet. This consists of 114 weather 

stations located across the state, which report a variety of meteorological measurements. 

The USA is one of those countries which have put forth considerable effort to 

develop databases of their natural resources. Databases of soil hydraulic properties and 

land uselland cover infonnation are two examples. Advances in remote sensing have 

been crucial for the development of land use/land cover databases. This knowledge is 

very important in better simulation of the soil-plant system. These databases aid greatly 

in the application of water balance models over larger geographic areas. 
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The study of soil-plant-atmosphere relations also helps in understanding the 

atmospheric system and our dimate. Many soil-vegetation-atmosphere models and 

schemes have beeD incorporated into meteorological models ranging from regional 

forecasts models to general circulation models (Capehart and Carlson, 1994). It is 

imperative that the soil-plant-atmosphere system, in general, and ET and soil water 

content, in particular, be studied thoroughly. 

OBJECTIVE 

The main objective of this research is to develop and test a point-based water 

balance model to predict, on a daily basis, soil water content in the root zone depth for 

non-irrigated grass in' Oklahoma. Model results will be compared against fi·eld 

measurements of soil water and ET. 

The goal is to develop a fairly generic model, which later can be used for different 

cover types and over larger geographic areas. Model components will be developed so as 

to take advantage of the weather, soil and vegetation databases available in Oklahoma. 
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SCOPE 

This model will be tested at a number of Mesonet sites which ,exhibit diversity in 

climate, soils and vegetation. During the development process attempts will be made to 

avoid the use of parameters which are too specific to any particular land cover or region, 

in order to keep the model as generic as possible. It is anticipated that this model will be 

interfaced with a geographic infonnation system (GIS) at a later date. 

Model components will be physically based, but model practicality and data 

availability win be important considerations. Because of the natural variability in soil 

texture with depth, the mod,el w]U accommodate multiple soil layers. Vegetation cover 

represented in the model may range from a bare soil to a full cover. 
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Cbapter2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

SOIL-WATER BALANCE MODELS 

Soil, v'egetation and climate interact in a complex manner to detennine the soil 

water and plant growth. Soil water is one of the most important elements of this system. 

A number of water balance studies have been conducted through the years for various 

parts of the world representing different climatic, vegetation and soil regimes (Scanlin, 

1994; Yin and Brook, 1992; Motoyama et aI., 1986; Clarke and Newson, 1978; Davis., 

1971; etc.). 

The soil-water balance is comprised of precipitation and irrigation inputs balanced 

by water outflows in the fonn of evapotranspiration, runoff, and deep drainage (Neilson, 

1995). Many soil-water balance models consider infiltration as their only input (e.g., 

Capehart and Carlson, 1994),. whereas some others also consider seepage and capillary 

rise (e.g., Wigmosta et aI., 1994). Evapotranspiration is usually the dominant component 

of the outflow. It can be estimated by a number of techniques including the Penman

Monteith combination equation (Monteith, 1981), Shuttleworth-Wallace method 

(Shuttleworth and Wallace, 1985), Blaney-Criddle method (Blaney and Criddle, 1962), 
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and others. Other sources of outflow are usually nunor In comparison to ET and 

sometimes ignored. Wigmosta et a1. (1994) and Running and Coughlan (1988) do not 

estimate runoff. Running and Coughlan (1988) compute drainage only after the soil 

column has reached its water holding capacity. In layered soil-water balance models, 

movement of water from one lay,er to another adds one more component (Sharma et aI., 

1980). 

Vegetation affects inflow as well as outflow. The SCS curve number approach, 

widely used to estimate runoff, depends upon the land cover (SCS, 1972). Among 

vegetation parameters, leaf area index, canopy height and root depth are the main 

variables which affect the temporal and spatial distribution of the soil water. Recent 

workshops on global ecological issues have identified leaf area index as the most 

important single variable measuring vegetation structure over large areas, and influencing 

energy and mass exchange (Wittwer, 1983; Botkin, 1986). 

Hydrology and vegetation dynamics have, for the most part, been studiied 

independently (Wigmosta et aI., 1994). Different hydrology and crop-growth models 

simulate the soil-plant-atmosphere system in different ways depending upon the objective 

of the study and the data availability. Most of the hydrology models do not apply an 

elaborate approach to modeling the vegetation component of this system. They have 

mostly been concerned with estimating runoff; the representation of vegetation is often 

reduced to a specification of potential evapotranspiration and highly simplified soil water 

stress relationships (Wigmosta et aI., 1994). 

Many of the soil water balance models do not predict changes in vegetation 

(Wigmosta et aI., 1994; Flevchinger et aI., 1994; etc.). Recently attempts have been made 
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to give more attention to the vegetation cempenent o.f the so.il water balance models. leng 

and Kabat (1990) synthesized the So.U water balance medel SW A TRE with the crep 

productien model CROPR (Fed!des et 311., 1978) to. produce a new versien called 

SW ACROP. The biosphere-atmosphere-transfer-scheme (BATS) model (Dickinson et 

aI., 1986) simulates changes in the fractien cover and LAI. 

These so.il water ba1an,ce models which simulate changes in vegetatio.n do. it in 

different ways. Many ef them simulate vegetatien grewth as a functien ef temperature as 

in BATS (Dickinso.n et ai., 1'986). Capehart and Carlson (1994) used periedic functions 

based en the time ef the year and type ef the plant cever to. calculate fraction cover. 

Feddes et at (1978) gave a mathematical derivatien of the growth rate of the crop as a 

function of the nonnalized water use, with the maximum growth rate as the upper limit 

and the efficiency of utilization of water as the initial slope. This approach was used by 

long and Kabat (1990). 

Soil-water balance models differ in many additional ways. These differences 

range from their component metheds to. their temporal and spatial resolution. Some 

models are tailered to. specific vegetatien types such as FOREST-BGC (Running and 

Ccughlan, 1988). Many ethers have been develcped fer specific sites or regIOns 

(Flerchinger et ai., 1994). Site specific medels eften use metheds based cn the 

availability cf the data fer that site. 

Layered mcdels (Capehart and Carlson, 1994) use rcet extractien functiens. They 

also apply algorithms to. move seil water frem ene layer to ano.ther. Single layered 

models (Running and Ccughlan, 1988) do no.t have a reot extraction function and simply 

rem eve the transpiratien amount frem the roet zene depth. Soil water movement is 
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mainly limited to drainage or deep percolation leaving the root zone. Many continental or 

regional scale models (Wigmosta et at, 1994; Nei]son, 1995) divide the root zone depth 

into 2 layers. Soil evaporation and grass transpiration are taken from the upper layer 

whereas woody vegetation can extract water from both or either of the layers. 

The FOREST -BGC model (Running and Coughlan, 1988) does not include a soil 

evaporation term. Wigmosta et al. (1994) and Neilson (1995) estimate soil evaporation, 

in addition to plant transpiration, and extract it only from the upper soil layer. The plant 

transpiration is tak;en from the root zone. Capehart and Carlson (1994) applied a more 

sophisticated approach. They combined soH evaporation and plant transpiration on the 

basis of fraction cover to produce a weighted average of the evapotranspiration. 

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION 

Many methods have been used to estimate evapotranspiration under vanous 

surface cover, water availability and meteorological conditions. Early methods consisted 

of a simple correlation betwe,en one or more weather parameters and plant growth. Over 

time as experience with ETestimation was gained and more accurate and reliable 

meteorological data became available, existing methods wer,e refined and improved 

methods were developed. 

The physics of evaporation was first explained, to some extent, by Howard 

Penman (1948). He combined the aerodynamic and thermodynamic aspects of 
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evaporation to make theoretical estimates of evaporation rates from standard 

meteorological data, estimates that can be retrospective. He later developed an equation 

for single leaves that induded leaf resistance (Penman, 1953). Later, Monteith (1981) 

introduced tenos to account for the resistances offered to the transfer of sensible heat (rH) 

and water vapor (rv)' The resulting equation is known as the Penman-Monteith equation. 

Resistance Theory 

When water evaporates at the interface between a wet surface and the atmosphere, 

the transfer of latent and sensible heat takes place. In his analytical work, Monteith 

(1981) related the transfer of sensible heat to a resistance rw Similarly he related. the 

transfer of latent heat to a resistance rv' If relative humidity at the surface is equal to one, 

e.g. soil/foliage thoroughly wetted by rain, rv ~ rH (Robinson, 1966~ Monteith, 1981). 

When sensible and latent heat exchange occur at a complex surface, e.g. transpiring 

stomata, it is possible for rv to exceed fH (Monteith, 1981). 

Individual pores behave as if they were wired in parallel with each other and with 

the cuticle which they perforate. And this compound physiological resistance of the leaf 

surface, rs' can be treated as if it were placed in series with the resistance of the boundary 

layer, next to the leaf surface, r {Cowan, 1972). Ignoring small differenc,es between the 
a 

boundary layer resistances for heat and water vapor, it follows that with rH ~ ra, rv ~ ra + 

r (Monteith, 1981). Thus, the final equation has two resistance parameters, one to s 

account for resistance offered by atmospheric constraints called aerodynamic resistance 

(ra> and another to account for the resistanoe offered by the surface itself called canopy 

resistance or surface resistance (r). 
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Shuttleworth and Wallace (1985) developed a method to estimate 

evapotranspiration from a sparsely vegetated surface using energy balance and mass and 

heat transfer equations in a manner similar to the development of the Penman-Monteith 

(PM) equation .. They calculated evaporation from soil and transpiration .from vegetation 

separately and then combined them to obtain a weighted evapotranspiration. They 

introduced some additional resistance tenns to account for the aerodynamic mixing in 

sparse crops and soil evaporation from between and beneath the vegetation. They also 

considered the amount of sensible heat leaving soil in the case of a sparse canopy. This 

tenn causes a reduction in ET. If this sensible heat flux is assumed to he zero, the canopy 

ET given by the Shuttleworth-Wallace (SW) model is the same as given by the PM 

method (Shuttleworth and Wallace, 1985). 

A comparison study showed the PM model to be less accurate than the SW model 

for two reasons (Stannard., 1993). First, its big leaf assumption does not hold during dry 

sunny periods, when a large fraction of the sensible heat comes from the ground. 

Secondly, immediately after rainfall it can not simulate the large values of bare soil 

evaporation. This result implies that the perfonnance of the PM model can be improved if 

it is used to estimate only canopy evapotranspiration and soil evaporation is estimated 

separately. Canopy transpiration and soil evaporation can then be blended together to get 

total evapotranspiration. Capehart and Carlson (1994) combined them based on the 

fractional vegetation cover. 
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Resistance Terms 

Jarvis (1976) suggests that stomatal resistance depends upon specific humidity 

differenoe, photosynthetically active radiation (P AR). leaf temperature, leaf water 

pot,ential and CO2 concentration. CO2 has an overall infl1llence on stomatal resistance 

(Morrison and Gifford, 1983), yet it is excluded from most of the resistance models 

because of the absence of field instrumentation and data (Wright et aI., 1995). Also 

changes in carbon dioxide concentration are considered to be small (Stannard, 1993).. 

Stewart (1988) simplified the parameterization by substituting solar radiation for PAR 

and soil water for leaf water potential. Kaufmann (1982), while modeling stomatal 

resistance, considered leaf temperature and water stress to be secondary factors as their 

effects occur only when temperature or water stress is extreme. Wright et al. (1995) 

obtained beUer results after excluding the temperature term. He was of the opinion that its 

influence is partly reflected in the humidity difference. Also leaf temperature is a difficult 

term to measure. 

The model proposed by Jarvis (1976) has been used by many researchers to 

estimate stomatal resistance, the inverse of conductance, with different parameterization. 

Deardoff (1978) estimated stomatal resistance by correcting species dependent minimum 

stomatal resistance for the effects of solar radiation and soil water. His model is of the 

form: 

(2.1) 

This model was used by Capehart and Carlson (1994). Dickinson et al. (1986) 

estimated stomatal resistance for his model, BATS, as the product of a species dependent 

minimum stomatal resistance and functions of solar radiation, seasonal temperature and 



soil water. NDilhan and PlantDn (1989) used the same model willi the additiDn .of a vapor 

pressure deficit functiDn. DickinsDn et aI. (1991) propDsed a modified mDdel to estimate 

stomatal resistance as the product .of a species dependent minimum resistance and 

functiDns of PAR, leaf temperature and humidity difference. WigmDsta et al. (1994) used 

the same relatiDnship but he also incDrporated .one more function to accDunt for soil water 

based on Feddes et at (1978). The reciprocals of these functions range from 0 to 1. Thus, 

these variables actually reduce the species dependent maximum conductance depending 

upon envirDnmental constraints. The species dependent maximum leaf conductance is 

.often defined as the largest value .of cDnductance .observed in fully developed, but not 

senescent, leaves of wen-watered plants under optimal climatic conditions, natural 

outdoor carbon-diDxidecDncentration and suffident nutrient supply (KDrner et at, 1979). 

Komer et a1. (1979) has reported the maximum leaf conductance values for the diffusion 

of water vapDr in 246 plant species and cultivars belonging to 13 mDrphologically andior 

eCDlogically comparable plant groups. He has duly adjusted these values to present the 

values based on tDtalleaf surface area, wherever it was possible. 

Scaling up to Canopy 

Much ·has been said abDut the Penman-Monteith combinatiDn equatiDn and its 

applicability tD a real canopy frDm a theoretical standpDint (Shuttleworth, 1976; Finnigan 

and Raupach, 1987) and also from an experimental point of view (LindrDth and HaUdin, 

1986). However it is certain that "the physical meaning of the canopy resistance is not 

easy tD comprehend" (Brutsaert, 1982) and that the classical Penman-Monteith equation 
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is not sufficient · to correctly describe the complexity of the vegetation-atmosphere 

interaction (Lhomme, 1991). 

Lhomme (1991) presents a historical survey of canopy resista:nce. Different 

approacbes, wmch are used to scale up stomatal resistance to represent canopy riesistance, 

include a single layer approach based on the 'big leaf assumption' (Monteith, 1973) and a 

multi-layer approach. .' 

Monteith's single-layer approach is perhaps the simplest of' all and is still used 

widely with one or more modifications. This approach assumes aU the leaves as resistors 

acting in paralleL Thus, canopy resistance can be obtained by dividing tbe leaf stomatal 

resistance by leaf area index,. i .. e. fs = r 12L (Monteith,. 1973), where r is tbe mean leaf ms ms 

stomatal r,esistance for an amphistomatal canopy and L is the leaf area index. Leaf 

stomatal resistance would be half of the mean stomatal resistance in the case of a.Ili 

amphistomatal canopy (leav,es with stomata on both the surfaces). A better procedure 

might be to divide the canopy into several paraHel layers, to calculate for each layer a 

stomatal resistance rs . as r .l2dL., where r . is the mean leaf resistance of a layer i with 
" I ms, I I Jl1S.,J 

a partial leaf area index of dLi' and to. interpret the stomatal resistance of the canopy as 

the effective resistance of the f S ' acting in parallel (Shuttleworth, 1976; Monteith, 1985; 
,I 

Lindro.th and HaUdin, 1986). 

In the multi-layer approach, the stand. is treated as a continuous or discrete set of 

horizontal planes, each one abso.rbing net radiation and transferring sensible and latent 

beat (Lhomme, 1991). The discrete or stratified approach conceives of the canopy as 

being divided into a finite number of layers, each one with a given thickness, and yields 

linear equations, which are solved by means of matrix methods (Waggoner and 
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Reifsynder, 1968; Waggoner et at,. 1969; Fumival et at, 1915) .. ~ In the continuo~ 

approach (plUUip, L964;Cowan, 1968; Go'udriaan and Waggonet;, 1972; Fumival et aI., 

1975; Perrier, 1976), the canopy is considered to be compGsed of,a:a, infinite number of 

strata. 

Rochette et ·a1. (1991) used· different scaling techniques~ to ~ ob~' -the c.anopy 

resistance of maize. He recomm.ends use of a shelter factor to $Ccount . for the leaves 

which are not directly in the sunlight.. Mascart et ·ai. (1991) proposes· a function based on 

leaf area index to estimate the shelter factor. He reported that neglecting the shelter factor 

underestimates the canopy resistance by a factor ranging .from 2.3 to-2.4 when the plant 

density is high (3<L<6) and by a {actor ranging from 0 . .5 to 2.3 when plant density is low 

(I <L<3). 

SOIL EVAPORATION 

Evaporation from bare soil is a time dependent phenomenon due to progressive 

drying. Many ofthe factors influencing soil evaporation are fimctions oftime. When bare 

soil is thoroughly wetted, the soil surface behaves like water in so far as the relative 

humidity of air in contact. with the surface is 100%. The rate of evaporation can be 

calculated from the Penman-Monteith equation (Monteith, 1981) and as a matter of 

observation, is usually very close to the rate for adjacent short vegetation, despite 

differences in radiative and aerodynamic properties (Monteith, 1981). This process can 
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not continue indefinitely because the conductivity oisoil for water decreases very rapidly 

as it dries and it is usually only a few days before the rate of evaporation becomes limited 

by the upward diffusion of liquid water towards the surface (Monteith, 1981). 

ill hisanatytical approach te .estimate soil evaporation,. Monteith (1981) assumed 

that the evaporation of water takes place from wet soil below a dry soil layer of 

increasing thickness, treated as isothermal. Since surface resistance comes from this dry 

layer, it becomes a function of time .. Or. we can say that surface resistance is proportional 

to the amount of water evaporated, since depth of the dry layer depends on the amount 

evaporated. The model, presented by him, estimates cumulative soil evaporation as a 

function of the square root of time. In his model at time t = O. soil evaporation is a 

constant detennined by the state of the atmosphere (Monteith, 1981). 

Evaporation from bare soil is often characterized as occurring in two distinct 

stages (Ritchie, 1974; Kanemasu et aI., 1976; Hanks and Hill, 1980; Ritchie and Johnson, 

1990). The first stage, stage 1. is termed as the "energy limited" stage. In this stage there 

is enough water available in the upper profile of soil to fulfill the requirement of 

atmospheric demand. During this stage, water is transported to the soil surface at a rate 

sufficient to supply the potential rate of evaporation, which is, in turn, governed by 

energy availability at the soil surface. The second stage, stage 2, is termed as the "fa1ling" 

stage or "soil limited" stage, where hydraulic transport of subsurface water to the soil 

surface is unable to supply the water at the potential evaporation rate. 

As mentioned above, the first-stage soil evaporation is limited by energy 

availability. Most of the commonly used approaches attempt to estimate it as a function 

of potential evaporation or potential evapotranspiration. Jensen et a1. (1990) recommend 
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that it be taken as 90 percent of the potential evapotranspiration. Allenet at. (l:996a) ' 

recommend calculating first stage soil evaporation as 1.15 times the grass 'reference 

evapotranspiration. 

In theoretical treatments (Rose, 1968), it is usually assumed that h (relative 

humidity) drops instantaneously from its initial value of unity during the first stage of 

drying to a fixed value of ho at the onset of the second stage where ~ is detennined by 

atmospheric factors. The theory predicts that the subsequent rate of evaporation is 

inversely proportional to the square root of elapsed time. Thus during the second stage 

the cumulative soil evaporation tends to increase with the square root of time for a given 

soil and evaporation potential (Jensen et aI., 1990). The most commonly used approach is 

to use a constant of proportionality to calculate cumulative evaporation as a function of 

square root of time. The constant of proportionality depends on the soil characteristics 

and the soil water content (Black et aI., 1969) and time taken is the time after the onset of 

second stage soil evaporation. 

Th,e combination equation given by Monteith, also known as the Penman· 

Monteith equation, can be used to estimate evaporation from bare soil (Wigmosta et aI., 

1994). In the case of soil, the specified surface resistance is that of the soil surface. This 

resistance comes from the progressivdy drying soil layer (Monteith, 1981). Capehart and 

Carlson (1994) used the Penman-Monteith equation to estimate bare soil evaporation 

with canopy resistance replaced by an effective ground resistance. 

As water evaporates, the amount of evaporable water in the soil layer decreases. 

This causes a decrease in conductivity for moisture or, alternatively, an increase in 

resistance. Allen et a1. (1998) presented a mathematical relationship to estimate the 
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average rate of soil water evaporation occurnng during any period based on the 

assmnption that the evaporation rate in the second stage is linearly proportional to the 

depth of evaporable water remaining. 

Most of the models using a two-stage soil evaporation approach move from first 

stage to second stage once they have evaporated a certain amount of water in the first 

stage (Jensen et aI., 1990; Allen et aI., 1998). This amount also depends upon the depth of 

the soH layer that is contributlng towards evaporation. Evaporation will enter into the first 

stage again if there is sufficient rainfall or irrigation application to bring the amount of 

water above the threshold for the first-stage soil evaporation. 

Another way of characterizing the two stages of soil evaporation is as atmospheric 

demand and soil desorptivity, respectively. In this approach, the first stage evaporation is 

estimated as a function of potential evaporation demand. In the second stage, the 

evaporation is estimated as a nonlinear function of soil water content (Wigmosta et a1., 

1994). Under this approach the soil evaporation, at any time, is calculated as the 

minimum of atmospheric demand and desorptivity volume (Wigmosta et ai., 1994). Thus 

soil evaporation moves from one stage to the other depending upon which one would 

minimize the evaporation. 

The thickness of the soil layer contributing to soil evaporation is very important 

for modeling purposes. Eagleson (1978a) defines this thickness, the penetration depth, as 

the depth at which surface-induced capillary forces become negligible. It is a function of 

soil hydraulic and thermal properties (Allen e1 aL,. 1996b). For modeling purposes it is 

usually kept within 20 cm. Allen et al. (1998) recommend taking a value between 10 and 

20 cm. They used a depth of 15 em, for all soil types, to estimate the parameters of their 
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soil evaporation model (Allen et ai., 1998). Dickinson et a1. (1986) used a depth of 10 em 

in their BATS model. Capehart and Carlson (1994) extracted water for soil evaporation 

from a depth of to cm. Wigmosta et at (1994) adjusted the depth of the upper soil layer 

to 20 cm during the calibration of their model. 

INFILTRATION AND SOIL-WATER MOVEMENT 

A porous medium, such as soil, is an interconnected structure of tiny conduits of 

various shapes and sizes. Soil moisture movement is determined, to a great extent, by the 

soil properties. Soil strata with different physical properties may overlay each other,. 

fonning horizons. Also, soils exhibit great spatial variability even within a small area. 

Some of the soil hydraulic parameters, e.g. hydraulic conductivity, vary with soil water 

content thus introducing time variability. 

Attempts to model flow through porous media date back to the 19th century. In 

1856 Darcy developed his law of porous medium flow that still :Corms the basis of many 

of the soil moisture movement studies. Darcy's law describes a steady uniform flow of 

constant velocity through a porous medium. Richards (1931) derived his equation based 

on Darcy's law for change in soil water content through time. This is the governing 

equation for unsteady unsaturated flow in a porous medium. 
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Infiltration 

Both physically based and empirical infiltration models have been proposed and 

used in hydrological modeling. Most of the physically based models are based on 

Richards' (1931) unsaturated flow equation, or can be derived from it. One of the earliest 

infiltration equations was developed by Horton (1933, 1939), who observed that the 

infiltration begins at some rate and exponentiaUy decreases until it reaches a constant 

rate. Eagleson (1970) and Raudkivi (1979) have shawn that Horton's equatian can be 

derived from Richards' equation by assuming that the hydraulic conductivity and the soil 

water diffusivity are constants independent 'Of the moisture content of tbe soil (Chow et 

aI., 1988). Philip (1957, 1969) solved the Richards' equation under less restrictive 

conditions by assuming that the hydraulic conductivity and the soil water diffusivity can 

vary with tbe maisture cantent. 

Madels based an the Richards' equation are more desirable because they use 

measmed, physical parameters and, in general, they are more accurate. But they are 

difficult ta use (James and Larsan, 1976). Since the Richards' equatian does not have a 

general analytic solution, it must be solved numerically. Such solutions are complex, use 

a lot of computer time and require more detailed input data. 

Green and Ampt (1911) proposed a simplified picture 'Of infiltration so that an 

exact analytical solution could be found. They assumed that the wetting front is a sharp 

boundary dividing soil with a moisture content of B. below, from saturated soil with 
I 

moisture content rjJ (porosity) abave. Under a ponded conditian, soil water moves 

vertically dawnward as pistan flow. Thus the wetting frant moves down, increasing the 
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saturation depth. This model estimates potential infiltration rate, i.e., the rate under a 

ponded condition. 

During a rainfall, ponding will take place only if the rainfall intensity is greater 

than the infiltration capacity of the soil. Prior to ponding, infiltration takes place at a rate 

equal to the rainfall rate (or appli.cation rate). Ifrainfall continues the potential infiltration 

rate will decrease due to increasing soil water content, and soon it will be equal to tbe 

rainfall rate. This time is termed as the ponding time (Mein and Larson, 1973; Chow et 

a1., 1988). Afterwards infiltration would take place at the potential infiltration rate. MelD 

and Larson (1973) modified the Green-Ampt equation to estimate infiltration at any time 

after ponding by offsetting the starting time by an amount equal to the ponding time. Chu 

(1978) extended the same concept to model infiltration during unsteady rainfall. 

The Mein-Larson equation, the modified Green-Ampt equation, does not have a 

direct solution, as in this equation cumulative infiltration is an implicit function of time. 

Many attempts have been made to solve this equation. Chu (1978) presented a graphical 

solution. Chaubey et a1. (1994) used an iterative solution in which iteration continued 

until the difference between successive estimates of cumulative infiltration was less than 

the stopping criterion. Srivastava et a1. (1996) presented a direct approximate solution to 

the Mein-Larson equation. 

Another approach to estimate infiltration is to model runoff and then estimate 

infiltration based on the knowledge of runoff One method to estimate runoff is by 

subtracting the abstraction from the rainfall. Abstraction includes interception of 

precipitation on vegetation above the ground, depression storage on the ground surface as 
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water accumulates in hollows over the surface. and infiltration of water into the soil 

(Chow et at,. 1988). 

The Soil Conservation Service (1972) of the U.S. Department of Agriculture 

(USDA) has developed a method for computing abstraction from storm rainfall. The 

amount of abstraction is calculated as a function of an empirical constant called curve 

number (CN). Curve numbers depend on soil type and vegetation cover and are Hsted in 

many SCS publications and hydrology textbooks. In this approach precipitation must 

exceed a certain amount before. any runoff is generated. 

Soil Water Movement 

Downward movement of the water within the soil does not cease immediately at 

the end ofthe infiltration and may in fact persist for a long time as soil water redistributes 

within the profile. During redistribution the wetting front continues to move downward 

and the transmission zone water content decreases (James and Larson, 1976). Downward 

movement of water, percolation, is often modeled using Darcy's law (examples are 

Shanna et al. (1980) and Wigmosta et al. (1994»). Shanna et al. (1980) estimated soil 

water content and hydraulic conductivity for all layers, except the first layer, at their 

upper and lower boundaries. From these values the hydraulic gradient and average 

hydraulic conductivity were estimated for all layers. Then the averages of hydraulic 

conductivity and hydraulic gradient for two layers were used to estimate flow of moisture 

from one layer to another. Eagleson (l978a) formulated the apparent percolation velocity 

as a steady gravitational seepage which is simply the value of hydraulic conductivity at 

the given soil water content. 
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The same Darcy's law can be applied for horizontal unsaturated flow as well as 

upward vertical flow (Iwata et aI., 1995). According to this law, soil water moves from a 

higher bead to a lower head, where head is the energy of water per unit weight. Darcy's 

law was extended to unsaturated flow by studying unsaturated hydraulic conductivity. 

Wyckoff and Botset (1936) showed a relation between hydraulic conductivity and water 

saturation in their experiments with mixtures of gas and liquid. Brooks and Corey (1964) 

presented an equation to estimate unsaturated hydraulic conductivity of soil. 

The soil water regime may be affected by seepage from adjoining areas, sub

surface runoff and capillary rise from a water table,. besides other factors. Subsurface 

runoff and seepage tend to negate the effect of each other. Capehart and Carlson (1994) 

consider subsurface runoff in their model but acknowledge the fact that, in principle, 

some water should flow in from adjacent locations. 

During inter-storm periods, the soil water regIme IS mainly affected by 

unsaturated soil water movement and root extraction for the purpose of transpiration. 

Since the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity generally decreases radically with decreased 

soil water content, the root extraction becomes predominant with decreased soil water 

content (Miyazaki, 1993). 
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PLANT GROWTH 

Vegetative growth is a complex process which depends on many factors including 

but not limited to climate, soil, water availability, etc. After the germination of seed and 

emergence of a shoot, the growth depends by and large on the rate of photosynthesis .. 

This growth is often restricted by climatalogical factors and water and nutrient. 

availability. 

Photosynthetically active radiation plays a very important role in the growth of a 

crop. Monteith (1977) estimated daily potential increase in the biomass of crops based on 

the interception of PAR (photosynthetically active radiation). Pearson and Ison (1987) 

described a linear relationship between the growth rate of grassl.and and the 

photosynthetically active radiation, assuming that the herbage is intercepting all the 

radiation and other factors, e.g. temperature, are optimal. 

Interception of photosynthetically active radiation depends upon the leaf area 

index and extinction coefficient. During the early stage of growth, each new leaf that is 

formed contributes to more light being intercepted so that growth increases even more. 

Later on leaves will gradually start overshadowing each other, and above a LAI of 3, new 

leaf area hardly results in any increase in light being intercepted (Goudriaan and van 

Laar, 1994). 

Both the light and temperature environments experienced by the leaf during 

growth and development affect its size (Charles-Edwards et aI., 1986). In studying the 

relative leaf growth rates of crops of broad bean (Vicia faba) , Dennett et a1. (1978) 
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reported that the growth rate increased with mean leaf temperature but was not directly 

related to solar radiation. The rate of expansion of individual leaves is highest 2-5 days 

after emergence and declines thereafter (pearson and Ison, 1987). During the period of 

fastest expansion, rates are highly sensitive to temperature (Thomas and Stoddart, 1984). 

Rooting depth normally increases rapidly from the seeding depth to a crop-

specific maximum. In many crops the maximum is usually attained well before 

physiological maturity (Borg and Grimes, 1986). The extent and shape ofthe root system 

vary according to soil characteristics such as texture, bulk density (and void ratio), 

aeration, soil water potential and fertility (pearson and Ison, 1987). 

Often plant growth is simulated based on daily heat unit accumulation or 

,cumulative d.egme days. It is computed as: 

HU = mx,k mn,k - T . [ T -T ] 
k 2 ~ 

(2.2) 

where HUk is the number of heat units for day k, T and T are maximum and 
mx ron 

minimum temperature (C) on day k and Tb is the crop spedfic base temperature (C) of 

crop j. No growth occurs at or below T b. 

During early vegetative growth, leaf tip appearan,ce and blade expansion are linear 

functions of heat unit accumulation (Tollenaar et at, 1979; Watts, 1972). There is an 

exponential increase in LAI during the early growth stage. In many crops, LA! decreases 

after reaching a maximum and approaches zero at physiological maturity. In addition, 

leaf expansion, fmal LAI, and leaf duration are reduced by stresses (Acevedo et aI., 1971; 

Elk and Hanway 1965). 
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EPIC (Sharpley and Williams, (990) uses a single heat unit based model to grow 

all the crops considered. In this model, potential increase in biomass for a day is 

estimated based on the interception of solar radiation. LAI is simulated as a function of 

heat units, crop stress, and crop development stages. Crop height is estimated only as a 

function of heat unit accumulation. 
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Chapter 3 

MODEL DESCRIPTION 

OVERVIEW 

I am presenting a pmcess based, daily simulation model. This model divides the 

soil-plant-atmosphere system into components and processes that can be treated 

individually. The model is modular so that any component can be changed without 

affecting the other components. 

Only rainfall is assumed to be contributing as inflow (irrigation could be treated 

as "pseudo rainfall"). Rainfall water, after subtracting runoff and canopy interception, is 

infiltrated into the soiL Runoff is estimated using the curve number approach. After the 

soil column, down to the root zone depth, has reached saturation,excess water is simply 

drained out. If any layer is at a moisture content above field capacity, it is drained to the 

field capacity and the drained water is entered into the layer immediately below the 

draining layer. Drainage volume is calculated via Darcy's Law assuming a unit hydraulic 

gradient (Wigmosta et a1., 1994). This module runs 24 times on an hourly basis to get 

daily drainage. This approach is being used to account for the fact that the soil water 

content varies with the drainage and thus varies the hydraulic conductivity. 

In addition to deep drainage, other sources of outflow are transpifaltion from the 

plant tissues and evaporation from the upper layer of the soil. These two are estimated 

separately and then mixed based on the fractional transpiration factor to produce a 
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weighted average of the evapotranspiration (Capehart and Carlson, 1994). It is assumed 

that the fraction of the soil exposed to sunlight would contribute towards soH evaporation 

whereas the fraction covered by the plant canopy would contribute towards transpiration. 

The maximum fractional transpiratio:h factor is limited to a value less than 1.0 to account 

for the fact that soil evaporation is nev,er suppressed to zero. This value will differ with 

vegetation type. Soil evaporation is taken only from the uppennost layer which is 15 crn 

deep. Water for the transpiration is extracted from tbe root zone using an exponential 

weighting function, which varies from a maximum at the surface to a minimum at the 

bottom of the root zone. The extraction coefficient for each layer also depends on the 

water content of that layer, as it affects the contribution of individual layers towards total 

transpiration. A layer at a moisture content near wilting point will release less water and 

thus more water will be taken from the other layers. 

Transpiration is estimated using the Penman-Monteith combination equation. This 

equation accounts for the energy required to sustain evapotranspiration and a mechanism 

required to remove the vapor. Daily net radiation and vapor pressure deficit are estimated 

as recommended by Anen et al. (1994b). Canopy resistance is obtained by scaling up the 

stomatal resistance. 

Soil evaporation is estimated as the minimum of atmospheric demand and the 

desorption volume. Desorption volume is here defined as the amount of water which the 

soil would release to a non-restricting altmosphere over a period of time. This approach is 

similar to the one used by Wigmosta et aI. (1994), though the specific methods used to 

estimate atmospheric demand and desorptivity are different. Atmospheric demand is 

estimated as 1. I 5 times grass reference evapotranspiration, as r,ecommended by Allen et 
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a1. (1996a) for estimating first stage soil evaporation. The desorption model follows that 

presented by Gardner (1959) and used by Eagleson (1978a)., Milly (]986) and others. 

Randall (1989) discusses it in detail. 

Land cover characteristics affect the evapotranspiration and the vertical 

distribution of the soil water. To keep track of vegetation parameters a simple plant 

growth model is used. Outputs from this model are canopy height, leaf area index, 

fractional transpiration factor and root depth. The fractional transpiration factor is 

correlated with the LAI and can be visualized as the fraction oftbe ground covered by the 

canopy. For grass, it is assumed that roots do not change thrOllgh time once they have 

been established. But canopy height and leaf area index do change through time. 

A linear model is used to increase the leaf area index from the start of the growing 

lPeriod to the time it reaches a maximum. The leaf area index is assumed to remain at this 

maximum until the start of the senescence period. Then it is linearly decreased from the 

start of the decline to the start of the dormant period. Leaf area index is assumed to 

remain constant, at its minimum value, throughout the dormant period. Canopy height 

and fractional transpiration factor are assumed to change in the same fashion as LAI. But 

fractional transpiration factor often reaches its maximum before LAI. Fractional 

transpiration factor is assumed to reach its maximum value at a LAI of 3.0. as above this 

LAI overshadowing of leaves occurs (Mascart et aI., 1991; Goudriaan and van Laar, 

1994). In the case of grazing and/or mowing, a cut-off LAI is assumed. It is the 

maximum LAI which would be present throughout the growing period. 
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PENMAN-MONTEITH COMBINATION EQUATION 

The Penman-Monteith combination equation (Monteith, 1981), to estimate 

evapotranspiration from any surface with a specified surface resistance, is: 

A (R" - G) + PCp (VPD)K I ra 
ET = ------;-....:..........-~--

A[A + ,(1 + rs / ra)] 
(3.1) 

where ET is evapotranspiration (mm d-I), RI\ is net radiation (MJ m-2 dol), G is soil heat 

flux density (MJ m-2 d- I), p is air density (kg m-3), cp is specific heat of moist air (kJ kg-l 

C-I ), VPD is vapor pressure deficit (kPa), ra is aerodynamic resistance (s m-I), A is latent 

heat of vaporization (MJ kg-I), A is slope of saturation vapor pressure versus temperature 

curve (kPa C-I), 'Y is psychrometric constant (kPa Col), rs is surface resistance (s mol) and 

K is a scaling factor equal to 86400 s d-I. 

Vapor Press!ore Calculations 

The saturation vapor pressure is a measure of the water vapor content of saturated 

air at a given temperature. Saturation vapor pressure, eo, at any temperature, T, can be 

estimated using an equation developed by Tetens (1930) (Allen et a1.. 1 994b ): 

eO (T) = 0.611ex ( 17.27T ) 
P T+ 237.3 

where T is temperature (C) and eo(T) is saturation vapor pressure (kPa) .. 

(3.2) 

Thus saturation vapor pressure at maximum, mlmmum,. average and mean 

dewpoint temperature would be calculated as 
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eO(T ) = O.611ex ( 17.27Tmax ) 

max P Tl1\lIX + 237.3 
(3.3) 

eO(T . ) = O.611ex ( 17.27TmiD ) 

nun P Tmin +237.3 
(3.4) 

eO(T) = O.611ex ( 17.27Ta J 
a p Ta +237.3 

(3.5) 

eO(T ) = O.611ex ( 17.27Tmd )1 
mel P Tmd + 237.3 I 

(3.6) 

where subscripts represent maximum (max), minimum (min), average (a) and mean dew 

point (md). 

Vapor pressure deficit is the difference between the saturation vapor pressure at 

the given temperature and the actual vapor pressure. For daily calculations. Allen et at 

(1994b) recommend the following equation to estimate vapor pressure deficit: 

(3.7) 

Slope of Vapor Pressure Curve 

The slope of the saturation vapor pressure versus temperature relationship can be 

estimated by differentiating eq 3.2 (Jensen et al.. 1990), yielding: 

(3.8) 
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Latent Heat of Vaporization 

Latent heat of vaporization is the amount of energy required to change water at a 

given temperature from the liquid to tbe vapor phase. It can be estimated as a function of 

temperature using an equation developed by Harrison (Jensen et ai., 1990): 

A. = 2.501 - (O.002361)Ta (3 . .9) 

where A. is in MJ kg-1• 

Psychrometric Constant 

The psychrometric constant (1) relates the sensibl,e heat gained from moving air to 

the sensible heat converted into latent beat (Jensen et aI., 1990) and can be estimated as: 

(3.10) 

where r is in kPa C-I, cp is specific heat of moist air equal to (0.001013 MJkg-1 C-l) and 

P is atmospheric pressure (kPa). Thus 

Air Density 

P r =0.00163-
A. 

(3.11) 

Air density can be calculated based on the atmospheric pressure and the virtual 

temperature as (Jensen et aI., 1990): 

(3.12) 
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where p is density of moist air (kg m-]), P is atmospheric pressure (kPa), and Tv is 

virtual temperature (K). The virtual temperature., which accounts for the effects of 

moisture on buoyancy (Rosenberg et aL, 1983), can be calculated as: 

Net Radiation 

T _ Ta +273.16 

v - 1- 0.378eo(Tmd ) 

p 

(3.13) 

Net radiation is a measure of the amount of energy available for use at the earth's 

surface, and provides energy for plant growth, heating of the soil and atmosphere, and 

evaporation of water. Net radiation is composed of short wave and long wave radiation, 

and is dependent on reflective properties of the surface, the temperature of the surface 

and the water vapor content of the atmosphere (Jensen et a1.,. 1990). 

Net radiation (R ) is estimated as the sum of net short wave radiation (R ) and net n ns 

long wave radi.ation (Rn1 ) (Allen et aL, 1994b): 

R =R +R I n ns n 
(3.14) 

where R is net radiation (MJ m-2 d-I), R is net short wave radiation (MJ m-2 d-I) 
n M 

(positive downward) and Rml is net long wave radiation (MJ m-2 d· l) (positive downward). 

Net short wave radiation is estimated as: 

R =(1- a)R os s 
(3.15) 

where R is solar radiation (MJ m-2 d-I) and a is surface albedo. 
s 

Net long wave radiation is estimated as (Allen et aI., 1994b): 
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(3.16) 

where R,d is incoming thennal radiation emitted by the atmosphere and cloud cover to the 

earth's surface (downward flux) (MJ m-2 d- I), R,u is outgoing thermal radiation emitted by 

the vegetation and soil into the atmosphere (upward flux) (M! m-l d-l), f is an adj.ustment 

for cloud cover or a cloudiness factor, c is effective emissivity of the atmosphere, c is 
a ~ 

emissivity by vegetation (0.99 - 0.94) and soil (0.98 - 0.80) and approximately equal to 

0 . .98, 0' is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (4.90 x 10-9 MJ m-2 K-4 d-I), Tlex is maximum 

daily temperature (K) and Tkn is minimum daily temperature (K). 

Cloudiness factor, f, can be estimated as: 

R R f=-"-I ~a _5 +b 
R n10 C Rso C 

(3.17) 

where R I is net long wave radiation for a clear sky day (M! m-2 dol), R is short wave no . s 

solar radiation (MJ m-2 dol), Rso is short wave solar radiation for a clear sky day (M! m-2 

dol), and a and b are calibration parameters. a and b were set equal to 1.35 and -0.35, ,c c c c 

respectively, as recommended by Allen et al. (1994b). 

Net emissivity ofthe surface, c', can be estimated as (Allen et aI., 1994b): 

(3.18) 

where e(T md) is vapor pressure at mean dewpoint temperature (kPa), and a1 and bl are 

empirical coefficients. e(T md) is estimated using eq 3.6. aI and b i are taken as 0.34 and 

-0.14 respectively_ 

Thus, net long wave radiation is (Allen et aI., 1994b): 
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(3.19) 

Clear sky short wav,e radiation can be estimated as (Allen et aI., 1996b): 

(3.20) 

where kA is a clearness index equal to 0.75 + O.000G2E, where E is elevation (m). RA is 

daily extraterrestrial radiation (MJ m-2 d- l ). 

Daily extraterrestrial radiation, RA, can be computed for a location as a function 

of latitude and day of the year using the following equations from Duffie and Beckman. 

(1991) (Allen et aI., 1994b): 

(3 .21) 

where Gsc is the solar constant equal to 0.0820 MJ m-2 min-1, dr is relative distance of 

the earth from the sun? <l> is latitude of the station in radians (positive for northern 

hemisphere), 8 is declination in radians and (j) is sunset hour in radians. These s 

parameters are estimated as: 

d = 1 + 0.33cos ( 27r J) 
r 365 

8 = 0.4093sin(21r 284 + J) 
365 

(()s = afccos[- tan(<l> ~an(8)] 

where J is the day of the year (January Isl:=l). 

Net radiation, R , can now be estimated as: 
n 
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(3.25) 

where R is net radiation (MJ m-2 d-1). R is solar radiation (MJ m-2 d-1), RA is extra 
n S 

terrestrial radiation (MJ m-2 d-1), a is Stefan-Boltzmann constant equal to 4.90 x 10-9 MJ 

m-2 K-4 d-1, eo(Trnd) is vapor pressure at mean dewpoint temperature (kPa), Tb: IS 

maximum daily temperature (K)and Tim is minimum daily temperature (K). 

Soil Heat Flux 

On a daily basis and assuming an effective soil depth of 0.18 m, soil heat flux (G) 

can be estimated as (Allen et aI., 1994b): 

G = 0.38(T . - T . I) a,l a,.I- (3.26) 

where T is the mean daily temperature. Subscripts i and i-I represent the current and the 
a 

previous day respectively. 

Aerodynamic Resistance 

Aerodynamic resistance, ra, is estimated assuming a logarithmic wind profile 

(Allen et aI., 1 994b): 

=In[(x-du)lz''m]l~('_d)1 ] ra 2 nr x u zov 
u(x)k 

(3.27) 

where zorn is the roughness length for momentum transfer (m), zov is the roughness length 

for heat and vapor transfer (m), du is the zero plane displacement for the wind profile (m), 

x is the measurement height for wind speed (m), x' is the measurement height for 
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humidity and temperature (m), k is the von Karman constant equal to 0.41 and u(x) is the 

wind speed at height x (m 5-1). 

The roughness lengths and the displacement height are estimated as: 

z = O.123h 
om 

z = O.lz ov am 

du = (2/3)h 

where h is canopy height in m. 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

Surface resistance (rs) will vary depending upon the vegetation cover but is fixed 

for the reference ET calculation. 

REFERENCE EVAPOTRANSPIRATION 

Allen et al. (l994a) defined grass reference ET as the rate of evapotranspiration 

from a hypothetical reference crop with an assumed crop height of 0.12 m, a fixed 

surface resistance of 70 s m- l and an albedo of 0.23, closely resembling the 

evapotranspiration from an extensive surface of green grass of unifonn height, actively 

growing, completely shading the ground and with adequate water. 

Thus equation 3.1 can be used to calculate grass reference ET, ETa. with the 

following specifications. Canopy height, h, is equal to 0.12 m, surface albedo, a, is equal 

to 0.23 and surface resistance, rs' is equal to 70 s m-I. 
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PLANT TRANSPIRATION 

Full cover plant transpiration, Trre, is estimated using the Penman-Monteith 

combination equation, eq 3.1, with cover specific values for canopy height, surface 

resistance and surface albedo. 

The surface albedo is a measure of the reflectivity of the surface to solar radiation. 

It is dependent on surface vegetative and moisture conditions, and varies for different 

types of vegetation and for differe!lt heights and growth stag,es of the vegetation COke, 

1987). For grass and other short vegetation, it varies from 0.15 to 0.25 (Allen et aI., 

1996b). In this model a constant value of 0.18 is being used for grass, as used by some 

other modelers (Wigmosta et al. 1994). 

Roughness lengths for momentum and vapor, and zero plane displacement height, 

are ,estimated using equations 3.28 - 3.30. And then based on these values, aerodynamic 

resistance is estimated using equation 3.27. 

Incase ofa plant canopy,. the surface resistance, rs in eq 3.1, is substituted by a 

canopy resistance, rc' Canopy resistance is computed by scaling the stomatal resistance of 

individual leaves (Shuttleworth and Wallace, 1985; Lhomme. 1991; Fisher,. 1995): 

r = [SI 
e 

2LAIeIT 
(3.31) 

where rc is canopy resistance (8 m-I), rst is stomatal resistance (s m· l) and LAIeff is tbe 

effective leaf area index of the canopy equal to (LAIlPs)' where Ps is a shelter factor, 

suggested by Mascart et at (1991) and computed as: 
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(3.32) 

where esf is a coefficient for the shelter factor. 

Stomatal resistance is modeled by mUltiplying a species dependent minimum 

stomatal resistance by functions representing environmental and water stresses, which 

influence stomatal behavior (Stewart, 1988; Dickinson et at., 1991). Only three factors 

are being considered here; they are solar radiation, vapor pressure deficit and soil water. 

Thus the stomatal resistance model takes the following form: 

rs.! = rsrnin f(P AR) f(VPD) f( f) ) (3.33) 

where r t is stomatal resistance (s mol), r . is crop specific minimum stomatal resistance 
s srrnn 

(s mol), f(PAR) is a function for stomatal response to solar radiation, f(VPD) is a function 

for stomatal response to vapor pressure deficit and f( f) is a function for stomatal 

response to soil water stress. The general shape of these functions, as outlined in the 

equations to follow, is shown in figures 3.1 - 3.3. 

These functions are estimated as recommended by Wigmosta et al. (1994)-

Relations for the first two of these, f(P AR) and f(VPD), are taken from Dickinson et al. 

(1991) and the third, f(f), foUowsFeddes et al. (1978). The minimum value of these 

functions is 1. They are computed as the inverse of the original conductance functions as 

follows: 

f(P AR)-l = rsmin I rnov. + Rp I R"" 

1 + Rp IR"" 

f(VPD)-I = 1 - (VPD/cd) 

40 
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where R is photosynthetically active radiation (MJ m-2 d-I), R is the light level at which 
p ~ 

r = 2r . (MJ m-2 d-I), r . is species dependent minimum stomatal resistance (s m-I), 
5 smm smm 

r is the maximum (cuticular) resistance (s m-I), VPD is the vapor pressu.re deficit 
smax 

(kPa), Cd is the vapor pressure deficit causing stomatal closure:::::: 4 kPa (Wigmosta et a1., 

1994), () is the average soil water content in the root zone depth. () is the threshold soil 
t 

water content above which soil water conditions do not restrict transpiration and B is 
WP 

the plant wilting point. For values of e greater than et , f(9yl equals 1, whereas for e less 

than ewp' rst is set equal to rsmax' 

R can be approximated as 46% of the incident solar radiation (Skartveit and 
p 

Olseth, ] 994). R can be taken as 100 W m-2 for grasslands and crops and 30 W m-2 for pc 

trees (Dickinson et aI., 1986). 

Threshold soil water content is calculated as: 

(3.37) 

where F ns is the fraction of the available soil water which can be extracted with negligible 

stress, B is the plant wilting point and (j is field capacity. This equation is often used 
WP FC 

in crop coefficient based models of ET to account for soil water stress (Allen et al., 

1996b). ,(j ,B and (j arecakulated as average soil water content over the entire root 
PC WP 

zone depth. 
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(3.38) 

i=1 

where N is the number oflayers in the root zone and d. is the thickness oflayer i (nun). 
mol I 

It is assumed that a maximum water stress is reached when the soil water content 

reaches the wilting point. Since a soil water content below the wilting point is effectively 

not going to stress the ET process any more. layers at a water content below the wilting 

point are considered to be at the wilting point. for this calculation. 

SOIL EVAPORATION 

SoH evaporation is estimated as occurring in two stages. The flrst stage is tenned 

as climate-controUedand soil evaporation in this stage equals atmospheric demand. The 

second stage is termed as soil-controlled and soil evaporation in this stage equals 

desorptivity. So soil evaporation is estimated as the minimum of atmospheric demand 

and desorptivity volume. following Eagleson (1978a) and Wigmosta et al. (1994). Allen 

et al. (l996a) recommends the flrst stage soil evaporation be estimated as: 

(3.39) 

where EAD is the atmospheric demand for soil evaporation (mm) and ETo is grass 

reference ET (mm). 
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The second stage soil evaporation is estimated following the approach proposed 

by Randall (1989): 

(3.40) 

where t is time smce the beginning of soil evaporation (d), 6t is the time interval (d), 

Es (t + .1t) is total soil evaporation in time t + .1t (mm), EsCt) is total soil evaporation in 

time t (mm) and SE is sorptivity (rom d-1I2). 

Thus desorptivity volume for time interval.1t can be estimated as: 

DV ~ E, (I) 1 + t>.{ E~ (IJ - E, (t) (3.41) 

where DV is desorptivity volume for time interval .1.t (rrun). 

The sorptivity can be calculated as (Randall, 1989; Wigrnostaet aI., 1994): 

[ 
8¢ Ks BP ]112[0 ](llzm )...2 

SE =13(1+3m )(1+4m ) ¢ 
(3.42) 

where SE is the sorptivity of the soil layer (mm d- I12). Ks is the saturated hydraulic 

conductivity of the soil layer (mm d-I), BP is the bubbling pressure (approximately the 

minimum capillary pressure on the drainage cycle at which a continuous non-wetting 

phase exists) (mm), m is the pore size distribution index for the soil texture (a 

characteristic constant being small for media having a wide range of pore sizes and large 

for media with a relatively uniform pore size), e is the sod water content of the soil 

layer and¢ is the soil porosity. 
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Sorptivity :is calculated based on an average soil water content to account for the 

fact that the soil water content is not constant throughout the day and sorptivity can 

change dramatically over the course of a 24-hour period. First atmospheric demand for 

that day, eq 3.39,. and desorptivity volume, based on initial soil water content, are 

estimated Ceq 3.42 and eq 3.41) .. Then water equal to sod evaporation (eq 3.44) is 

subtracted from the amount of water in the fIrst layer and the new soil water content is 

calculated. The average of these two soil water content values is used to calculate the 

final sorptivity using eq 3.42. Then the final desorptivity volume is estimated based on 

this new value of sorptivity. Desorptivity volume and atmospheric demand ar,e compared-

to estimate soil evaporation using equation 3.44. 

Time t is reset after each rainfall event and incremented daily. For the first day 

(t=I), the desorptivity volume can be set equal to sorptivity as in general (Randall, 1989): 

(3.43) 

Bare soil evaporation is determined as (Wigmosta et aI., 1994): 

Ebs = min (E AD' DV) (3.44) 

Cumulative soil evaporation is reset after each rainfall event and is incremented daily as: 

E (t) = E (t) + E 
S5 S 

(3.45) 

where Es is actual soil evaporation (rom) as discussed in the following section .. 
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SOIL WATER EXTRACTION 

Once soiIevaporation and plant transpiration have been estimated, they are 

extracted from the root zone. As soil evaporation is estimated assuming bare soil and 

plant transpiration is estimated assuming fun cover, the first step is to mix them based on 

the fractional transpiration factor. 

Thus soil evaporation is calculated as: 

E = E (1- Fr) 
s bs 

(3.46) 

and plant transpiration as: 

(3.47) 

where Fr is the fractional transpiration factor, Ebs is bare soil evaporation (mm)., Es is 

actual soil evaporation (mm), Trfc is the full cover transpiration (mm) and Tr is actual 

transpiration (mm). Now evapotranspiration can be calculated as: 

ET=E +Tr 
s (3.48) 

where ET is evapotranspiration (mm). 

Soil evaporation is taken only from the first layer, which is 150 mm deep. Water 

for plant transpiration is extracted from the entire root zone using a function based on the 

root distribution. The extraction of water from individual layers is affected by the water 

availability in that layer. The extraction function used in this model is: 

(3.49) 
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where W . is the weighting factor for th.e ith layer, M. is the moisture availability function, 
I I 

di is the depth of the layer i, fi is the nonnalized root length density for the ith layer, N root 

is the number of soil layers containing roots and n is a stress parameter. n is equal to 2 if 

soil water content is less than wilting point, otherwise it is equal to I. 

The parameter n is used to modify the moisture availability function when the soil 

water content faUs below the wilting point. This allows the extraction of water from an 

individual layer to be greatly reduced when the water content falls below the wilting 

point. 

Moisture availability for soil layers containing roots is estimated as (Capehart and 

Carlson. 1994): 

fOf e. < FC (3.50) 
I 

M.=I 
I for OJ ~ FC (3.51) 

where Mi is the moisture availability function for layer i and 8m is the field capacity for 

layer i. Figure 3.4 is a plot ofthis function foreFei = 0.25. 

The nonnalized root length density, f,. at any point z is estimated as proposed by 

Zhang et a1. (1993): 

r = a exp (-bz) (3.52) 

where b is an empirical constant and a is computed as: 

b (3.53) a=-----
1- exp (-bZrnot ) 
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where Zrool is the root depth. For any layer i, z is the depth down to the center of that 

layer (if roots extend throughout the layer) or the depth down to the center of the portion 

of the layer containing roots. Figure 3.5 shows the weighting factor assuming a unifonn 

water content throughout the root zone and a root depth of 1200 mm. 

If there is any canopy interception, it should be subtracted from the transpiration 

before the extraction function is applied:. 

Tr =Tr-P root lOt 
(3.54) 

where Tr I is the amount of water to be extracted from the root zone as transpiration 
roo 

(mm) and P. t is the canopy interception (mm). 
10 

For the first layer 

TW, . = TW1 . 1 - E - Tr WI 
J J- s root (3.55) 

and for other layers 

TW .. =TW .. \-Tr W. 
I,] 1,]- root 1 

(3.56) 

where TWj is the depth of water in layer i (mm) and subscripts j-l and j represent the 

previous day and the current day, respectively. 
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INFILTRATION 

Runoff is estimated using the SCS curve number approach. It is assumed that all 

the rainfall that is not runoff and that is not intercepted by the canopy, infiltrates into the 

soil. 

F = Pc - (RO + Pint) (3.57) 

where F is the depth of the infiltrated water (mm), Pc is the precipitation depth (mm), RO 

is runoff (rrun) and P. 1 is the depth of water intercepted by the canopy (mm). 
m 

First the maximum amount which can be intercepted by the canopy (Wigmosta et 

al.. 1994) is calculated as: 

P. t = Fr(O.1LAI) m 
(3.58) 

If rainfall is less than this amount, no infiltration takes place. If rainfall exceeds 

canopy interception, then runoff is estimated. Runoff is estimated based on the CN which 

is a dimensionless parameter defined in such a way that 0 :s eN :s 100. A high eN means 

high runoff. CN, for "nannaI" moisture conditions (i.e. antecedent moisture condition II), 

is tabulated in many hydrology references, e.g. Chow et a1. (1988), but it should be 

modified for other antecedent moisture conditions (Chow et aI., 1988). 

For antecedent moisture condition I (dry condition): 

CN r = 4.2CNn 

10- (0.05SCN II) 
(3.59) 

and for antecedent moisture condition III (wet condition): 
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eNrn = 23CN[J 
10 + (0. BeN II ) 

(3 .. 60) 

These moisture conditions are detennined based on the total amoUlilt of the rainfall 

occurring in the last five days (Chow et al., 1988). Runoff is estimat,ed as: 

(3.61) 

where I is th,e initial rainfall abstraction (rom) and S is the potential maximum retention 
ra 

after runoffbegins (mm). 

Initial rainfall abstraction is comprised of all losses before any runoff is 

generated. It includes water retained in surface depressions and water intercepted by 

vegetation, evaporation and infiltration (Rawls et al., 1996). It can be approximated as: 

Ira = 0.2S (3.62) 

The parameter S is related to the soil and cover conditions through the curve number, eN 

(Rawls et aI., 1996). This relation is expressed as: 

S = 2540 - 25.4 
eN 

(3.63) 

The infiltrated water is moved into the soil on a layer by layer basis, i.e., first all 

water is entered into the fIrst layer and if it becomes saturated then water begins entering 

the next layer. This process continues until aU layers have reached saturation or all water 

has entered into the root zone. In the fonner case, the excess water is drained out of the 

control volume and simply ignored. 
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DRAINAGE 

Infiltration effectively rruses soil wat,er content to saturation. During the 

redistribution process. layers at a moisture content higher than field capacity release 

water to lower layers, until the draining layers reach field capacity. Drainage volume for 

each layer is calculated and this volume is entered into the next layer. When moving 

water into any layer, the moisture content in the receiving layer is checked. If it exceeds 

porosity, that layer is filled up to porosity and the remaining water is moved into the next 

layer. 

Based on the soil water content, the hydraulic conductivity for each layer is 

calculated using the Brooks-Corey (1964) model as proposed by Wigmosta et a1. (1994): 

2 

[
fJ - () ]ml +3 

K(O.) = K . j ri 
I SI A. -0. r.' n 

(3.64) 

where K( 0 ) is the soil vertical unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (mm br l ). Ks is the 

saturated hydraulic conductivity (mm hrl), 0 is the soil water content, 0 is the residual 
r 

soil water content (water left in an air dried soil) and ¢ is the porosity. The subscript i 

refers to the i th layer. 

Discharge volume (Q) for each time step, one hour, is calculated assuming a unit 

hydraulic gradient. Thus 

(3.65) 
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where Q is discharge volume (mm) and fit is time interval, equal to 1 hr. An hourly, 

rather than daily, time step is used here because the water content of draining soil can 

change markedly over the course of a day. 

This water is entered into the next layer. Water is drained from the first layer to 

the second and from the second layer to the third and so on. This process is repeated 24 

times to complete the daily drainage cycle. Incase all layers reach field capacity the 

remaining water is drained out. 

PLANT GROWTH 

In this model a very simple, linear function is used to grow the plants through 

time. Plant growth is simulated in terms of canopy height and LAl. Another important 

output is the fractional transpiration factor, which is assumed to be a linear function of 

LAI. It is assumed that plant growth~ in terms of LAI and canopy height, is linear from 

the day of the start of the growth to the date LAI reaches its maximum value. Vegetation 

cover is then constant until senescence starts. Then a linear decrease in LAI and canopy 

height is simulated. Figure 3.6 shows this pattern with arbitrary values of LAl and 

fractional transpiration factor. 

This approach divides the simulation year in four periods im tenns of the 

vegetative condition. These periods ar,e dormant period, early growth period, peak LA! 

period and senescence period. Four key dates also known as "critical dates of growth" are 
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required to define the linear functions for LAI. These dates are date of the start of growth 

(D ), date when LAI reaches its peak (D ). date of the start of senescence (D ) and date s,g mx ss 

of the start of donnancy{D sd)' The linear growth functions are calculated as: 

S _ LAImx - LAImn 
G-

0rnx - DSg 

S _ LAImx. - LAImn 
s -

DII - Dss 

(3.66) 

(3.67) 

where So and Ss are slopes during the early growth and the senescence period, LAImx and 

LAI are the maximum and minimum values of LA! respectively, D is the date at the 
~ ~ 

start of the growth, D is the date when LAI reaches its maximum, D is the date at the m ss 

start of the senescenc,e and D d is the date at the start of the donnancy period. 

During the initial growing period, until LAI reaches its maximum value 

LAlj = LAIj _1 + (Soilt) (3.68) 

During the senescence period 

LAIj = LAlj _1 - (SsLlt) (3.69) 

where ilt is the time interval equal to one day. Subscripts j-l and j refers to the previous 

day and the current day, respectively. 

Canopy height and fractional transpiration factor are simulated as linear functions 

of LAI, but the fractional transpiration factor is allowed to reach its maximum value 

before LAI does. 

LAI j - LAImn 
h. =h + (h -h ) 

J mn LAI _ LAI mx mn 
nIX mn 

(3.70) 
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LAI j - LAI mn ( ) 
Frj = Frnm + Frmx - Frmn 

LAl MFr - LAl mn 
for LAlj < LAIMFr (3.71) 

for LAIj 2: LAIMFr (3.72) 

where h is canopy height (m), hnm is minimum canopy height (m), hmx is maximum 

canopy height (m), LAI is leaf area index, LAImn is minimum leaf area index,LAImx is 

maximum leaf area index, LAIMFr is the LAI at which the fractional transpiration factor 

reaches its peak, Fr is the fractional transpiration factor and Frnm and Frmx are the 

minimum and the maximum fractional transpiration factors, respectively. In case of 

grazing or mowing a threshold LAI is assumed. LAI is not allowed to exceed this value. 

Thus fraction cover and canopy height, too, remain at a lower level. 
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Cbapter4 

MODEL PARAMETERIZATION AND CALIBRATION 

The following eight field monitoring sites were chosen for the model 

development and its validation: Apache, Boise City, Broken Bow, Goodwell, Honis, 

Marena, Miami and StiHwater. The model development and initial testing were 

accomplished by running the model at the following four sites: Apache, Goodwell,. 

Marena and Stillwater. These sites are geographically diverse and exhibit considerable 

variation in terms of soil and vegetation (table 4.1). These sites win henceforth be known 

as the 'development sites'. Later, the model was extended to the other sites, Boise City, 

Broken Bow, Hollis and Miami, for validation. These sites win henceforth be known as 

the 'validation sites ". 

Table 4.1 Description of development sites. 

egetatIon 

GoodweH 36.60 101.60 Short grass* Loam 61 

Marena 36.06 97.21 Mixed bluestem Sandy clay loam 74 

Stillwater 36.12 97.10 Bermudagrass Silty clay loam 80 

re ommant specles are rury grama an 
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The model requires three different types of inputs: weather, soil and vegetation 

data. Wealther data are required to estimate the ET and the inflow to the root zone. Soil 

data are used to estimate the soil water parameters at various depths. Vegetation data are 

needed for the plant growth component ofthe model and for ET estimates. 

The model outputs were compared against observed ET and soil moisture data to 

aid in developing and evaluating the perfonnance of the model. ET was measured at three 

of the eight test sites (Apache, Goodwell and Marena) using weighing lysimeters 

installed by Fisher (1995). These sites win henceforth be known as the 'lysimeter sites'. 

Soil moisture was measured at all eight sites using thennal dissipation sensors (the 

Campbell Scientific, Inc. 229L Matric Potential Sensor) installed at four different depths: 

5 cm, 25 em, 60 cm and 75 cm. 

MODEL PARAMETERIZATION 

WEATHER VARIABLES 

The Oklahoma Mesonetwork (Mesonet) is an extensive network of automated 

weather stations deployed across the state of Oklahoma. The network consists of 114 

weather stations operating continuously in diverse, often remote locations, including the 

eight study sites discussed her,ein. The Mesonet weather stations make continuous, 

automatic measurements of a variety of weather and soil parameters and report the data at 

IS-minute intervals (Elliott et aI., 1994). The data are reported via radio telemetry and the 

Oklahoma Law Enforcement Telecommunications System, with the data from all the 
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weather stations being ingested at the Oklahoma Climatologi,cal Survey located at the 

University of Oklahoma. The data are then made available for dissemination to users via 

a computer bulletin-board system and over the Internet. The capabilities and operation of 

the Oklahoma Mesonetwork are described in detail by Brock et a1. (1995). 

Weather data are conected continuously, summarized every five minutes and 

reported at I5-minute intervals by the Mesonet stations. Swnmaries of the 5-minute 

observations have been prepared (M.A. Shafer, Oklahoma Climate Survey, personal 

communication) to provide daily values of a variety of weather parameters for the 24-

hour period, midnight to midnight. These summaries files were converted into a database 

format by Dr. Gabriel Senay (Oklahoma State University, personal communication). A 

list of the weather variables used in this model is shown in table 4.2. The data-input 

module of the model converts English units to S1. 

Bad or missing data were flagged as -999 in the data file. There were a few such 

instances in the databases of 1996 and 1997. Rainfall was found missing for as long a 

period as I month for Boise City (1997). In this case, data from the Boise City 

cooperative observing station were used .. A couple of rainfall values were missing for 

Miami (1997) too. In this case, the rainfall at the neighboring Mesonet stations, Jay and 

Vinita, were used to fill in missing rainfall values. 

Some information is lost when summarizing rainfall as a daily total. The 

precipitation rate is important in detennining the infiltration rate. An intense rainfall may 

result in less infiltration than that resulting from a light steady rainfall amounting to the 

same daily total rainfall. The timing of the rainfall is important in detennining when and 

how much water becomes available for evapotranspiration. Rainfall occurring in the 
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morning is available for the evapotranspiration during the entire day, while rainfall 

occurring after sunset will lIlot be subject to appreciable evapotranspiration until the next 

day when the evaporative energy becomes available. This model assumes that the rainfaU 

takes place at the end of the day. So if rainfall actually occurred at the start of the day, 

modeled effects on ET and soil water content could be shifted by one day. 

Table 4.2 Mesonet weather variables used in the model. 

Variable S~bol Height of Value Units 

Measurement 

Solar radIatIon R. s 2m --z4-li totaT iMJm-l 

Air temperature, Maximum T 1.5 m 24-h maximum of 
max 

Minimum T . mIn 1.5 m 24-b minimum OF 

Average T a 1.5 m 24-h average of 

Dew point temperature Tmd 1.5 m 24-h average of 
(derived) 

Precipitation , P O.Sm 24-htotal inches ,c 

Wmd U 2m 24-h average mi h-l 

,I' Atmospheric pressure P 0.5 m 24-h average inches ofHg 

SOIL PARAMETERS 

Due to the absence of any direct observed data on soil water parameters, texture-

based soil parameter values were wed in the model (table 4.3). Rawls et al. (1982) have 

documented mean values of many soil parameters solely based on the soil texture. These 

parameters include porosity, field capacity, wilting pomt, residual saturation, saturated 
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Table 4.3 Texture based soil parameter values (Rawls et al., 1982 and Allen et aI., 1996b) as used in the mode(. 

Residual Sat. hydraulic Bubbling Pore size 
Soil texture Porosity Field capacity Wilting point saturation conductivity pressure distribution 

t/J °Fe Owp Or Ks BP index 
(cmlh) (cm) m 

Sand 0.437 0.12 0.04 0.02 21.00 7.26 0.592 
(0.37-0.50) (0.07w O.17) (0.05-0.11 ) (0.001-0.039) (1.36-38.74) (0.332-1.051 ) 

Loamy sand 0.437 0.14 0.06 0.035 6.11 8.69 0.474 
(0.37-0.51 ) (0.11-0.19) (0.03-0.10) (0.003-0.067) (1.80-41.85) (0.271 -0.827) 

Sandy loam 0.453 0.23 0.10 0.041 2.59 14.66 0.322 
(0.35-0.56) (0.18w O.28) (0.06-0.16) (0.0-0.106) (3.45-62.24 ) (0.186-0.558) 

Loam 0.463 0.26 0.12 0.027 1.32 11.15 0.220 
(0.38-0.55) (0.20-0.30) (0.07-0.16) (0.0-0.074) (1.63-76.40) (0.137 wO.355) I 

Silt loam 0.501 0.30 0.15 0.015 0.68 20.76 0.211 
(0.42-0.58) (0.22-0.36) (0.09-0.21 ) (0.0-0.058) (3.58-120.4 ) (0.136-0.326) 

Sandy clay loam 0.398 0.28 0.13 0.068 0.43 28.08 0.250 
(0.33-0.46) ---- - --- (0.0-0.137) (5.57-141.5) (0.125-0.502) 

Clay loam 0.464 0.32 0.17 0.075 0.23 25.89 0.194 
(0.41-0.52) -- -- (0.0-0.174) (5.80-115.7) (0.100-0.377) 

Silty clay loam 0.471 0.34 0.19 0.040 0.15 32.56 0.151 
(0.42-0.52) (0.30-0.37) (0.17-0.24) (0.0-0.118) (6.68-158.7) (0.090-0.253) 

Sandy clay 0.430 0.32 0.18 0.109 0.12 29.17 0.168 
(0.37-0.49) -- -- (0.0-0.205) (4.96-171.6) (0.078-0.364) 

Silty clay 0.479 0.36 0.21 0.056 0.09 34.19 0.127 
(0.43-0.53) (0.29-0.42) (0.14-0.29) (0.OwO.136) (7.04-166.2) (0.074-0.219) 

Clay 0.475 0.36 0.21 0.090 0.06 37.30 0.131 

- - - (0.~3-9·52) (0.32-0.39) (0.19-0.24 ) (0.0-0.195) (7.43-1_87.2) _ (0.068-0.253) 

* Single values represent means (geometric means for BP and m). Values in parentheses represent lower and upper limits for field 
capacity and wilting point, and ± one standard deviation for other parameters. 



hydraulic conductivity, bubbling pressure and pore size distribution index. Estimates for 

the field capacity and the wilting point were taken from Allen et aI. (1996b), table 4.3. 

Since these parameters, the field capacity and the wilting point, were not given for the 

sandy clay loam and the clay loam textural classes, they were estimated based on their 

position in the USDA soil textural triangle (Hillel, 1971). These parameters (the field 

capacity and the wilting point) were calibrated later. 

For tbe eight study sites, the main source of the soil texture infonnation was data 

collected by soil scientists with the USDA Soil Conservation Servic,e (R.L. Elliott. 

Oklahoma State University, personal communication). Based on the field observations of 

the soil cores taken at the sites,. this data set contains information about the texture and 

the thickness of various layers. Also available were soil particle-size analyses of samples 

taken by the Mesonet technicians at four depths (5 em,. 25 cm, 60 cm and 75 em). Where 

necessary, texture infonnation was extrapolated to estimate the boundaries of the various 

soil layers. STATSGO (USDA, 1994) data were used as an added sour,ce of texture 

information. Due to its coarse resolution, the use of ST ATSGO was limited to help in 

deciding the upper and lower boundaries ofthe soil layers in a few cases. 

For each site, the root zone was divided into various model layers based on the 

soil textur,e. The division was made in such a way that the observation points for soil 

water measurement (see section: "soil water content measurement") fall either at the 

center of the layer, approximately, or at the boundary of two adjacent layers The 

thickness of any layer containing an observation point was limited to 250 mm. These 

requirements forced, in some cases, a homogeneous thick layer to be sub-divided into 

smaller layers. 
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Each soil layer was assigned one of the fonowing 11 major USDA texture classes: 

Sand, Loamy sand, Sandy loam, Loam, Silt loam, Sandy clay loam, Clay loam, Silty clay 

loam, Sandy clay, Silty clay and Clay. The texture was assumed to be unifonn throughout 

a layer. Using table 4.3, soil water parameter values for each layer were assigned based 

on its texture (see appendix A.l - A.4 for the infonnation on soil texture for each site). In 

order to estimate the SCS curve number for each site~ the 11 texture classes were 

regrouped into four hydrologi,c soil groups (Rawls et al, 1996), table 4.4. The curve 

number for each site was chosen based on the texture of the upper soil layer and 

vegetation (table 4.1). 

Table 4.4.. Hydrologic soil groups 

Silt loam, Loam 

Sandy clay loam 

B 

C 

o Clay loam, Silty clay loam, Sandy clay, Silty clay, Clay 

VEGETATION PARAMETERS 

The important vegetation parameters are minimum and maximum leaf area index 

(LAI), minimum and maximum canopy height, minimum and maximum fractional 

transpiration factor, root depth and minimum and maximum stomatal resistance. Other 

parameters include coefficient for shelter factor, fraction of available soil water depletion 
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at no stress and coefficient for root extraction function. At the lysimeter sites. vegetation 

data, LAl and canopy height, are periodically collected (W.R.Marshall, Oklahoma State 

University, personal communication). The measurements are made inside as well as 

outside the fence surrounding the lysimeter. Multiple measurements are made in each of 

these areas so that average values can be estimated and spatial variability taken into 

account. The frequency of this data collection is approximately once per month. These 

data were used in determining the p,arameters for the linear models of LAl, canopy height 

and fractional transpiration factor (equations 3.66 - 3.71). In 1997, the frequency of data 

collection was less, so those observations were used only as a guideline. 

Canopy height ofthe vegetation is used in calculating the zero-plane displacement 

height and roughness lengths. Tall grasses shoot nonnally 60-120 cm whereas short 

grasses shoot 15-60 cm (Weaver, 1920). Terrel (1979) describes tall fescue as 200 cm 

taU grass. Canopy height ofa mowed pasture is often taken as 7 cm (Allen et aL, 1996b). 

A canopy height of20 cm was used for grassland by Capehart and Carlson (1994). EPIC 

(Sharpley and Williams, 1990) uses maximum canopy heights of 150 cm for range and 

spring pasture and 120 em for winter pasture. Fractional transpiration factor is estimated 

based on LAl. The minimum and the maximum values of this factor are assigned during 

model calibration. 

Leaf area index 

The dominant vegetation types at Apache, Goodwell and Marena are 

Bermudagrass,. native short grass and mixed native grasses (predominantly bluestem) 

respectively. In 1996, average (representative) LAl values during the peak season were 
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observed as 6..4 at Apache, 3.0 at Goodwell and 4.8 at Marena. Growth started in late 

March at Marena and Apacbe. At Goodwell no growth was observed until May. Leaf area 

index reached its peak in August at Goodwell and Apache. At Marena, peak LAI was, 

observed in late July. Senescence started in August-September and LAI declined to zero 

by November at all three sites. 

The dominant vegetation type at Stillwater is bennudagrass. At this site, the 

vegetation was parameterized based on the literature and observations at Apache. Grass is 

periodically mowed at this site. Therefore, it was assigned a maximum LA! of 6 and a 

cutoff LA! of 2. The cutoff LAI was adjusted during the caHbration. The estimates of the 

minimum and the maximum LAI for an the development sites are listed in table 4.5. 

Canopy height 

In 1994 and 1995, the mean maximum canopy height reported at Apache was 

nearly 30 em and that at Marena was 40 cm. At Goodwell, the mean maximum canopy 

height was less than 10 em. In the winter of these years, the canopy height at Apache and 

Mar'ena had dropped to nearly 10 cm. At Goodwell, it had dropped as low as 1 cm. In 

1996, vegetation showed increased growth in tenns of canopy height at the lysimeter 

sites. The mean maximum canopy heights, in 1996, were 30 cm, 50 em and 80 em at 

Goodwell,. Apacbe and Marena, respectively. 

At Stillwater, grass does not grow too tall due to the mowing. The observed 

canopy height in the summer 1997 was in the range of 1-4cm. Therefore the minimmn 

canopy height was assigned a value as low as 1 em. The maximum canopy height 
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(without mowing) was taken as 50cm, based on the observations made at Apache. The 

estimates of the minimum and the maximum canopy heights for all the development sites 

are listed in table 4.5. 

Table 4.5. Initial estimates ofvegdation parameters at the development sites 

Parameter Apache Goodwell Marena Stillwater 

Vegetahon I Bermudagrass I~hort grass'" I Mix. Bluestem Bermudagrass 

LAI 0 0 0 0 
mn 

LAlmx 6.4 3.0 4.8 6 

Min. canopy height (cm) 10 1 30 I 

Max. canopy height (cm) 50 10 80 50 

Root depth (cm) 80 60 80 80 

Min. stomatal resistance 166 166 166 166 
(8 mol) , 

Dates of Growth 

Start of growth (D ) March 26 May 9 March 26 March 2,6 
sg 

LAI at peak (D mx) Aug. 15 Aug. 3 July 23 Aug. 15 

Start of senescence (Dss) Aug. 31 Sep.9 Aug. 20 Aug. 31 

Start of dormancy (Dsd) Nov. 27 Nov. 11 Nov. 4 Nov. 27 

l're(1ommant s eCles are Hal p rygr ama and Buttal0 ass gr 

Critical dates of growth 

The observed data,. particularly LAI, indicate that the grass starts to grow in 

March-April and reaches its peak in July-August. Then after some time LAI starts to 

decline. in late August or early September. and reaches its initial value, zero in this case, 

in October-November. The crop growth model requires the following four dates to 
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simulate the crop growth on a daily basis: the onset of greenness, when LA! reaches its 

peak, the onset of senescence and the onset of donnancy. Since LA! is measured only 

once a month, it was quite difficult to estimate these dates. Observed LAI values were 

interpolated. and thus inference was used to estimate these critical dates of growth. 

Senay and Elliott (1997) used a combination of high spatial resolution landcover 

data and high temporal resolution NOAA AVHRR NDVI data to characterize the 

temporal variability in vegetative activity for major landcover categories in Oklahoma 

NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) is a measure of the greenness of the 

vegetation. Temporal plots ofNDVI for the entire year for various landcover classes were 

used to analyze the growth pattern of the vegetation. These data were used to help 

determine the critical dates of growth. The critical dates of growth for all the 

development sites, as used in the model, are listed in table 4.5. 

Root depth 

In this model, root depth is defined as the ''working depth" of the roots, as 

opposed to the maximum depth at which roots are found. This depth contains the 

majority of the roots and almost all water for ET is extracted from within this depth. 

Since no observ,ed data were available for root depth, it was inferred based on the values 

given in the literature and the observed pattern of soil water content. 

Weaver (1920) observed roots oflittle bluestem as deep as 167 em. But he found 

that the sod was fonned at a depth of 82 cm. The maximum root depth of bermuda grass is 

reported to be about 200 cm whereas that of tall fescue is about 122 cm (Donald et ai., 
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1991). Roots ' of short grass usually go down to 60-70 em deep (Weaver, 1920). 

Dickinson et al. (1986) used a depth of 80 em for all sorts of grasses. Capehart and 

Carlson (1994) used a rooting depth of 50 em for grassland. EP'lC (Sbarpley and 

Williams, 1990) uses the maximum root depth of alfalfa, rangeland and pasture as 200 

em. Initially a root depth of 80 em (Dickinson et ai., 1986) was used at aU development 

sites except Goodwell. At Goodwell, the main vegetation type is native short grass. 

Therefore a root depth of 60 em was used at this site .. During the calibration process, 

values in the range of 50 - 120 em were tested. The estimates of root depth for all the 

development sites are listed in table 4.5. 

Stomatal resistance 

The minimum stomatal resistances were taken from the literature. A wide range 

of canopy resistance va~ues for grass have been reported in the literature (Fisher, 1995). 

Fisher (1995) estimated the minimum stomatal resistance as 166 s m·1 at Marena and 

Goodwell, and 250 at Apache. Komer et 311. (1979) reported 166 s m·1 as the average 

minimum stomatal resistance for grass. The minimum stomatal resistance values for grass 

as used in some water balance models are 250 s m·1 (Dickinsonet ai., 1986), 120 s mol 

(Wigmosta et 311.,. 1994). 100 s mol (Capehart and Carlson. 1994). etc. The maximum 

stomatal resistance was fixed at 5000 s m-I (Wigmosta et aI., 1994). The estimates of the 

minimum stomatal resistance for all the development sites are. listed in table 4.5. 

Other p'arameters include coefficient for the root extraction function (Cr), fraction 

of soil water depletion at no stress (F us) and minimum and maximum fractional 

transpiration factor (Frmn and Frmx). Zhang et al. (1993) estimated the coefficient (b) for 
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the r.oct distributi.on functi.on f.or peanut. It varied from 0..0019 t.o 0.0.029 thmll!gh the year. 

During summer it varied from 0..00.22 tc 0..0027. Th.ough peanuts. are different fr.om 

grasses, this study gave an idea of a reascnable range fer this parameter. Later, vari.ous 

estimates .of this par.ameter were tested during the calibrati.on process and results were 

analyzed t.o obtain the best estimate. The fracti.on .of soil water dep]eti.on at no stress 

varies from 0.4 t.o 0.6 fer various vegetati.on types (Allen et aI., 1 996b ). The initial values 

fer C, F • Fr and Fr were taken as 0.0.0.27, 0.5, 0..3 and 0.9. The fracti.onal 
r ns ron moc 

transpiration factor is asswne to be highly correlated with the fraction ground c.over i.e. 

fraction .of the gr.ound covered by the vegetati.on. The estimate fer the minimum fraction 

cover was based on tbe assumption that even during the donnant period a fracti.on of the 

ground is covered by vegetati.on though it does not transpire. The estimate for the 

maximum fractional transpiration factor was based on the assumption that even during 

the peak gmwing seasen there is some soil evaporation. Later these values were adjusted 

during the calibration process. 

ET MEASUREMENT 

Weighing lysimeters had been installed and calibrated (Fisher and Elliett, 1994; 

Fisher, 1995) at feur Mes.onet sites: Apache. Goodwell, Marena and Wister. Of these. 

three sites were included in this study: Apache, Go.odwell and Marena. Lysimeter data 

are collected rem.otely via connection t.o the Mesonet stati.on near each lysimeter. The 

datalogger at the weather station is pr.ogrammed t.o make lysimeter measurements at 30.-
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second intervals by sending an excitation voltage to each of four loadcetls and measuring 

the signal voltage from the 10adceU. At 15-mmute int'ervais. the average of the thirty 30-

s,econd measurements taken during the period is calculated and reported for each loadcell. 

At the end of each day, a data file containing loadceU voltages is created on the 

Mesonetcomputer operated by the Oklahoma Climatological Survey. The data file 

contains average signal voltages for each load cell at I5-minute intervals throughout the 

day. The daily files ar,e then available for downloading. The voltage readings are 

converted to weights using calibrations detennined by Fisher (1995). Due to some 

temperature effects on the data, daily ET is calculated as the chang,e in average lysimeter 

weight from sunrise on one day to sunrise on the next day. These daily ET values were 

obtained from W.R. Marshall (Oklahoma State University, personal communication). 

On days with rainfall, many of the reported ET values were negative indicating 

gain in the weight of the lysimeters. On such days, lysimeter observations of ET are not 

as reliable because of the difficulty in separating out the rainfall effects. So it was decided 

not to use the observations on the days of rainfall in model development and evaluation. 

Since the rainfall data are from midnight to midnight and lysimet,er data are from sunrise 

to sunrise, the rainfall could affect the lysimeter observation of the same day (if it occurs 

after sunrise) or that of the preceding day (if it occurs before sunrise). Therefore. each 

day with the rainfall and the preceding day were excluded from the ET data set. Also 

excluded were the days on which ET measurements reported by the lysimeters exceeded 

tbe energy available in the measured incoming solar radiation. In theory, the ET shou]d 

not exceed the net radiation assuming no advection of sensible heat. Solar radiation, 

instead of net radiation, was selected as a threshold to avoid discarding too much data 
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SOIL-WATER CONTENT MEASUREMENT 

The Campbell Scientific, Inc. 229L Matric Potential Sensors have been installed 

at many of the Mesonet sites to facilitate the study of the behavior of soil-water in the 

root zone. All the eight study sites have these sensors, in fact presence of these sensors 

was a criterion for site selection. The sensors were installed at different times at different 

sites. Some of the study sites had these sensors installed and working in the latter part of 

1996, e.g. Marena, whereas some sites got them as late as early 1997, e.g. Hollis. 

The sensor operates on the heat dissipation principle. To make a matric potential 

measurement, the temperature of the sensor is first measured and recorded. A constant 

current is then supplied to the sensor and the sensor is heated. The current is switched off 

and the temperature of the sensor after heating is measured and recorded. The 

temperature rise due to heating is cakulated and output as the sensor response. The 

temperature rise, IlT, is dependent on the amount of heat dissipated through the sensor 

ceramic matrix, which is a function of its water content. The water content of the ceramic 

matrix is a function of the matric potential of the soil. 

These instruments were installed at four different depths: 5 em, 25 cm, 60 em and 

75 em. Observations of IlT, at these depths, are reported for every 30-minute interval. 

Daily files of 30-minute observations are available for downloading. These observations 

are incorporated into a database in order to simplify data sorting and extraction. 

The observations of Il T can be converted into soil-water potential. The estimates 

of soil-water potential, in turn, can be transformed into soil-water content. Fisher's 
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approach (R.L. Elliott, Oklahoma State University, personal communication) was used 

for this transfonnation. He first adjusted individual sensor response to a reference sensor 

response: 

AT =m*AT +b 
U ref U sel1sor (4.1) 

where AT f is reference sensor response (e), ~T is individual sensor response (e), m .u re s·eTlsor 

is slope and b is intercept. 

Now these reference sensor responses can be converted into soil-water potential: 

(4.2) 

wher,e", is soil water potential (kPa), ATw equals 4.00 (C), ~Td equals 1.45 (C), a equals 

-0.01 (kPa-1) and n equals 0.77. These parameter values (8Tw' ~Td' a, and n ) resulted 

from a detaiJ,ed laboratory calibration procedure. 

Soil water content from soil water potential is determined as: 

() -e ()=e'+ s r 

r [1 + (x(- 'If/100)y t-1/Y
) 

(4.3) 

where e e and () are soil water content, soil water content at saturation and residual soil 
, s r 

water content, respectively and x and y are empirical constants. Fisher used the method of 

Arya and Paris (1981) to estimate the soil water release characteristics from the particle 

size distribution information. He then ran a fitting program RETe (van Genuchten et al., 

1991) to estimate the parameters required in equation 4.3. These coefficients are given in 

appendix e. Obviously, the resulting values of e are, at best, approximations of the 

actual water contents. 
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The data set of the estimated soil water contents showed occasional, sudden 

jumps in either direction. Malfunctioning of the sensors (perhaps due to electronic noise) 

could be one of the reasons, as these jumps did not necessarily follow rainfall events. The 

data set was filtered to remove these questionable data. Any 30-minute jump greater than 

5% water content and in the absence of rainfall was assumed to be unrealistic and the 

corresponding value was discarded. If the, sensor response remained at this higher/lower 

level before returning to the "pre-jump" level, these data were removed as well. This 

problem was worst at Apache, where these criteria led to approximately half of the data 

being discarded. At other sites, the situation was much better and only a few values were 

filtered out ofthe data set. 

MODEL CALIBRATION 

The model was calibrated at Apache, Goodwell, Marena and Stillwater. ET 

predictions were compared against lysimeter observations and soil water predictions were 

compared against 229L Matric Potential Sensor observations. The L\ T observations were 

converted into soil water content estimates using Fisher' s scheme. At each site, the root 

zone was divided into various layers, based on the soil texture, in such a way that each of 

these points fall either at the center of any layer, approximately, or at the boundary of two 

neighboring layers. In the former case, soil water predictions for that layer were 

compared only against the observations made within that layer. In the latter case, an 

average soil water cont'ent was calculated for the two layers. The average soil water 

content, thus computed, was compared against the 229L observations made at the 
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boundary. Table 4.6 lists, for the development sites, the thickness of various layers and 

their texture. 

Table 4.6. Depths (nun) and texture ofsoillayets at development sites. 

Apache UoodweU Marena :luUwater 
, 

Layer-l U-DU 0-150' U-150 'O-15U 
(Loamy sand) (Silt loam) (Sandy clay loam) (Clay loam) 

I 
: I 

Layer-2 150 - 300 150 - 350 150- 300 150 - 300 
I (Sandy loam) 
I 

(Silt loam) (Loam) (Silt loam) 
I 

Layer-3 300 - 550 i 350-430 300-425 300-450 
(Clay loam) (Silt loam) (Loam) (Silt loam) 

Layer-4 550-650 430 - 550 425 - 550 , 450-550 
(Clay loam) (Silty clay loam) (Sandy clay loam) (Silty clay loam) 

Layer-5 650-700 550 - 650 550-650 550 - 650 
(Clay loam) (Silty clay loam) (Sandy clay loam) (Silty clay loam) 

Layer-6 700 - 800 650-700 650-700 650 -700 
(Clay loam) (Silty clay loam) (Sandy clay loam) (Silty clay loam) 

Layer-7 800 -900 700-800 700- 800 700 - 800 I 

(Clay loam) (Silty clay loam) (Sandy clay loam) (Silty clay loam) 

Layer-8 900 -1000 800-900 800-1000 800 - ]000 
(Clay loam) (Silty clay loam) (Sandy clay loam) (Silty clay loam) 

Layer-9 1000-1250 900 -1050 1000-1250 1000 -1250 
(Clay loam) (Silty clay loam) (Sandy clay loam) (Silty clay loam) 

CALIBRATION PROCESS 

Parameters adjusted during the calibration process include field capacity, wilting 

point, minimum stomatal resistance, coefficient for shelter factor, cutoff LA!, soil 
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moisture depletion for no stress, mirrimum and maximum fractional transpiration factor, 

root-depth,. parameter for root extraction and the critical dates of growth (table 4.7). 

Table 4.7. Calibration parameters 

WI tmgpomt 

Root depth, cm 

Min. stomatal resistance, s m-I 

Min. fractional transpiration factor 

Max. fractional transpiration factor 

Coefficient for shelter factor 

Cut-offLAI 

Fraction of ASW·· at no stress 

Param,eter for root distribution 

Critical dates of growth 

Onset of growth 

Peak 

Onset of Senescence 

End of Senescenoe 

50-120 

100 - 250 

0.4- 0.6 

0.8-0.9 

0.1- 0.3 

1.5 - 2.0 

0.25 - 0.6 

0.0020 - 0.0030 

March-April 

June-August 

Sep.-Octoher 

NOV.-December 

, Literature, Observation 

Literature 

Cover, observation 

Cover, observation 

Arbitrary 

Observation 

Literature 

Literature 

Literature,Obs'ervation 

An iterative approach was used to ,calibrate the parameters. First the model was 

run with the initial estimates of the calibration parameters, as listed in tables 4.3 and 4.5 

and discussed in the "Model Parameterization" section. The results were compared with 

the observations and changes in the parameter estimate were made. Each time the model 

was run. results were analyzed to make a decision which p.arameter to change. The 

estimate for that parameter was changed by a reasonable amount so that it was within the 
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prescribed limit (table 4.7). The model would be run again and the results would be 

compared. Then the first parameter would be brought back to its original estimate and 

another parameter would be changed and the results would be analyz·ed. Finally it was 

decided with which parameters to start calibration. Then parameters were adjusted one 

after another and the results were analyzed. This procedure. first sensitivity analysis and 

then calibration, was adopted to minimize the possibility of adjusting a parameter which 

does not really need a change. 

First. the model predictions for ET were compared against the observed ET values 

at the lysimeter sites, and the parameters which affect ET most were selected, e.g. 

minimum stomatal resistance. Then changes in the estimates of these parameters were 

made and the model results were compared with the observed ET values. This process 

continued until a reasonably good match was found. Similarly all the parameters were 

adjusted one after another. 

Then the model results were compared with the 229L observations. This 

comparison was made to adjust the parameters which affect the soil water profile, e.g. 

root depth. The procedure was similar to the one adopted for ET comparisons. Root depth 

was the main parameter adjusted in this part of the calibration, though effects of other 

parameters were also analyzed and they were adjusted if required. In this part of the 

calibration, the main aim was to match the pattern of the soil water profile, not the actual 

estimates of soil water content. This is due to the fact that the "observed" volumetric soil 

water data are in fact derived (from 229L AT observations). 

At Apache, the model first underestimated the ET grossly when LA! was at its 

peale. The drop in ET was caused by the shortage of available soil water in the root zone. 
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Increasing root depth to 100 cm improved the result. mcreasing root depth beyond that 

did not affect the predictions much. A root depth of 100 cm was used at other sites, 

except Goodwell, and the results were compared with the observations. At Goodwell, the 

soil water estimates for 1997 showed very little extraction from the soil at 75 cm. 

Increasing root depth to 80 cm at this site slightly improved the soil water predictions. 

Increasing root depth beyond that did not affect the predictions. 

The field capacity and the wilting point were adjusted only at the end of the 

calibration process in an attempt to match the soil water profile. At Apache, the field 

capacity of sandy clay loam was changed from 28% to 25% and that of loam was 

changed from 26% to 23%. This greatly improVed the predicted soil water profile. It .a1so 

improved the ET predictions. At Stillwater, the field capacity and the wilting point of the 

clay loam, the soil texture of the upper layer, were adjusted. The field capacity was 

reduced from 32% to 31 % and the wilting point was reduced from 17% to 14%. 

While comparing the soil water predictions with the 229L observations, it was 

felt, at times, that changes were required in the paranJ.eters which affect ET. In such 

cases, changes in those parameters were made and the ET predictions as well as soil 

water predictions were compared with the observations. Appropriate parameters were 

adjusted so that both ET and soil water predictions could be improved. For example, 

increasing root depth allowed roots to extract water from a greater pool of the water. This 

changed the stress condition as now stress would be feIt later. Thus appropriate changes 

were required in other parameters, e.g. Fns' 

After calibration had been perfonned at all the development sites, it was found 

that some parameters varied only slightly from site to site. It was decided to arrive at one 
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estimate of such parameters at all sites if the model is not highly sensitive to these 

parameter:s. 

The critical dates of growth were calibrated based on the observed soil water 

content and ET (table 4.8). Interestingly, the minimum stomatal resistance remained at its 

initial estimate at the end of the calibration. 

Table 4.8. Site specific vegetation parameters and their values aft.er calibration. 

Goodwell Short grass 166 

Marena Mixed bluestem 166 

Stillwater ,Bennudagrass 166 

800 May 9 Aug .. 3 

1000 Mar.26 Jul. 23 

Nov. 11 

Nov. 04 

1000 Mar.26 Jul. 30 i Aug. 31 Nov. 12 

Other parameters were calibrated to arrive at a common estimate for all sites 

(table 4.9). Minimum and maximum fractional transpiration factor might change from 

site to site, but it was found that they were quite similar at all the development sites. The 

coefficient for shelter factor was fixed at 0.1, thus the final equation for the shelter factor 

is: 

P = O.lLAI + 1.2 
5 

(4.4) 
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Table 4.9. Common parameters and their values after calibration. 

Fraction of ASW depletion at no stress 0.5 

Minimum fractional transpiration factor 0.5 

Maximum fractional transpiration factor 0.9 

Coefficient for shelter factor 0.1 

CALIBRATION RESULTS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT SITES 

Apacbe 

At Apache, the model tended to underestimate the ET" especiaUy in 1996 when 

LAI was at its peak (figure 4.1). Predicted versus observed ET is plotted in figure 4.2 and 

the associated statistical parameters are presented in table 4.10. The low coeffident for 

the regression slope and the comparison between average predicted and observed ET are 

further evidence ofthe model's underestimation. In June 1996, the model shows a drop in 

the ET. It is due to the shortage of water which has raised the canopy resistance. But no 

such drop was observed in the lysimeter data. The average pr,edicted ET, 2.20 mm, is 

comparable with the average observed ET. 2.77 mm. But the average absolute deviation 

is 1..39 mm. This indicates that there were also periods of overestimation (figures 4.1 and 

4.2). 
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Figure 4.1. ET for Jan. 1996 through Sep. 1997 at Apache 
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Table 4.10. Comparison between the observed and the predicted ET at the lysimeter 

sites. 

St8Jt~stIcs Apache (joodweH Marena 

lntercept (rom) 0.85 -u.u~ l.U~ 

Slope 0.49 0.83 0.76 

r2 0.37 0.66 0.35 

Standard error (mm) 1.44 1.00 1.76 

Average 

Observed ET (mm) 2.77 1.95 1.95 
I 

Predict,ed ET (nun) 2.20 1.52 2.57 

Median 

Observed ET (rom) 2.22 I 1.33 1.33 

Predicted ET (nun) 2.00 0 . .85 2.06 

Absolute deviation 

Maximum (mm) 
I 

1
7.67 5.37 6.912 

Minimllm (mm) 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Average (mm) 1.39 0 .. 82 1.34 

Model predictions of soil water were compared with the 229L observations 

(figures 4.3 through 4.6). Since data collection started towards the end of the year 1996, 

only data from 1997 were used for this comparison. For the 1997 simulation, layers were 

initialized with the moisture contents estimated by the model at the end of the year 1996. 

This resulted in some layers being initialized at a moisture content less than their field 

capacity. The rainfall in February raised the water content of these layers to field capacity 

(figures 4.5 and 4.6). But the observed data do not show any such increase in the water 

content except for the first layer. 229L observations present a moisture profile which 

more or less remained constant through out the root zone, except the first layer, in the 
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Figure 4.3. Soil water content at 5 cm for Jan. 1997 through Sep. 1997 at Apache 
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Figure 4.5. Soil water content at 60 cm for Jan. 1997 through Sep. 1997 at Apache 
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Figure 4.6. Soil water content at 75 cm for Jan. 1997 through Sep. 1997 at Apache 



dormant period. The soil water content of the lower layers, 'especially at 60 cm and 75 

em, begin to decrease later than predicted by the model. 

Goodwell 

At Goodwell, model predictions compare very well with the observed lysimeter 

ET measurements (figures 4.7 and 4.8). This fact is also evident from the regression 

results (low intercept, high slope and high r2 (tabl'e 4.10». The average predicted ET, 

1.52 mm, and the av,erage observed ET, 1.95 inm,are comparable (table 4.10).. The 

average absolute deviation, 0.82 mm, is low as cOI~pared to other sites (table 4.10). 

Soil water predictions were compared with the 229L observations. The 

observations show the first layer nearly static until the fourth week of April (figure 4.9) 

though it is exp,ected to be more dynamic due to soil evaporation. From the middle of 

May to the first week of August 1996 observations do not show any major increase in the 

soil water content of the first layer, whereas records show many instances of rainfall 

within this period. The model predicted a more dynamic first layer. The model prediction 

compares weH with the observations at 25 cm (figure 4.10). The predictions follow the 

trend of the observations throughout the simulation period. Since a shorter root depth (80 

,em) was used at Goodwell, not much water was extracted from deeper layers. The 

predictions show a sman but steady decrease in the soil water contents at 60 em and 75 

em (figures 4.11 and 4.12). The observations at 60 em do show a decrease in the soil 

water content but it is more rapid. Also the observations at this depth show an increase in 

the soil water content in the last week of April, which is not matched by the predictions. 

The observations at 75 em show minor fluctuations in the. soil water regime throughout 

the simulation period (figure 4.12). Since the fluctuation in this layer is not accompanied 
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Figure 4.9. Soil water content at 5 em for Jan. 1997 through Sep. 1997 at Goodwell 
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Figure 4.10. Soil water content at 25 em for Jan. 1997 through Sep. 1997 at Goodwell 
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Figure 4.11. Soil water content at 60 em for Jan. 1997 through Sep. 1997 at Goodwell 
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Figure 4.12. Soil water content at 75 em for Jan. 1997 through Sep. 1997 at Goodwell 



by the similar fluctuations in the upper layers, it seems unlikely that it could be due to 

infiltration. 

Marena 

At Marena, the model was successful in simulating the trend in the ET (figure 

4.13), though the absolute values did not match that well. The one-to-one plot (figure 

4.14) showed that the model tended to overestimate the ET. The average predicted ET, 

2.57 mm, was higher than the average observed ET, ] .95 mm (table 4.10). Though the . 

coefficient for the regression slope is less than one, 0.76, the intercept is quite high, L08 

(table 4 .. 10). In the last week of August 1996, the model predicted a drop in the ET due to 

soil water stress (figure 4.13). ET increased only after the soil received water on the 15th 

and the 16th of September. But during the same period, many of the observed ET values 

were considerably higher (in the range of 4.5-8.8 mm). In 1997, model predictions were 

in good agreement with the observations during the early growing period. In July 1997, 

the model predictions were considerably higher than the observations. The overall 

average absolute deviation, 1.34 mm, is similar to that at Apache. 

Since 229L data collection had started by the end of July, both 1996 and 1997 

observations were used for the comparison and analysis. The predictions for soil water 

compared very well with the measured data for both 1996 and 1997 (figures 4.15 through 

4.18). The model predictions follow more or less the observed pattern. The major 

discrepancy seemed to be on June 29, 1997. The observations indicate that the rain on 
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Figure 4.13. ET for Jan. 1996 through Sep. 1997 at Marena 
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Figw-e 4.15. Soil water content at 5 em for Jan. 1996 through Sep. 1997 at Marena 
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Figure 4.16. Soil water content at 25 em for Jan. 1996 through Sep. 1997 at Marena 
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Figure 4.17. Soil water content at 60 em for Jan. 1996 through Sep. 1997 at Marena 
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that day had increased the soil water content down to a depth of 75 cm, at least, but in the 

model the soil water content increased only down to a depth of 60 cm. 

Stillwater 

For Stillwater, only soil water observations were available. Both 1996 and 1997 

soil water observations were included since data collection at this site had started by the 

end of July and thus enough observations were available in 1996. The time series trends 

ofthe predicted soil water were in good agreement with the observed soil water at all four 

depths, except for some minor deviations (figures 4.19 - 4.22). But the quantity by which 

the soil water content decreases and increases differs considerably. The drops in the 

observed water contents were steeper than the drops in the predicted. 229L observations 

indicated a higher field capacity at 25 em than the field capacity being used in the model. 

Adjusting the field capacity at this site did not improve the model predictions 

appreciably. 

Summary CaUbratioR 

During the calibration phase, attempts were made to match the ET observations 

and the pattern of the soil-water variation at four different depths in the root zone. Model 

predicted ET matched well with the observed ET at Goodwell. At other sites, the 

agreement was not as close. The model did not simulate the high ET very well, especiaUy 

when LA! was at its peak. The predicted soil water profile matched with the observed 

profile fairly well, but some discrepancies were observed. At all sites, the observations 

showed soil at 5 cm drier than the prediction (figures 4.3, 4.9,4.15 and 4 . .19), especially 
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Figure 4.19. Soil water content at 5 cm for Jan. 1996 through Sep. 1997 at Stillwater 
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Figure 4.20. Soil water content at 25 em for Jan. 1996 through Sep. 1997 at Stillwater 
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Figure 4.21. Soil water content at 60 em for Jan. 1996 through Sep. 1997 at Stillwater 
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during the dry periods. The predictions are for a ] 5 cm thick layer, whereas the 

observations are point observations at a depth of 5 cm. It is very likely that the upper part 

of the upper soil layer gets drier than the soil beneath it. At aU sites, the predictions were 

not in particularly good agreement with the observations at lower depths .. 

In evaluating model performance, it should be noted that the model is using 

literature-based estimates for the soil water parameters. This parameter uncertainty leads 

to uncertainty in model output. The estimates for the field capacity and the wilting point 

are especially important as they determine the upper and the lower limits of the soil-water 

in the root zone. Also, it should be noted that the observed soil water data are actually 

rough estimates derived from the 229L measurements, so a comparison of trends is more 

valid than a comparison of magnitudes. 
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MODEL VALIDATION AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

After the initial testing and parameterization at the development sites, the model's 

performance was evaluated at validation sites. The validation sites are Boise City, Broken 

Bow, Hollis and Miami. These sites exhibit considerable variation in tenns of vegetation 

and soil type (table 5.1), and also climate. 

Table 5.1 Description of validation sites. 

e 

Number 

Broken Bow 34.01 94.61 Loam 61 

Hollis 34.69 99.83 Mixed grass Silty clay 80 

Miami 36.89 94.84 Tall fescue Silt loam 61 

fe ommant species are ue grama an alrygrama 

At each site,. tbe root zone was divided into various layers in the same way as 

done at the development sites, to accommodate the varying texture infonnation and soil 

water observation points. Table 5.2 provides infonnation on the soil layers as used in the 

model. 
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Table 5.2. Depths (mm) and texture of soil layers at validation sites. 

lam. 

(Clay loam) (Sandy loam) (Silty clay loam) (Silt loam) 

Layer-2 150 - 300 150 - 350 150 - 200 150- 350 
(Clay loam) (Sandy loam) (Silty clay loam) (Silt loam) 

Layer-3 300-450 350 - 560 200-300 350- 500 
(Silty clay loam) (Sandy loam) (Silty clay) (Silt loam) 

Layer-4 450 - 550 560-650 300 - 550 500-550 
(Silty clay loam) (Clay) (Silty clay) (Clay) 

Layer-5 550 - 650 650-730 550-650 550 - 650 
(Silty clay loam) (Clay) (Silty clay) (Clay) 

Layer-6 650-700 730-760 650-700 650-700 
(Silty clay loam) (Sandy clay) (Silty clay) (Clay) 

Layer-7 700- 800 760 - 900 700-800 700- 800 
(Silty clay loam) (Sandy clay) (Silty clay) (Clay) 

Layer-8 800 -1050 900-1100 800-900 800- 900 
(Silty clay loam) . (Sandy clay) (Silty clay) (Clay) 

, Layer-9 900-1100 900-1100 
(Silty clay) (Clay) 

PARAMETERIZATION OF THE VALIDATION SITES 

Meteorological variables were measured directly by the Mesonet weather station 

at these sites. Soil water parameters were estimated based on the texture infonnation of 

the soil at that site (table 4.3). The data collection procedures for the weather and the soU 

parameters are described in chapter 4. 
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VEGETATION PARAMETERS 

Vegetation at the validation sites was parameterized based on the calibration 

results from the development sites, pertinent literature and observation. The dominant 

vegetation types at Boise City, Broken Bow,. Hollis and Miami are short grass, tall fescue, 

mixed native (bluestem) and tall fescue, respectively. The predominant species at Boise 

City are blue grama and hairy grama. Boise City was parameterized based on the 

observations at Goodwell, for the vegetation at both sites is comparable and both are in 

the Oklahoma Panhandle. None of the development sites has tall fescue as its main 

vegetation. Sites with tall fescue were parameterized based on the literature and limited 

observations made during Mesonet site visits in the summer of 1997. 

Leaf area index 

The maximum LAI for tall grass species generally varies between 5 and 6 

(Dickinson et al., 1986; Neilson, 1995; etc.). The maximum LAI for short grass species 

generally varies between 1 and 2 (Dickinson et at, 1986; Capehart and Carlson, 1994; 

Neilson, 1995; etc.). The observed maximum leaf area index at the development sites, 

except Goodwell, was between 5 and 6.4. At Goodwell where short grass is the main 

vegetation, the observed maximum LAI was 3. The maximum LAI at Broken Bow, 

Hollis and Miami was set equal to 6, as used by Dickinson et a1. (1986) for tall grass 

species. The maximum LAI at Boise City was set equal to 3, based on the observations at 

Goodwell. The minimum LA! was set to 0 at all sites. 
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Canopy height 

Tall grasses shoot nonnaUy 60 and 120 em whereas short grasses shoot 15 and 60 

cm (Weaver, 1920). Terrel (1979) describes tall fescue as 200 cm taU grass. A canopy 

height of 20 em was used by Capehart and Carlson (1994) for grassland. In 1997, the 

observed canopy heights at lysimeter sites were 30 to 38 em at Apache (last week of 

June), about 25 cm at Goodwell (first week of June) and about 40 em at Marena (first 

week of July). 

The model requires the average canopy height (representative of the site) at the 

peak period, not the height of the tallest plants comprising the canopy. Therefore the 

maximum canopy heights for the parameterization purpose were inferred from the 

observations at the development sites, observations at the validation sites and the 

photographs of these sites on the mtemet. The minimum and the maximum canopy 

heights at Boise City were selected as 1 em and 35 cm, respectively, based on the 

observations at Goodwell. The minimum and the maximum canopy heights at Hollis 

were taken as 30 cm and 80 cm,. respectively, based on the observations at Marena in 

1996. The minimum and the maximum c.anopy heights for tall fescue, at Broken Bow and 

Miami, were taken as 10 cm and 100 em, respectively. 

Root depth 

Root depth was calibrated to 80 cm at Goodwell and 100 cm at the other 

development sites. Based on this calibration, tbe root depth was taken as 80 em at Boise 

City and 100 cm at Hollis. 
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Roots of taU fescue usua1!ly grow> le.ss than som.e other grasses. The maximum root 

depth of tall fescue was reported as 122 em whereas that of bennudagrass was 200 cm 

(Donald et aI., 1991). Weaver (1920) reported a working depth of meadow fescue as 45 

cm. MHthorpe and Moorby (1979) presented a root profile for tall fescue in which root 

densities declined from 63 cm3lcm3 in the topsoil to 3.6 cm3lcm3 at the 50-60 cm depth. 

The observed soil moisture profile at Broken Bow and Miami showed water extraction 

from a depth of75 cm. Based on these pieces ofinfonnation, the root depth of taIl fescue" 

at Broken Bow and Miami, was taken as 80 cm .. 

Critical dates of growth 

The observed growth pattern at aU development sites, except Goodwell, was in 

good agreement with the NDVI pattern from satellite imagery. At Goodwell,. the growth 

started very late. Therefore tbe critical dates of growth for Boise City were selected from 

the calibration results at Goodwell. For other sites, NDVI data were used. As explained in 

chapter 4, Senay and Elliott (1997) have characterized the temporal variability in 

vegetative activity for major landcover categories in Oklahoma using a combination of 

high spatial resolution landcover data and high temporal resolution NOAA A VHRR 

NDVI data. They estimated the critical dates of growth for these major landcover classes. 

Their estimates were used to characterize the vegetation at the validation sites,except for 

Boise City. 
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Table 5.3. Vegetation parameters at the validation sites. 

Parameter Boise City Broken Bow Hollis Miami 

vegetabon Short grass TaU fescue Mixed natIve TaU fescue 

LAI 0 0 0 0 
I nm 
I 

LAI 3 6 6 6 I 
mx 

Min. canopy height (cm) 1 10 30 10 

Max. canopy height (cm) 35 lOO 80 100 

Root depth (cm) 80 80 100 SO 

Dates of Growth 

Start of growth (D Sg) May 09 March 26 March 26 March 26 

At max. LA! (D rnx) Aug. 03 July 23 July 23 July 23 

Start of senescence (Dss) Sep.09 Aug. 25 Aug. 25 Aug. 25 

Start of dormancy (D sd) Nov .. 11 Nov. 27 Nov. 27 Nov. 27 

Other p.arameters 

Values for other parameters were taken directly from the calibration results 

(tables 4.S and 4.9). The minimum stomatal resistance is 166 s m· l , the coefficient for the 

root extraction is 0.0026, the fraction of available soil water depletion at no stress is 0.5, 

the coefficient for shelter factor is 0.1 and the minimum and the maximum fractional 

transpiration factors are 0.5 and 0.9. Curve numbers were estimated based on the soil 

texture of the upper layer and the vegetation (table 4.1). 
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MODEL PERFORMANCE 

The perfonnance of the model was tested by running it at the validation sites. 

Simulation was perfonned for January 1997 through September 1997. First, the model 

was run using 1996 data and results from this simulation were used to initialize the soil 

water content in 1997. Only 229L observations are available at these sites. So soil water 

predictions from the model were compared against the soil water values estimated from 

the 11 T observations. 

Boise City 

The results are shown in figures 5.1 through 5.4. The rainfall data from 

04/23/1997 to 0512911997 were missing for this site. Data from the Boise City 

cooperative observing station were used for this period. The model results matched the 

observations well at 5 cm and 25 em (figures 5.1 and 5.2). At 60 em and 75 em, the 

simulated profile did not match well with the observed pmfile, especially in tbe case of 

high rainfall events (figures 5.3 and 5.4). This site received good rainfall during the 

second week of August (about 69 mm in 5 days). The observations showed an increase in 

the soil water content down to 75 cm. But the simulated profile showed no increase in the 

soil water content at 60 cm and below. This suggests that the modeled available water 

capacities were considerably different than those in tbe field. At 60 cm and 75 cm, the 

model predicted a continuous gradual decrease in the soil water, whereas observations 

showed fluctuations. . . 
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Figure 5.1. Soil water content at 5 em for Jan. 1997 through Sep. 1997 at Boise City 
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Figure 5.4. Soil water content at 7S em for Jan. 1997 through Sep. 1997 at Boise City 



Broken Bow 

The observations at Broken Bow indicated no major changes in the soil water 

regime in the first three months, approximately. at all depths (figures 5.5 through 5.8). 

The dormant vegetation might have formed mulch over the soil surface which prevented 

soil evaporation and maintained a high water content. Then the soil water content. at 5 

em and 25 em, dropped rather suddenly (figures 5.5 and 5.6). At 60 cm and 75 em the 

observed soil water content remained at its initial value until June 7 and then dropped 

rapidly (figures 5.7 and 5.8). The model did simulate the observed drops in the soil water 

regime but it could not match the steep slope of the observed drops. At the shallower 

depths (5 cm and 25 em), it appears that the modeled range between field capacity and 

wilting point is considerably smaller than the range in tbe calculated water content. 

Hollis 

The simulation results at Honis matched very wen with the observed pattern at 

the first two observation points, 5 em and 25 em (figures 5.9 and 5.10). Almost all peaks 

and drops in the soil water regime were captured by the simulation results. At 60 cm, the 

model predicted an almost continuous gradual wop in the soil water content during the 

growing period. But the observations indicated a sudden rise in the soil water content 

three times during this period (figure 5.11). At 75 cm~ the observations twice indicated a 

sudden rise in the soil water content, which is not matched by the simulation results 

(figure 5.12). Although rainfall was received during both of these periods, tbe increase in 

the observed soil water content appears to be inconsistenUy high. Especially during the 
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Figure 5.5. Soil water content at 5 em for Jan. 1997 through Sep. 1997 at Broken Bow 
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Figure 5.6. Soil water content at 25 cm for Jan. 1997 through Sep. 1997 at Broken Bow 
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Figure 5.7. Soil water content at 60 cm for Jan. 1997 through Sep. 1997 at Broken Bow 
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Figure 5.8. Soil water content at 75 cm for Jan. 1997 through Sep. 1997 at Broken Bow 
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Figure 5.9. Soil water content at 5 em for Jan. 1997 through Sep. 1997 at Hollis 
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Figure 5.10. Soil water content at 25 em for Jan. 1997 through Sep. 1997 at Hollis 
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Figure 5.11. Soil water content at 60 em for Jan. 1997 through Sep. 1997 at Hollis 
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Figure 5.12. Soil water content at 75 em for Jan. 1997 through Sep. 1997 at Hollis 



first jump, rainfall was insufficient to support this much increase in the soil water content. 

The observations show an increase of 25% at 5 em, 18% at 25 cm, 17% at 60 cm and 

18% at 75 cm .. To increase the water content ofa 750 mm deep soil column by 18%, 135 

mm of water are required. The rainfan during this period, 8/9/1997 - 8/16/1997, is only 

78 nun. This provides further evidence of the uncertainty in the process of converting 

observed I'1T values to water contents. 

Miami 

The results at Miami matched the obs'erved pattern of soil water in most cases 

(figures 5.13 through 5.16). The major discrepancy is tbe low initialization of the first 

soil layer. The soil water content in the first layer was initialized at 22%, but the 

calculations show the soil water content at the beginning of the year to be about 44% 

(figure 5.13). The next two layers (25 cm and 60 cm) also were initialized at lower soil 

water contents but the difference was not as great. The model underestimated the soH 

water content at these depths consistently for the first four months of the year. The soil 

water content at 75 em was initialized at 36% and the observed value too was 36%. The 

simulation results at this depth matched very well with the observed soil water, 

throughout the simulation period. At 5 cm and 25 cm depths, the observed soil water 

profile showed steep drops during the growing period. These drops did appear in the 

simulated prof He, but the changes were not as dramatic as in the observed profile. 
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Figure 5.13. Soil water content at 5 em for Jan. 1997 through Sep. 1997 at Miami 
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Figure 5.14. Soil water content at 25 em for Jan. 1997 through Sep. 1997 at Miami 
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Figure 5.15. Soil water content at 60 em for Jan. 1997 through Sep. 1997 at Miami 
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Figure 5.16. Soil water content at 75 cm for Jan. 1997 through Sep. 1997 at Miami 



Summary 

As pointed out previously, the 229L sensor provides a AT output which can be 

calibrated to soil matric potential. The extension to volumetric water content is 

considerably more tenuous. The observed (calculated) data can, at best, be used to study 

the pattern ofthe soil water. The model results were compared with the soil water content 

values estimated from the AT observations. Overall at the validation sites, the model did 

a good job of simulating the behavior of the soH water in the upper layers. But its 

perfonnance did not appear to be as good at lower depths. 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

An analysis was perfonned to determine the sensitivity of the model to changes in 

the model parameter values. This would help the users of this model to know which 

parameters require the most attention and the most accurate estimates, and which 

parameters could be estimated less accurately without greatly affecting the perfonnance 

of the model. The sensitivity analysis was perfonned on all soil and vegetation 

parameters. 

Marena was the site selected for the sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity analysis . 

_. was performed using the 1996 data. First, the model was run with the "best set" of input 

data as obtained after the calibration. The resulting output was considered to be the 

"base" case. Then each parameter was varied (high and low), while keeping the other 

parameters unchanged. The results from the high and the low estimates of each parameter 

were compared against the base results. During the sensitivity analysis, the effects of a 
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parameter on ET and soil water predictions were presented with time-series plots. In 

some cases the ET resu]ts from the low and the high estimates were plotted against the 

ET results from the base estimate to better visualize the deviations. The soil water 

predictions were presented as average-volumetric soil water content in a control volume 

of 125 cm (base estimat,e for the root depth was 100 cm). 

The estimates for the soil water parameters, excluding the field capacity and the 

wilting point, were their mean values, as used in the model development (table 4.3, page). 

The values were geometric means for the bubbling pressure and the pore size distribution 

index. They were varied ± one standard deviation from their mean. Saturated hydraulic 

conductivity was varied ± 25% as standard deviation, or any other measure of variability 

was not available for this parameter. The base estimates for the field capacity and the 

wilting point were obtained from the calibration results. They were varied from their base 

estimates by ± 5% water content. The soil textures reported at Marena ar,e sandy clay 

loam and loam. The base, high and low estimates of the soil water parameters for these 

textures are given in tables 5.4 (loam) and 5.5 (sandy clay loam). 

The base estimates for other parameters were obtained from the calibration 

results. The parameter values were varied over different ranges depending 00 the 

parameter selected. The base estimates and the range over which they were varied are 

~. given in table 5.6. 
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Table 5.4. Values of the soil water parameters for loam, used in the sensitivity analysis. 

ge 

Soil water parameter 

oroSlty 

Field capacity 

Wilting point 

Residual saturation 

Saturated hydraulic conductivity (cm h-I) 

Bubbling pressure (cm) 

Pore size distribution index 

Base estimate 

0.23 

0. 12 

0.027 

1.32 

11.15 

0.220 

w 

0.18 0.28 

0.07 0.17 

.. 0.0 0.074 

0.99 1.65 

1.63 76.40 

i 0.137 0.355 

Table 5.5. Values of the soil water parameters for sandy clay loam, used in the 

sensitivity analysis. 

Range 

Soil water parameter Base estimate Low t llgh 

POroSity U.3~~· U.JJU U.46U 

Field capacity 0.25 0.20 0.30 

Wilting point 0.13 0.08 0.18 

Residual saturation 0.068 0.0 0.137 

Saturated hydraulic conductivity (cm h-I) 0.43 0.32 0.54 

Bubbling pressure (cm) ,28.08 5.57 141.5 

Pore size distribution index 0.250 0.125 0.502 
I 
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Table 5.6. Values of input parameters used in the sensitivity analysis. 

I Base Kange 
I 

i Paramet·er Estimate Low High 

:SC:S Curve Number 74 ()' 85 
" 

MaximumLAI 5 3.75 6.25 

LAI at max. fractional transpiration factor 3 2 4 

Coefficient of shelter factor 0.1 0.05 0.2 

Root depth (em) 100 75 125 

Minimum canopy height (cm) 30 10 50 

Maximum canopy height (cm) 80 60 100 

Minimum stomatal resistance (s m-I) 166 124.5 207.5 

Maximum stomatal resistance (8 m-I) 5000 2500 7500 

Min. fractional transpiration factor 0.5 0.4 0.6 

Max. fractional transpiration factor 0.9 0.8 1.0 

Fraction of ASW depletion at no stress 0.5 0.4 0.6 

Critical dates of growth 

Start of growth (DSg) March 26 March 12 Apri19 

At max. LAI (D mx) June 23 June 9 July 7 

Start of senescence (D ) 
ss August 20 August 6 September 3 

Start of donnancy (D sd) November 4 October 21 Nov. 18 
I 
I 

Some parameters were varied ± 25% of their base values, e.g. maximum LAI, 

minimum stomatal resistance etc. Some others were varied over a reasonable range 

determined by literature or observation, e.g. fraction of available soil water (ASW) 

depletion at no stress (Allen et al., 1996b). Critical dates of growth were varied by ±14 

days. 
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Soil parameters 

Among the soil parameters, the field capacity and the wilting point have the 

greatest effect on the perfonnance of the model. These parameters determine the upper 

and the lower leve]s of the soil water content in the root zone excluding the first layer 

which can dry below the wilting point. As expected, increasing the field capacity raised 

the soil water content in the root zone whereas decreasing it lowered the soil water 

content (figure 5.17). Since the initial soil water content was assumed to be the field 

capacity, the three profiles are separated from the very fIrst day. The wilting point too has 

the same effect on the soil water profile (figure 5.18) but the profiles separated after 

transpiration had started. Due to different wilting point values, the water stress on the 

transpiration started at different times and thus the three cases became separated from one 

another. If there is enough rainfall to raise the soil water content to the fie]d capacity in 

all three cases, it would bring the soil water content to the same points, as field capacity 

and other soil parameters are the same. But they would again separate as soon as water 

stress occurred. 

The field capacity and the wilting point have no direct effect on ET prediction. 

Indirectly, they affect ET predictions by detennining when the :water stress begins. A 

high estimate of the fi·eld capacity would delay the occurrence of water stress and thus 

/' would cause ET to be higher than for the base case. A low estimate of the field capacity 

would let the water stress occur earlier and thus would cause ET to be lower (figure 

5.19). On the other hand a high estimate of the wilting point would let the water stress 

occur earlier whereas a low estimate would delay it (figure 5.20). 
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Other soil water parameters are used in estimating the desorption volume for 

calculating soil evaporation. They primarily affect tbe modeled soil water profile only in 

dormant periods when transpiration is zero and soil evaporation is high. In active growth 

periods, soil evaporation relative to transpiration and thus the effect of these soil water 

parameters is minimaL Since soil evaporation takes place from a 15 cm thick soil layer 

out of the 125 cm thick root zone, its effect is very little on the overall soil water content. 

Therefore the effects of these parameters were studied only with regards to soil 

evaporation and the soil water content in the first layer. 

The effect of bubbling pressure on the soil water is shown in figure 5.21. Its effect 

on soil evaporation is shown in figure 5.22. As expected,. the soil water parameters had 

negligible effects on the predictions during the active growing period. Though changes in 

the soil water content of the first layer are significant during the dormant period, effects 

on evaporation were negligible. The sensitivity of the model to other soil water 

parameters is similar or even less. 

VegetatioD parameters 

The minimum stomatal resistance seems to be the most important vegetation 

parameter in tenns of model sensitivity. Its effect on the ET is shown in figure 5.23. As 

expected a high estimate of this parameter would tend to decr,ease the ET. Its effect is 

most pronounced under conditions of high ET. Its consequence on the soil water in the 

root zone is shown in figure 5.24. A high estimate ofthis parameter would increase the 
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soil water in the root zone by decreasing the ET. The maximum stomatal resistance has 

negligible effect on the model's performance. 

Another important parameter is the maximum LA!. A change in the estimate of 

this parameter will also change the early-growth and the senescence slope of the LAI-

time curve. Its effect on the predictions is shown in figures 5.25 and 5.26. A high 

estimate of this parameter increases the ET estimate. It affects the ETestimate more at 

low LAI than at high LA!. The reason is that the effective LAI changes very little at the 

higher LAI values due to the shelter factor. The model results show that the model is 

sensitive to the coefficient of the shelter factor (figures 5.27 and 5.28). Any change in this 

coefficient would affect the effective LA!, and would thus affect the ET prediction. A 

high coefficient results in a higher shelter factor and thus decreases the effective LA!. 

This in tum causes less ET. The effect of an increase in the estimate of this parameter can 

be nullified to some extent by an increase in the estimate of the maximum LN. 

Root depth becomes important under the water stressed condition. Its effects on 

the ET and the soil water content are shown in figures 5.29 and 5.30. Under such a 

condition, deeper roots allow access to a larger reservoir of soil water and therefore 

maintain higher ET rates. If there is no lack of soil water, increasing root depth would 

have no impact but decreasing it may cause water stress and thus may lower the ET. In· 
) 

figure 5.30, the effect of changing root depth on the soil water content is shown. Here the 

soil water content values correspond to root depths (i.e., depths of75 cm, 100 cm and 125 

em), rather than a fixed control depth. The soil water content for the low case appears to 

be higher after rainfall events. That is because of its smaller thickness. After rainfall 

events, the top 75 cm of soil for the base or high case may be at the same water content as 
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for the low case, but the average soil water content in a 100 cm or 125 cm depth may be 

less. 

The minimum fractional transpiration factor weights the bare soil evaporation in 

the donnant period, whereas the maximum fractional transpiration factor determines the 

weighting factors between evaporation and transpiration during the peak of the !?l"owing 

season. Therefore the minimum fraction cover affects (slightly) the model results in the 

dormant period (figure 5.31), whereas the maximum fraction cover has a small effe·ct on 

the model results in the peak season (figure 5.32). 

The set of the critical dates of growth affects the timings of changes in ET and 

soil water. The first two dates, the date of the start of growth and the date at which 

maximum LAI is reached, affect the active growth whereas the other two dates, the date 

of the start of senescence and the date of the start of dormancy, affect the senescence. 

Any change in any of these dates would be shown as offsets in the time-series plots. The 

offset may not persist if there is sufficient rainfall later to raise the soil water content to 

field capacity. For example, in figure 5.33 the difference has disappeared due to a heavy 

rainfaH, but the difference persists in figure 5.34 as there was not suffici·ent rainfall in the 

dormant period to raise the sod water content to field capacity. Other vegetation 

parameters, e,g .. the minimum and the maximum canopy heights, have negligible effect 
/ 

on the model predictions. 

The fraction of avaiIable soil water (ASW) depletion determines when water 

stress would begin. It affects the ET by causing stress to occur earlier or later. A high 

fraction would cause the stress to occur later. But the net effect on the ET estimation over 
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a period of days is not significant. ]t may cause an offset in the modeled soil water time 

series which may persist in the absence of rainfall (figure 5.35). 

SCS Curve Number 

The SCS curve number affects the infiltration. The greater the curve nwnber the 

less the infiltration. But over the given range. its effect was not found to be very 

significant. If rainfall is sufficiently high, even a higher curv,e number causes enough 

infiltration to raise the soil water content to the porosity and thus there won't be any 

effect on the modeled soil water content. If the rainfaU amount is small, almost zero 

runoff would be generated as the initial rainfall abstraction is quite high even at the base 

and the high estimates of the curve number, 74 and 85 respectiveIy. 

Summary 

Field capacity, wilting point, the minimum stomatal resistance and the maximum 

LAI were found to be the most important parameters in terms of model sensitivity. Field 

capacity and wilting point det,ermine the high and the low limit of the soil water content 

in the root zone depth. The minimum stomatal resistance is the most critical parameter in 
f 

the ET component of the model. Thus its effect on the overall performance of the model 

is significant. The maximum LAI affects the ET mostly when LAI is low, by changing 

the slope of the early-growth and the senescence slope. At higher values its effect is 

insignificant as effective LAI changes very little at higher LA! values due to the shelter 

factor. 
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Root depth is important under water stressed conditions. Under such a condition, 

deeper roots allow access to a larger reservoir of soil water and therefore maintain higher 

ET rates. 
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Cha.pter6 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Evapotranspiration (ET) is a major component of both the energy balance and the 

hydrologic balance at the earth's surface. An important factor that directly affects ET is 

soil moisture content in the root zone. Knowledge of the soil moisture content is also 

important for severa[ other reasons, such as irrigation scheduHng and runoff prediction. 

Various instruments are available on the market to measure soil water content at 

discrete points. But installing such instruments at every desirable point is neither cost 

effective nor feasible. The need for estimates of soil moisture content has resulted in the 

development of estimation methods based on meteorological variables, soil hydraulic 

properties and land cover characteristics. Often soil water balance models are applied to 

estimate the moisture content of the root zone. ET algoriUuns are important components 

of such models. 

The main objective of this research was to develop and test a point-based water 

balance model to predict, on a daily basis, soil moisture content in the root zone for non

irrigated grass in Oklahoma. In an attempt to develop a fairly generic model, site-specific 

calibration was minimized. The model was developed and tested at eight Mesonet sites 

across the State of Oklahoma and representing various soil textures and vegetation types. 

These sites are Apache, Boise City, Broken Bow, Goodwell, Honis, Marena, Miami and 

Stillwater. 
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The soil-water balance is comprised of precipitation and irrigation inputs balanced 

by water outflows in the fonn of evapotranspiration,. runoff, and deep drainage. Many soil 

water balance models have been developed to predict soil water content in the root zone .. 

These models differ in their component methods and data requirements. Most of the 

hydrology models do not apply an elaborate approach to modeling the vegetation 

component of the soil-plant-atmosphere system. Recently attempts have been made to 

give more attention to the vegetation component of the soil water babmc'e models. The 

component methods of soil wa~er balance models vary from physical methods to fairly 

empirical approaches depending upon the data availability. 

This model was developed so as to take advantage of the weather. soil and 

vegetation databases available in Oklahoma. This led to a fairly physically-based model, 

though some components are empirical. The model is process based and uses a daily 

time-step. This model divides the soil-plant-atmosphere system into components and 

processes that can be treated individuaIly. The model is modular so that any component 

can be changed without affecting the other components. Components of this model 

include plant transpiration, soil evaporation, infiltration, drainage and plant gmwth. 

Transpiration is estimated using the Penman-Monteith combination equation. This 

equation accounts for the energy required to sllstainevapotranspiration and a mechanism 

required to remove the vapor. Canopy resistance is obtained by scaling up the stomatal 

resistance. 

Soil evaporation is estimated as the minimum of atmospheric demand and the 

desorption volume.. Desorption volume is the amount of water which the soil would 
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release to a non-restricting atmosphere over a period .of time. Atmospheric demmd is 

estimated as 1.15 times grass ~eferenc·e evapotranspiration. 

The soil evaporation is estimated as occurring from a bare soil whereas plant 

transpiration is estimat,ed assuming full cover. Then these two are mixed based on the 

fractional transpiration factor to produce a weighted average of the evapotranspiration. 

The fractional transpiration factar is a function .of ground caver and is assumed ta he 

highly correlated with the LAI .. The maximum fractianal transpiration factar is linrited to 

a value less than 1.0 to account far the fact that sailevaporatian is never suppressed to 

zero. At all the study sites, the minimum fractional transpiratian factor was set greater 

than zero ta accaunt far the fact that darmant grasses cover a part of the ground even 

though they may not transpire. 

Soil evaporation is taken only from the uppennost soil layer, which is 15 cm deep. 

Water for transpiration is extracted from tbe root zone using an expanential weighting 

function, which varies from a maximum at the surface to a minimum at the bottom of the 

root zone. The extraction coefficient for each layer also depends on the water content of 

that layer, as it affects the contribution of individual layers towards total transpiration. A 

layer at a moisture content near wilting point will release less water and thus more water 

will be taken from the other layers. 

To keep track .of vegetation parameters a simple plant growth madel is used. 

Outputs :from this model are canopy height, leaf area index, fractional transpiration factor 

and root depth. The fractional transpiration factor is correlated with the LAI and can be 

visualized as the fraction of the ground c.overed by the canopy. For grass, it is assumed 

that roots do not change through time once they have been established. But canopy height 
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and leaf area index do change through time. A linear model is used to increase the leaf 

area index from the start of the growing period to the time it reaches a maximum. The 

leaf area index is assumed to remain constant until the start of the senescence period. 

Then it is linearly decreased from the start of the decline to the start of the dormant 

period. Leaf area index is assumed to remain constant, a! its mitnimum value~ throughout 

the dormant period. Canopy height and fractional transpiration factor are assumed to 

change in the same fashion as LA!. But fractional transpiration .~actor .often reaches its 

maximum value before LAI. Fractional transpiration factor is assumed to reach fun cover 

at aLAI of3.0. In case of grazing and/or mowing a cut-offLAI value is assumed. It is the 

maximum LAI which would be present thmughout the growing period. 

The model was initially developed and calibrated at the following four sites: 

Apache, Marena, Goodwell and Stillwater. Data for January 1996 through September 

1997 were used for the development and the calibration of the model. The weather data 

were obtained from the Oklahoma Mesonet. The vegetation parameters were estimated 

based on field observations or literature. The estimates for the soil water parameters were 

obtained from the literature based on the texture of the various layers. The main source of 

, the soil texture information was data collected by soil scientists with the USDA NRCS. 

Other source~ were results from particle-size analyses of samples taken. at the sites,and 

the ST ATSGO database. 

Lysimeter observations at Apache, Marena and Goodwell and soil water estimates 

at all four sites were used to help in developing and calibrating the model. The soil water 

estimates were obtained from the thermal dissipation sensors installed at many of the 

Mesonet sites including all the eight study sites. These sensors were installed at four 
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depths: 5 em, 25 em, 60 em and 75 cm. They report the difference in the temperature~ L1T, 

of the sensor before and after heating. The IJ. T val!ues were converted into soil water 

potential and then into volumetric soil water content. So these are indeed estimates of soil 

water and not direct observations. 

The calibrated model perfonned well in predicting soil water content at all four 

development sites. The ET predictions matched well with the observed ET at Goodwell. 

The comparison was not as good at other lysimeter sites (Apache and Marena). At 

Apache, the model tended to underestimate the ET whereas at Marena it overestimated 

the ET. 

The performance of the model was independently evaluated at the fonowing four 

sites: Boise City, Broken Bow, Hollis and Miami. Only soil water estimates, from the AT 

observations,. were available for the comparison. Only 1997 data were used for the 

comparison purpose as all these validation sites got thermal sensors installed and working 

either at the end of 1996 or at the beginning of 1997. 

The model did a fairly good job of simulating soil water content in the upper 

layers. At almost all sites, the simulated soil water matched very wen with the field 

observations at the 5 em and 25 em depths. The model's perfonnance is generally not as 

good at greater depths in the profile (60 em and 75 em). The observed profile sometimes 

shows an increase in the water content at lower depths after heavy rainfall events, which 

is not captured by the simulated profile. 

This result could be attributed to the self-correcting behavior of the upper layers 

due to the high dynamism involved there. At lower depths, the modeling job becomes 

more difficult due to the lack of knowledge about the rooting depths of various vegetation 
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dasses and the extraction behavior of their roots. The wrong assumptions regarding the 

'estimates for the soil water parameters of the upper layers, especially the field capacity 

and the wilting point, might actually affect the results more at the deeper points than at 

the upper points. 

The overall model perfOlmance is directly related to the estimates of the 

parameters input to the model. The model predictions for ET are highly sensitive to the 

minimum stomatal resistance and those for soil water content are highly sensitive to the 

field capacity and the wilting point. The field capacity and the wilting point determine tbe 

upper and the lower limit of the predicted soil water pm file. Among other vegetation 

parameters, the maximum LA!, the coefficient of the shelter factor and the root depth are 

the most important. The coefficient of the shelter factor is important as it affects the 

effective LA!. The soil water parameters, other than the field capacity and the wilting 

point,can be estimated based on the soil texture as the model is not very sensitive to 

these parameters. 

Recommendations 

1) The extraction function of this model has the flexibility to accommodate differ·ent 

vegetation types. The coefficient of mot distribution function should be calibrated 

separately for various vegetation classes. 

2) More work is required to parameterize the fractional transpiration factor. 

3) The sheUer function is arbitrary. It should be improved. Different vegetation types 

might require different types of shelter functions. 
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4) The model's perfolTIl.ance is highly sensitive to the field ,capacity and the wilting 

point estimates. Efforts should be made to obtain as accurate estimates as possible. 

5) BeUer field measurements of soil water are required to evaluate the perfonnance of 

this model. 

6) Further validation of the model is required at additional sites and for longer time 

periods .. 

7) Further work should be done to quantify the relativ'e sensitivity of model parameters. 

8) This model can be integrated with a geograp.hic infonnation system and used to 

predict ET and soil water over larger areas. 
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APPENDIX A 

Input soil data files 

The followiing files contain the soil infonnation used as model inputs. The fist four files 

contain information for the dev,elopment sites whereas the last four correspond to the 

validation sites. The abbreviations are: 

NumLayer 

Fe 
WP 

POR 

K.S 

BP 

m 

THETAR 

THIK 

Number of soil layers 

Field Capacity 

Wilting Point 

Porosity 

Saturated hydraulic conductivity (cm h- I ) 

Bubbling Pressure (cm) 

Pore size distribution index 

R,esidual soil moisture 

Thickness of the soil layers (m) 
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Al 

SiteName AP AC 

NwnLayer9 

Elevation 440 

Latitude 34.91 

Longitude -98.29 

THIK FC WP POR KS BP m THETAR 

0.150 0.14 0.06 0.437 6.11 8.69 0.474 0.04 

0.150 0.23 0.10 0.453 2.59 14.66 0.322 0.04 

0.250 0.33 0.18 0.464 0.23 25.89 0.194 0.08 

0.100 0.33 0.18 0.464 0.23 25.89 0.1 94 0.08 

0.050 0.33 0.18 0.464 0.23 25.89 0.194 0.08 

0.100 0.33 0.18 0.464 0.23 25.89 0.194 0.08 

0.100 0.33 0.18 0.464 0.23 25.89 0.194 0.08 

0.100 0.33 0.18 0.464 0.23 25.89 0.194 0.08 

0.250 0.33 0.18 0.464 0.23 25 .89 0.194 0.08 
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A2 

SiteName GOOD 

NumLayer9 

Elevation 996 

Latitude 36.60 

Longitude -101.60 

TH1K Fe WP POR KS BP m THETAR 

0.150 0.30 0.15 0.501 0.68 20.76 0.211 0.02 

0.200 0.30 0.15 0.501 0.68 20.76 0.211 0.02 

0 . .080 0.30 0.15 0.501 0.68 20.76 0.211 0.02 

0.120 0.34 0.19 0.471 0.15 32.56 0.151 0.04 

0.100 0.34 0.19 0.471 0.15 32.56 0.151 0.04 

0.050 0.34 0.19 0.471 0.15 32.56 0.151 0.04 

0.100 0.34 0.19 0.471 0.15 32.56 0.151 0.04 

0.100 0.34 0.19 0.471 0.15 32.56 0.151 0.04 

0.150 0.34 0'.19 0.471 0.15 32.56 0.151 0.04 
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A3 

SiteName MARE 

NumLayer9 

Elevation 331 

Latitude 36.06 

Longitude -97.21 

THIK Fe WP POR KS BP m THETAR 

0.150 0.25 0.13 0.398 0.43 28.08 0.250 0.07 

0.150 0.23 0.12 0.463 1.32 11.15 0.220 0.03 

0.125 0.23 0.12 0.463 1.32 11.15 0.220 0.03 

0.125 0.25 0.13 0.398 0.43 28.08 0.250 0.07 

0.100 0.25 0.13 0.398 0.43 28.08 0.250 0.07 

0.050 0.25 0.13 0.398 0.43 28.08 0.250 0.07 

0.100 0.25 0.13 0.398 0.43 28.08 0.250 0.07 

0.200 0.25 0.13 0.398 0.43 28.08 0.250 0.07 

0.250 0.25 0.13 0.398 0.43 28.08 0.250 0.07 
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A4 

SiteName STILL 

NumLayer9 

Elevation 272 

Latitude 36.12 

Longitude -97.10 

THIK. Fe WP POR KS BP m THETAR 

0.150 0..31 0.14 0.464 0.23 25.89 0.19'0 0.08 

0.150 0.28 0.15 0.501 0.68 20.76 0.211 0.02 

0.150 0.28 0.15 0.501 0.68 20.76 0.211 0.02 

0.100 0.34 0.19 0.471 0.15 32.56 0.151 0.04 

0.100 0.34 0..19 0.471 0.15 32.56 0.151 0.0.4 

0..050 0.34 0.19 0.471 0 . .15 32.56 0.151 0.04 

0.100 0.34 0.19 0.471 0.15 32.56 0.151 0.04 

0.200 0.34 0.19 0.471 0.15 32.56 0.151 0.04 

0.250 0.34 0.19 0.471 0.15 32.56 0..151 0..04 
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AS 

SiteName BOIS 

NumLayer9 

Elevation 1267 

Latitude 36.69 

Longitude -102.50 

THIK. FC WP POR KS BP m THETAR 

0.150 0.31 0.17 0.464 0.23 25.89 0.190 0 . .08 

0.150 0.31 0.17 0.464 0.23 25.89 0.190 0.08 

0.150 0.34 0.19 0.471 0.15 32.56 0.151 0.04 

0.100 0.34 0.19 0.471 0.15 32.56 0.151 0.04 

0.050 0.34 0. 19 0.471 0.15 32.56 0.15 1 0.04 

0.050 0..34 0.19 0.471 0.15 32.56 0.151 0.04 

0.050 0.34 0.19 0.471 0.15 32.56 0.151 0.04 

0.100 0.34 0.19 0.471 0.15 32.56 0.1 51 0.04 

0.250 0.34 0.19 0.471 0.15 32.56 0.151 0 .. 04 
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A6 

SiteName BBOW 

NumLayer8 

Elevation 113 

Latitude 34.01 

Longitude -94.61 

TH1K Fe WP paR KS BP m THETAR 

0.150 0.23 0.10 0.453 2.59 14.66 0.322 0.04 

0.200 0.23 0.10 0.453 2.59 14.66 0.322 0.04 

0.210 0.23 0.1.0 0.453 2.59 14.66 0.322 .0.04 

0.090 0.36 0.21 0.475 0.06 37.30 0.131 0.09 

0.080 0.36 0.21 0.475 0.06 37.30 0.131 0.09 

0.030 0.36 0.21 0.475 0.06 37.30 0.131 0.09 

0.140 0.32 0.18 0.430 0.12 29.17 0.168 0.11 

0.200 0.32 0.18 0.430 0.12 29.17 0.168 .0.11 
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A7 

SiteName HOLL 

NumLayer9 

Elevation 498 

Latitude 34.69 

Longitude -99.83 

THlK Fe WP POR KS BP m THETAR 

0.150 0.34 0.19 0.471 0.15 32.56 0.151 0.04 

0.050 0.34 0.19 0.471 0.15 32.56 0.151 0.04 

0.100 0.36 0.21 0.479 0.09 34.19' 0.127 0.06 

0.250 0.36 0.21 0.479 0.09 34.19 0.127 0.06 

0.100 0.36 0.21 0.479 0.09 34.19 0.127 0.06 

0.050 0.36 0.21 0.479 0.09 34.19 0.127 0.06 

0.100 0.36 0.21 0.479 0.09 34 . .19 0.127 0.06 

0.100 0.36 0.21 0.479 0.09 34.19 0.127 0.06 

0.200 0.36 0.21 0.479 0.09 34.19 0.127 0.06 
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AS 

SiteName MIAM 

NumLayer9 

Elevation 248 

Latitude 36.89 

Longitude -94.84 

THIK " Fe WP POR KS BP m THETAR 

0.150 0.30 0.15 0.501 0.68 20.76 0.211 0.02 

0.200 0.30 0.15 0.501 0.68 20.76 0.211 0.02 

0.150 0.30 0.15 0.501 0.68 20.76 0.211 0.02 

0.050 0.36 0.21 0.475 0.06 37.30 0.131 0.09 

0.100 0.36 0.21 0.475 0.06 37.30 0 .131 0.09 

0.050 0.36 0.21 0.475 0.06 37.30 0.131 0.09 

0.100 0.36 0.21 0.475 0.06 37.30 0.131 0.09 

0.100 0.36 0.21 0.475 0.06 37.30 0.131 0.09 

0.200 0.36 0.21 0.475 0.06 37.30 0.131 0.09 
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...... 
\0 ...... 

SITE 

STILL 

MARE 

BBOW 

BOIS 

HaLL 

MIAM 

APAC 

GOOD 

a 

0.18 

0.18 

0.18 

0.18 

0.18 

0.18 

0.18 

0.18 

rsmin rsmax hrnx Zroot 

166 5000 0.50 1.0 

166 5000 0.80 1.0 

166 5000 1.00 0.8 

166 5000 0.35 0.8 

166 5000 0.80 1.0 

166 5000 1.00 0.8 

166 5000 0.50 1.0 

166 5000 0.35 0.8 

LAIrnx Frrnx LAIcutoff Dsg Drnx Dss Dsd 

6.0 0.90 2.0 03/26 07/30 08/31 11112 

5.0 0.90 5.0 03/26 07/23 08/20 11104 

6.0 0.90 6.0 03/26 07/23 08/25 11127 

3.0 0.90 3.0 05109 08/03 09109 11111 

6.0 0.90 6.0 03/26 07/23 08/25 11127 

6.0 0.90 6.0 03/26 07/23 08/25 11127 

6.4 0.90 6.4 03/26 07/30 08/31 11112 

3.0 0.90 3.0 05/09 08/03 09109 11111 



APPENDIX-C 

Calibration parameters fol' 229L sensors 

Sensor and soil parameters required to estimate soil water content from the sensor 

response, 11 T. 

Common Sensor Coefficients These coefficients are constant for all sensors: 

I1Td =4.00 C 

.1.Tw = 1.45 C 

a = -0.01 kPa-1 

n= 0.77 
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Site Specific Parameters 

Cl- Apache 

25 

60 

75 

C2 - Broken Bow 

BBOW 

BBOW 

BBOW 

25 

60 

75 

C3 - Boise City 

BOIS 

BOIS 

BOIS 

25 

60 

75 

0.415 

0.434 

0.434 

0.472 

0.453 

0.453 

0.050 

0.119 

0.087 

0.000 

0.000 

0.000 

0.1 12 

0. 102 

0.096 

x y 

66.064 1.871 

31.810 1.667 

156.882 1.298 

20.224 

7.173 

6.848 

122.482 1.243 

70.954 1.228 

61.022 1.245 

193 

0.988 

0.897 

0.936 

1.005 

. 0.932 

• 0.925 

1.131 

1.131 

I 1.001 

-0.058 

0.397 

0.083 

0.299 

0.377 

0.367 

-0.384 

-0.408 

-0.058 



C4 - Goodwell 

GOOD 

GOOD 

GOOD 

C5 - Hollis 

. HOLL 

HOLL 

HOLL 

25 

60 

75 

25 

60 

75 

C6-Marena 

MARE 25 

MARE 60 

MARE 75 

0.453 

0.434 

0.434 

0.528 

0.472 

0.491 

0.453 

0.434 

0.434 

0.101 52.295 1.433 

0.096 : 35.471 1.393 

0.085 818.626 1.174 

0.209 

O.lto 

0.000 

0.085 

0.119 

0.121 

x y 

(l/bar) 

40.222 . 1.388 

41.491 1.192 

51.921 1.132 

47.446 1.625 

I 48.507 1.640 

140.556 1.857 

194 

1.064 

0.272 

1.111 

m 

1.057 

1.008 

0.992 

I 

: 1.044 

0.955 

0.938 

-0.382 

-0.547 

-0.353 

-0.106 

-0.296 

-0.035 

-0.401 

0.114 

0.296 



C7-Miami 

MIAM 

MIAM 

MIAM 

25 

60 

75 

C8 - Stillwater 

SITE V.EPTH. 

(em) 

Stillwater 5 

Stillwater 25 

Stillwater 60 

Stillwater 75 

0.472 

0.472 

0.472 

OS 

0.490 

0.453 

0.415 

0.415 

0.023 9.291 1.753 

0.134 . 15.051 1.317 

0.140 25.589 1.314 

Or X y 

(l/bar) 

0'.087 17.530 1.338 

0.088 23.509 1.637 

0.093 26.112 1.574 

0.085 197 .. 139 1.329 

195 

0.948 

0.891 

1.068 

m 

0.991 

0.998 

1.021 

0'.941 

0.389 

0.413 

-0.047 

I> 

-0.251 

0.l37 

0.098 

0.264 
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11111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIflllIII 11111111111111/111 IIJ 11111 JllIIIII 
/111111/111 

!III/JlJ/I Thls elass contains land cover and soil information for any 
1/11111/1 p.articular cell. It contains methods to calculate ET based on trans
lillI/II piration,. soil evaporation, see modules cropet and SoilEvap. 
11111111 It resets the soil water content in each I.ayer based on JET 
111111111 and Infiltration, see Infiltratioll module for calculations on 
/1/11/11/ infiltraioo. 
111/11111 
1111111111111111111111111/1111111111111111/111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

#ifnder _CELL_H_ 
#define _CELL:-.H_ 
#include "soUayer.h" 
#include "landcovr.h" 
class CeU 
{ 
private: LandCoverPara Crop; 

int NumLayers, NumOfActiveLayers; IIActive Layers mean layers whicb contain roots 
SoilLayer *Iayer; 
l!Latitude and longitude are in radians 
float CN, Elevation, Latitude, Longitude, Drain, ET. Se; //this value will 

be set based on soil type and land cover 
Ooat*AC; 
float ThetaT, ThetaT4RG; IIthresbold for soil moisture stress 
char SiteName(51; 

public: CeliO; 

Intercept 

layer.dat 

CeU(int); 1/ constructorwilJ initialize the number of layers 
IICopying constructor 
Cell(const Cell&); 
void SetNumOfActiveLayers(void); 

void SetCN(void) 
{ 
/lset cn on the basis of SoilPara of first layer and land cover 

CN = (Ooat)80; 
}; 
void SetCN(Ooat cn) {CN = en;.}; 
void SetTbetaT(void); 
void SetThetaT4RG(void); 
void SetPosition(float, float, float); lIE lev, lat, long 
float DrainagePerHour(int); 
void SetDraln(float tDrain){Drain = tDraioj}; 
void DrainWaterO; 
void AddWaterToNextLayer(int, float); 
void InfiltrateWater(float); 
int CalcSoilMoist(float, float,. float); Ilarguements are CROPET, SE & 

int SetLayersP.ara(char *)'; /lit will read tbe soil properties from the file 

float GetCN(void) {return CN;}; 
float GetTW(void)j IIrelurn total soil water 
float GetTawForEt(void); IIreturn total available water in active Jayers 
float MoveWaterUp(int., Ooat); /I Moves water in the upper layer 
no at GetDepth(void); /I return total depth in mm 
no at GetTbeta(void); IIreturn average theta 
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}; 
#endif 

float GetTbetaT(void){ return ThetaT;}; 
float GetTbetaT4RG(void){ return ThetaT4RG;}; 
float GetThetaXcLayerl(void); 
float GetFC(void); /lreturn average field capacity 
float GetWP(void); IIreturn average wilting point 
Ooat GetDrain(void){return Drain;}; 
noat GetET(void){return ET;}; 
float GetElevation(void){return Elevation;}; 
float GetLatitude(void){return Latitudej}; 
noat GetSe(void) {return Se;}; 
int GetNumLayers(void) {return NumLayersj}j 
/Iget tbe SoilLayer objects by reference to access tbeir members 
SoULayer& Getlayer(int); 
LandCoverPara& GetCrop(void){return CroPi};. 
IIAssignment operator 
const Cell& operator=(const CeU&); 
float GetAc1(void){ return ACID);}; 
float GetAc2(void){return AC[l);}; 
float GetAc3(void)l{return AC[2];.}; 
.....celiO; I/destructor 

11111111111111111111111111/1111/1111111/11111111/1111//11/1/11/11/1/11/ fill/lil!li/ 
1/11111111 
1111111/11 This module calculates plant transpiration assuming full cover 
11111/111 For calculations,. see header and !murce files for pet which is 
111111/11 used to estimate ref. lET 
111/1111 This class contains equations to estimate resistances. 
11111111 
11//111/ flllIIlI!" 11111111111111111111111111111/ IIIII! /I!II 1111/1111111/11111/ 1111/ 
#include "pet.h" 
#include "cell.h" 
1/ this is derived class, pet is the base class 

/lit inherits aU other functions ,except calcJaO 
lIand catcJcO 

class cropet : publk pet 
{ 
protected: noat rsmin, rsmax, rs, PAR, THETA, THETAT, FC, WP; 

float RPC, RP, cd, LAI, Ps, FPAR, FfHETA, FVPD, CH; 
public: cropet(CeU &); 

void SetSmValues(Celi &); IISets soil moisture values 
virtual void SetValue(MetValue&, CropPar.a&, float);. 

virtual void calcJaO; IIvirtualas it will overwrite ealcJaO in pet 
virtual void caicJcO; /I virtual as it will overwrite calcJcO in pet 
float GetTheta(void) {return THETA;}; 
Roat GetWp(void) {return WP; }; 

}; 
11111111111111//1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111/1/11/ 
1/11/11/11/ 
/111111111 
111111111 
lillI/III 
1111/1/1 

This class contains information about the land cover. It 11111111/111 
is plantgrowtb module and estimates growth in plant. /l1I/1II1Il 
on a daIly basis. 

1/1//111/11/ IIIZIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIfI 111/11/11/11/11/1111/111/111/1 
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#tfnder _LANDCOVR-"
#define_LANDCOVR_ 
#ifndef _FSTREAM_D_ 
#include "fstreallLh" 
#endif 
#include "Mdate.h" 

struct CropPara 
{ 

float CD, RD,. LAI,. FRj 

I;· 

class LandCoverPara 
{ 
private: int land_cover; 

int SmsCounterj 
float ALPHA, BEETA, RSMIN, RSMAX, CHMX, RDMX, LAIMX, FRMX. LAlatMFR; 

float MinLai, CUTOFF _LM, MhlFr, MinCh; 
float Siopel, Slope2j 
cha.r Datel(,61. Date21,6), Date3[,61:, Date4[6l; 
BOOL Season; 1/ true for active and false for dormant 
CropPara CurrentCropParaj 
ClDate pDatel4]; 

Ilifstream C'ropInj 
public: IlLandCoverParaO{}; 

int SetLandCoverPara(char "', cbar*); lIarguements are file name and sitename 
void SetMinFr(float tMinFr){MinFr = tMinFr;}; 

void SetMinCh(float tMinCb){MinCb = tMinCh;}; 
void SetBeeta(float tBeeta){BEETA = tBeeta;}; 
float GetAlpha(void){ return ALPHA;}; 
Ooat GetBeeta(voidH return BEETAj}; 

float GetRsMJn(vcdd){ return RSMIN; }; 
OoatGetRsMax(void){ return RSMAX; }j 
float GetChMx(void) {return CHMX; }; 
Ooat GetRdMx(void) { return RDMXj }; 
float GetLaiMx(void){ return LAIMX;}; 
Ooat GetFrMx(vo,id) {return FRMX; }i 

float GetMinFr(void){ return MinFr;}; 
BOOL aetSeason(void} (return Season; }; 
CropPara& GetCropPara(void}{return CurrentCropPara;}; 

void SetCropPara(flo.at, float, float, float, float); 

#endif 

void SetpDate(int, char*); llfirst argument is date # and 2nd is date 
/lcall this function only after setting dates 
void CalcSlopes(vo'id); 
constchar* GetPDate(int n){return pDate[n-l].GetDateO;}; 
void GrowCrop(ClDate); 
void CbeckSms(float, float); IIclleck for soil moisture stress 
void GrowRoot(void); 
IfI'hese two values are changed based on current LAI 
float CbangeFr(float); 
float Cb.angeCh(float); 

}; 

1111111111111111111111111111111111/1/1/1/1111/1"1/1 flllIIl 1/1/111/111/111 
/I CTbeta.h 
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1/11111111/11111111111111111111111111111111111111/11111111111111111111111 
#ffndef _CTHETA_H_ 
#define _ CTHETA_H_ 
#include <iostream.h> 
class CTheta 
{ 
private: ebar daterlOI; 

float *Theta; 
int NumLayers; 

,ubUe: CTheta(int); 1/constructor will allocate memory for Tbeta 
CThetaOU; IIdefault counstructor 

}; 
#endif 

/lcopy constructor 
CTheta(coDst CTheta&); 
void SetTheta(iot, Ooat); 
Ooat GetTh.eta(int n)(return Thetaln-l}; }; 
void SetDate(const char *); 
friend ostream& operator « (os,tream&, CTheta&); 

CTheta& operator=(eonst CTlleta&); 

/I watbalView.h : interface of the CWatbalView class 
/I 
/111/1/1/11/1/11/11/11/1/1/11/11/11/1111111111111111111111111111111/ J 1111/11 J 
#include <strstrea.b> 
#include "metvalue.II" 
#include "Cell.h II 
#include "watbaIDoe.h" 
class CWatbalView : public CScrollView 
{ 
protected: 

char *WeatherFile; 
char *CropFile; 
char *LayerFile; 
char SiteName[5]j 
int NumOtLayers, NumOf'Simulationj 
cbar D.atel[ll], Date2(U], Date3[1l1, Date4Ul}; 
char *InitThetaj 
COLORREF ColorllO]; 
'!File flags 
BOOL wfFlag, cfFlag, IfFlag; 

IlRun flag, true if rIIlD is over 
BOOL RunIsOverj 
enum {ViewText, ViewChart} eViewTypej, 
II create from serialization only 
CWatbaIVi,ewO; 
DECLARE_DYNCREATE(CWatbaIView) 

/I Attributes 
public: 

CWatbalDoe* GetDocumentO;. 
void Filelnput(ehar *); 
int GetRunInfo(Cel1&); 
int GetNumOtLayers(void){return NumOfLayersj}j 
int GetNumOf'SimulatioDs(void){return NumOfSimulationj}; 
void RunTheModelO; 
void TextOut(CDC*); 
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void CbarCOut(CDC*); 
void CbangeColor(iot); lIarguement is the index of color 

/I Operations 
public: 
/I Overrides 

/I ClassWizard general ted virtual function overrides 
llHAFX_ VIRTUAL(CWatbaIView) 
pubUc: 
virtual void OnDraw(CDC*); /I overridden to draw tbis view 
virtual BOOL PreCreateWindow(CREATESTRUCT& cs); 
protected: 
virtual void OnInitialUpdateO;.11 called first time after construct 
IIHAFX_ VIRTUAL 

/I Implementation 
public: 

virtual-CWatbalViewOi 
#ifdef j)EBUG 

virtual void AssertValidO const; 
virtual void Dump(CDumpContext& dc) const; 

#endie 
protected: 
II Generated message map functions 
protected: 

l; 

II{ {AFX _ MSG(CWatbaIView) 
afx_msg void OnInputWeatherO; 
afx_msg void OnUpdateInputWeatber{CCmdm* pCmi:lUl); 
afx_msg void OnInputCropO;. 
afx_msg void OnUpdateInputCrop(CCmdm* pCmdill); 
afx_msg void OnInputLayerO; 
afx_msg void OnUpdatelnputLayer(CCmdUI* pCmdUI); 
afx_msg void OuRunO;. 
arx_IDsg void OnOutCbartO; 
arx_msg void OnOutTextOi 
afx_IDlsg void OnUpdateOutChart(CCmdUI* pCmdUI); 
afx_msg void OnUpdateOutText(CCmdUI* pCmdUI); 
afx_msg void OnLButtonDblClk(UINT nFlags, CPoint point); 
II})AFX_MSG 
DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAPO 

friend class CMainFrame; 

#Under _DEBUG /I debug version in watbalView.cpp 
i.nline CWatbaIDoc· CWatbaIView::GetDocumentO 

{ return (CWatbaIDoc*)mJDocument; } 
#endif 
11/11111/11 1/1/11/111"1/11/111/11111111111111111111111111111"11111/1/11/111 
lI/lI 111/11////11/111/11111111111111111/1/111111111111111111/11111111111111111111 
III If 111111111 
1111111111111 
1/1/11///111 

This module estimates infiltration using curve number approacb. 
CN for any cell is defined in the file cell. 

1/1// III/III 
1/1//1/11/1111111111111111111111/1/1/111//1/111/1/111/1/11/11/11111/1111111111111 
#include "rain.Ii" 
#ifndef' _RAlN_H_ 
#define _RAIN_H_ 
#endif 
#include "cell.b" 
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Irrhis c1assealcolates InDltration based on Curve Number 
class Infiltration 
{ 
ItrHETA is soil moisture in d~fferent I.ayers 
IISMD is soil moisture deficit in different Jayer.s 
lID is depth of different layers 
IIDSRAIN is an object of RalD_Array type to hold 5 days' rainfall 
I/RAINS is tbe sum of previous 5 days rainfaU 
flAMC is ante£edent moisture condition 
/lSMX is maximum rainfaUabstraction under dry condition 
liS is maximum rainfall abstraction under prevailing moisture condition 
IfF is cumulative infiltration 
private: float CN,. THETAS, THETAA, P, RAIN5, PMAXINT, PINT, FR, LAl, SMX, S, 

IRA, RO, INFLOW, F, SMDA, SMDB. DA, DB; 
RainArray D5RAlN; 
intAMC; 
BOOL Season; 1/ True for active and false for dormant 

public: void SetValue(Cell, float); 
voidCalcIntercept(void)l; 
void UpdateRain5(void),; lIupdates the value of rain5 ,everyday 
void GetAme(void); IIneeds Rain5 
void CalcCn(void); IIneeds arne and cn 
float GetlnDow(void); 
float GetRainS(void); 
float Getlntercept(void){return PINT;}; 
void CalcAbstraction(void); 
void CalclniLItration(void); 
Doat Calculations(void); IIcalIs all otber fundtions in right order return 

INFLOW 
}; 

#ifndef _LANDCOVR_ 
#define _LANDCOVR_ 
#ifndef _FSTREAM-.H_ 
#includ.e "fstream..b" 
#endif 
#include ·'Mdate.b lf 

struct CropPara 
{ 

float CH, RD, LAI, FR; 
}; 

class LandCoverPara 
{ 
private: Int land_cover; 

int SmsCounter; 
60at ALPHA, BEETA, RSMIN. RSMAX, CHMX, RDMX, LAIMX, FRMX, LAlatMFRj 

60at MinLai, CUTOFF _ LAI, MinFr, MinCb; 
float Slopel, Stope2; 
char Date1 (6), Date2(6), Uate3(6), Date4[6); 
BOOL Season; /I true for active and false for dormant 
CropPara CurrentCropPara; 
ClDate pDate[41; 

llifstream Cropln; 
public: IlLandCoverParaO(}; 
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int SetLandCoverPara(cbar *, 'Cbar*); llarguements are file name and sitename 
void SetMi.nFr(Doat tMinFr){MinFr == tMinFr;}; . 

void SetMinCh(float tMinChHMinCh = tMinChi}; 
void SetBeeta(float tBeeta){BEETA == tBeeta;}; 
Boat GeWpha(voidJ{ return ALPHAi}; 
Boat GetBeeta(void){ return BEETAj}; 

float GetRsMio(void){ return RSMIN; };_ ., 
float GetRsMax(void) { retllrD RSMAXi }; 
float GetChMx(void) {return CHMX;}; 
float GetRd.Mx(void) t'return RDMX; }i 
float GetLaiMx(void}{ return LAIMX;};. 
Ooat GetFrMx(void) {return FRMX;}; 

float GetMinFr(voidH return MinFr;}; 
BOOL GetSeason(void) {return Season; }i 
CropPara& GetCropPara(void){return CurrentCropParai}; 

void SetCropPara(Ooat, Ooat, float, float, float); 
void SetpUate(int, char~)i llfirst argument is date # and 2nd is date 
IIcall this function only after setting dates 
void CalcSlopes(void); 
const char'" GetpDate(int n){return pDate[n-l).GetDateOi}; 
void GrowCrop(ClDate); 
void CheckSms(float, float); IIcheck for soil moisture stress 
void GrowRoot(void); 
Iffhese two values are changed ba.sed on current LA! 
float ChangeFr(float); 
float ChangeCh(Ooat); 

}; 
#endif 
1111111111/111/11111111111111111111/1/11/1111//111111/111 11111/1111 1/1/111/1/1 
1111111111 
1/111/11/ This class is responsible for the input of daily meteorological 
11/11111 variables. It opens tbe data Die, takes values and make unit 
II/flJlI conversioDs. 
1/1/11// 
1/ JII III JlII/ 111111 1/111/11111111111111111/1/1// 111111111111111111111111 JIII/I 
#ifndef _METV ALUE_H_ 
#define _METV ALUE_H_ 

/ 11 these are meteorological values 
IItbese values will be input daily 
#ifndef _FSTREAM_H_ 
#include <fstream.h> 
#endif 
#include ttMdate.b" 

class MetValue 
{ 
private:Ooat Tl\1X, TMN, TA, TMD, PC, P, ux, RS; 

char SirteNamelllS]; 
elDate mDate; 
if stream MefIn; 

public: MetValueO{}; 
int SetValue(void); 1/ use fin to input values directly and then assign them to variables 

int OpenFile(char *); 
void CloseFile(void); 
ClDate GetDate(void){return mDate;}; 
char* GetCarDate(void){return mDate.GetDateO;}; 
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}; 
#eodif 

Hoat GetTMX(void) {return TMX ;}; 
tOoat GetTMN (void) {return TMNi}; 
float GetTA(void) fretum TA;l; 
float GetTMD(void) {return TMD;}j; 
float. GetPC'(void) {return PC;}; 
float GetP (void) (return Pi};. 
float Getux(void) {return ux;}; 
float -GetRS(void) {return RS;}; 

IIAssigoment o,erator 
/IMetValue& operator.=(const MetValue&); 

11111111111111/11/11111111111111/111/11111111111 JlI/III 1IIIJIlllllllllllfffl 
1111111/1/1 
1111111111 This module estimtes reierence ET. All the equations to estimate 
111111111 tranpiration are outlined llere. This module is used in cropet too. 
111111111 
11111111111111111111""111111111/111111111111 flllllllfIlI 1111111111/111 1//111 

#ifodef _METV ALUE_H_ 
#include "metvalue.h" 
#endif 

#include "Cell.h" 

/I This class calculates reference ET using Allen approach 
elass pet 
{ 
protected: float RS, G, UX, Ta, TaPrev, TMX, TMN, TMD, P, Ro, SVP, SVP_TMX., SVP_TMN, 

SVP_TMD; 

zom; 
Doat Tv, DEL,. LB, GAMMA, Cp, AD, VP, ALPHA, VPO. K, xO, xl, du, 

DOBt zov,ra, rc, cpet; 
iot J; 

public: 

}; 

virtual void SetValue ( MetValue& daUymetl) 
{ 
RS = dailymet1.GetRSOi 1/ solar radiation 
ux = daUymetl.GetuxO; /I wind 
Ta = dallymeU.GetTAO; 1/ mean temp 
TMX = dailymet1.GetTMXO; 1/ max. temp. 
TMN = dailymetl.GetTMNO; 1/ min. dew point temp 
TMD = daUymetl.GetTMDOi /I meaD dew point temp. 
P = dailymetl.GetPO; 1I atmospheric pressure 
xO = (float)2.0j 1/ measurement height in m for wind speed 

xl = (D.oat)1.5; /I mesurement height in m for humidity and temp 
Cp = (ftoat)1.013; 
ALPHA = (D.oat)0.23; /I Standard definiton for referencet ET assumes albedo of 0.23 
I = dailYlDetl.GetDateO.GetJulianDayO; 

void SetTaPrev(float tTaPrevlfTaPrev == tTaPrev;}; /I Previous day 
average temp. for estimating soU heat flux 

float calc_svp (Doat)j 
virtual void calc]a 0; 
virtual void calcJc 0 
{ 
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}; 

rc = (float)70.0; IIAllen approach assumes 8 caoopy resistance .of 
}; 1170slm 
void CalcValues(Ooat, 008t); lIarguements are elevation and latitude 

o ovoid CalcResistO; 
float CalcPet(CeU); 

float GetRnO{return Ru;};. 
flli)a.t GetLhO{return LH;}; 
float GetRcO{return rCi}; 
·Boat GetRaO{ return rail; 
float GetVPDO{ return VPDj}; 

//this class will hold the previous 5 days' rainfall 
class RainArray 0 

{ 
private: float raio[5]; 
pnblic: RainArrayO;. 

void Update(float); //Updates array at each input 
float GetSumO; l!Returns the sum of previous 5 days' rainfall 

l; 
II RunDialog.h : header file 
II "/I,, /l1II1I1I11fI1I 1111111111111/1/1111111111111111111111111111/1//11/11/11 
/I RunDialog dialog 
#include "LandCovr.b'· 
class RunDi.alog : public CDi.alog 
( 
II Construction 
public: 

RunDialog(CWnd* pParent = NULL); /I standard constructor 
II Dialog Data 

1/{{AFX_DATA(RunDialog) 
enum {IDD = IDD_RUN_INFO}; 
CString m_Datel; 
CString m_Date2; 
eStrjog m_Date3; 
C'String m....;Date4; 
CStrlng m_InitTheta; 
int m_NumOfSimulation; 
Ooat m_ C'urrentFrj 
float m_CurrentLai; 
Ooat m_CurrentRd; 
float m_ CurrentCh; 
int m_NumLayers; 
Ooat m_ CurveNumber; 
CStringm_Year; 
noat m_MinFr; 
float m_Beeta; 
I/}}AFXPATA 
LaodCoverPara DIgCrop; 

II Overrides 
/I ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides 
I/{{AFX_ VIRTUAL(RunOialog) 
prot,ected: 
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virtual void DoDataExchsnge(CDataExchange* pDX); /I DDXlDDV support 
II} }AFX_ VIRTUAL 
BOOL OnInitDialogO; 

/I Implementation 
protected: . 

}; 

1/ Generated message map functions 
lIt {AFX _ MSG(RunDialog) 
afx_msg "Vo,id OnChangeCurrentLaiQ; 
afx _ msg "Void OnChangeSim YearOi 
afx~msg "Void OnChangeMinfrO; 
/1}}AFX_MSG 
DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAPO 

111111/111111111111/11111111111111111/111111111111111111/11111/1/1111/111111111 !II 
/1111/11 This class is responsihle for estimating son evaporation. 
/11111/ Vairable I.ayera contains values for the soil water parameters for the 
111111 first layer. 
1111111/111/1/111/1//11111//1111/1/1/111111/111111111111/1111111/111111/1/1111111111/ 
#ifndefSOLLA YER_H 
#define SOLLAYER_H 
#end if 

cl.ass SoUEvapo 
{ 
IIthetaa is soU moisture in upper layer of 15cm deptb 
" TSE is total soil eveporation after application or precipitaiton 
liSE is soH evaporation on day k 
I/TDV is total desorptivity volume after application or precipitation 
IIDV is desorptivity volume for day k 
/lADSE is .atmospberic demand for soU evapo.ration which is 1.15 times of potential ,evaporation 
private: float THETM TSE, SE, TDV, DV, ADSE~ rain; 

SoilLayerlayera; 
int Ii 

public: SoilEvapo(SoiILayer); 
on first day 

II wnstructor sets TSE to 12 arbi.tr.aril.y to have reasonable DV 

argument 

}; 

void SetValue(float, Ooat, SoilLayer); 
void SetTse(float); Ifarguement is fraction cover 
float CatcSp (Ooat); /I calculates sorp,tivity takes theta and SoUPara as 

float CakDv(float); /I ,cakulatesand returns desorptivity volume 
float CalcSE (void);·lIcalcualtes soil evaporation 
float GetSE(void); IIreturns soil evaporation 
float GetDV(void)i 
float GetTSE(void); 

11///1/1// /1/ /11/11/1/11/ /I//I/I! /1/11/1/11/1/1111 /111//111/11/1 /11/1/1/1/ 
/1111/11//1 
1111/11111 This class contains information about a particular soil layer 
lilli/lilt Important information include soil water content and depth of 
1/11111/1 that layer besides estimates ofsoil water parameters (SoiIValues) 
1/11//1/ for tbat layer. 
l!lflll 
11/11/11/11/1/1/1/11 t till! 1/1/11/11/11/1/1/111/11/111/11/ 111/11/11/ flllIlllllI 
#ifndef _SOILLAYER_ 
#define _SOILLAYER_ 
#include "soil.b" 
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class SoULayer 
{ 
protected: ooat THETA, DEP11I; 

SoilPara SoilValues; 
public: SollLayerO; 

SoilLayer(float).; 
void SetDepth(float); IIparameter is depth of the layer in meter 
float GetWater(void); 
float GetAvWater(void); I/gives difIerence between WIlting point and 

Current Theta 
float GetWD(void); /lgives difference between wat,er at porosity a.Dd 

current th.eta,. mm 

}; 
#endif 

float GetTHETA(vold); 
float GetDEPTH(void) {return DEPmj}; I/DEPTH is in mm 
void SetTHETA(Ooat);. . 
float CalcExtCoef(void); 
int WiltingPointO; 
/lreturn SoilValu.es which can be used to access the members SoUPara class 
SoilPara& GetSoUValues(void){return SonValue5;}; 

/I//II/I/! 11/ 1111/11/ lilt/III ""!II /I//IIIIIlt/II" 1111111111111111111111111/1111 
11111/11/1 
1/1//1/1/ This class contains estimates of soH water paramet,ers e.g .. porosity, 
1/1/1/1/ saturated hydraulic conductivity etc. 
11/11111 
1//11111111111/1/11//11/111/1/1/111/1/1/11111/111111111111111111/111/1/1/1111/1/1 

#ifndef _SOIL_H_ 
#define SOIL H - --
/I these values will be constant 
/I these values depend upon soil texture 
class SoillPara 
{ 
private:int soil_type; 

IIFC, POR, WP, THETAR,. m ar~ unitless 
/fBP is in em 
ilKS is in cmfhr 
float FC, KS, POR, UP, WP, THETAR, m; 

public: SoiJPara(void){}; 

}; 
#endif 

void SetValues(floa.t,. float, float, float, float, float, flo.at); 
void SetValues(int); 
float GetFC(void) {return Fe;}; 
float GetKS(void) { r,eturn KS;}; 
float GetPOR(void) {return POR;}; 
float GetBP(void) { return BP;.}; 
Oo.a.t GetWP (void). {return WP;}; 
flo.at Getm (void) {return m;}; 
float GetTHETAR(void) {return THETAR;};. 
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//111111/111111111111111 /lII/lIIIIIIIIIJ//I/f /11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1II1II11I1Il/1I1 III 11111111111111111/111/1 
Class definitions and methods 
///11 JIll/II 1111111111111 tllIII/II/IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJlJ/lllllllfllllllllllllllllflIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII/II 111111111111111/111 1111 
#ioclude "stdafLh" 
#include "Cell.bOl 
#include <fstream.h> 
#include <maf,b.h> 

II these are d,efinitioos for class CeU 

IIconstructor will initialize tbenumber of layers 
Cell :: CeliO 
{ 

} 

NumLayers=l ; 
N umOfActiveLayersF(); 
layer == new SollLayer; 
Drain = (Ooat)O.O; 

CeU :,: Cell(iot n) 
{ 
NumLayers = n; 

NumOfActiveLayers = 0; 

}; 

layer = new SoilLayer[NumLayers); 
for (int 1=0; i<NumLayers; i++) 

layer[i].SetTHETA«float)O.20);, 
AC = new float(NumLayers); 
Drain = (float)O.O; 

Cd::CeU(const Cell& tCell) 
( 

Crop=tCeU.Crop; 
N umLayers=tCell.NumLayers; 
NumOfActiveLayers = tCell.NumOfActiveLayers; 

layer = new SoilLayer[NumLayers]; 
AC = new ftoat{NumLayers]; 
for(int i=O; i<NumLayers; i++) 
{ 

layerli)=tCell.layer[i);; 
AC[i] = tCell.AC[il; 

Drain = tCeIl.Drain; 
CN=tCeII.CN; 
Elevation=tCell.Elevatioo; 
Latltude=tCeU.Latitude; 
Longitude=tCeU.Loogitude; 

IIdestructor 
CeU::-CeIlO 
{ 

} 

delete n layer; 
delete n AC; 

void CeJl::SetNumOfActiveLayers(void) 
{ 
float TempDeptb = Crop.GetCropPara().RD; 
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NumOfAdiveLayers = U; 
I/Find out number of active layers 

while(TempDepth>= 0.0 && NumOfActiveLayers < NumLayers) 
{ 

} 
} 

TempDeptb-=layerINImOfAdjveLayers).GetDEPTHO; 
NumOfAdiveLayers++; 

iot Cell:: SetLayersPara(ehar '*LayerFileName) 
{ 
char *mlle; 
Oine = new char [10]; 
Ooat data[S]; 

data13], dataI4), data(5], data[6], dataI71); 

ifstream fin(LayerFileName, ios::nocreate); 

if(!fin) 
return 0; 

l!Read of( sitename 
fin»Oine»SiteName; 
IIread number of layers 
fin»Oine»NumLayers; 
IIread elevation, latitude and longitude 
fin»Oine»Elevatioo; 
fin»Oine»Latitude; 
fin»Oine»Longitude; 
Latitude=Latitude* (noat)3.14/180; 
Longitude=Longitude*(noat)3.14/180; 

// read off tbe characters 
for (iot i=O; i<8; i++) 

fin» Dine; 
delete [] Dine; 

IIread tbe data 

for (int k=O; k<NumLayers; k++) 
{ 

for (int j=O; j<8; j++) 
fin» dataUl; 

layer)k] .SetDepth( data(OI); 

lIarguements are Fe, WP, POR., KS, BP, m, THE TAR 

layerlk).GetSoilValuesO.SetValues(datall], data[2], 

!lclose the tile 

fin.closeO; 

return 1; 
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}; 
void CeU::SetPosition(fioat tElev, Doat tLat, Ooat tLong) 
{ 

} 

Elevation=tElev; 
Latitude=tLat*(float)3.141l80; 
Longitude=tLong*(float)3.14/180; 

float Cell:: DrainagePerHour(int i) 
{ 

Doat WaterTemp, Wf; 
Doat Ki, ScateFactor, TbetaTemp; 
double Power; 
Power = 2/(layer(i].GetSoUValuesO.GetmO+3}j 
ThetaTemp «(layerlli].GetTHETAO-

Jayerli] .GetSoiIValuesO.GetTDET AAO)/O·ayer[i].GetSoIIValuesO.GetPORO 
Jayerll].GetSoilValuesO·GetTHETARO»; 

ScaleFactor = (Doat)pow«dolllble)ThetaTemp, Power); 
Ki = (Jayerli].GetSoUValuesO.GetKSO)*ScaleFactor.; 100 is in cmfbr 

K.i = Ki*lOj lIunit changed to DlIU 

WaterTemp=layer(iJ.GdWaterOi 
WT=WaterTemp-«(layerlil.GetSoilValuesO.GetFCO)*(layerlil.GetDEPTHO»; 
U(Ki>WT) 

Ki=WT; 
WaterTemp-=Ki; 
ThetaTemp=WaterTempllayer[il·GetDEPTHO; 
Jayer[i].SetTHET A(ThetaTemp); 
return Ki; 

void Cell :: DrainWater(void) 
{ 

noat WaterDrained; 
ror(int Hour=O; Hour<24; Hour++) 
{ 

} 

for(int x=O; x<NlIImLayersj x++) 
{ 

if(layer[x].GetTHETAO > layer[x].GetSoilValuesO.GetFC()) 
WaterDrained=DrainagePerHour(x),; 

WaterDrained=(Ooat)O.O; 
if(x<(NumLayers-l) && WaterDrained >0.0) 

AddWaterToNextLayer(x+l, WaterDrained)j 

llfirst arguement is layer number into water is to be added 
void CeU::AddWaterToNextLayer(int x, float water) 
{ 

Ooat WaterTemp, ThetaTemp, WD; 
int Layer, LastLayer; 
LayeJ-X; //index 0 upward 
LastLayer = NlilmLayers-l; //index 0 upward 
WD = layer[Lay,er].GetWDO; 
if(water> WD) 
{ 
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else 

{ 

} 

layer[Layerl.SetTRET A(layer[Layerl.GetSoilValuesO·GetPORO); 
water=water - WD; 
if(Layer < LastLayer) 

else 

return; 

AddWaterToNextLayer(Layer+ 1, water}; 

if(Layer= LastLayer) 
Drain = water; 

if (water <= WD && water> 0.0) 

WaterTemp=layer[Layer).GetWaterO + water; 
ThetaTemp=WaterTempllayer(Layer).GetDEPTHO; 
Jayer[Layer1·SetTHETA(ThetaTemp); 
return; 

Roat Cell::MoveWaterUp(int I, float Water) 
{ 

float WaterGiven, WaterTemp, ThetaTemp, WaterlnLayer; 
int Layer., LastLayer; 
L.ayer = Xi 
LastLayer = NumLayers-li 
if (Layer <= LastLayer) 
( 

WaterInLayer = layer[LayerJ.GetWaterOi 
Illfthere is water in this layer,move it up 
if(Water <= WaterinLayer) 
{ 

else 
{ 

WaterGjven=Water; 
TltetaTemp = (Water]nLayer-WaterGiven)lIayerfLayerl.GetDEPTHOj 
layer [Layerl.setTHETA(ThetaTemp); 

IfIf this is last layer, move whatever is available 
if(Layer = LastLayer) 
( 

if(!Jayer[Layerl.WiltingPointO) 
( 

WaterTemp = layer[Layerl.GetAvWaterO; 

layer(LayerJ.SetTHETA(Jayer[Layer).GetSoilValuesO·GetWPO); 
WaterGiveD = WaterTemp; 

else 
Wat,erGiven = (Ooat)O.O;. 

/I Ask next layer for water 
eJse 

WaterTemp = Water - WaterlnLayer; 
WaterTemp = MoveWaterUp(Layer+l. WaterTemp); 
WaterInLayer = WaterlnLayer+WaterTemp; 
if(Water <= WaterlnLayer) 
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} 

else 

WsterGiven = Water; 
else 

WaterGiven .. WaterInLayer;. 
WaterlnLayer= WaterlnLayer-WaterGiveo; 
TbetaTemp "" WaterlnLayerllayer[Layer).GetDEPTHO; 
layerILayer).SeITHETA(ThetaTemp); 

WaterGiven = (06at)0.0; 
return WaterGiveo; 

v6id Cell::lnmtrateWater(tloat tInfl6w) 
( 

fl6at WaterTemp, TbetaTemp, WD; 
WD = layerIO).GetWDO; 
if(tIn06w > WD) 
{ 

else 

layerIO)'setTHETA(I.ayer[O].GetSoilVahlesO·GetPORQ}; 
tInflow=tlnflow-WD; 
AddWaterToNextLayer(l, tInfl6w); 
return; 

if(tInfl6w <= WD && tIntlow > 0.0) 
( 

} 

WaterTemp=lay,erIO).GetWaterO+t1nflow; 
ThetaTemp=WaterTempflayerIO).GetDEPTHO; 
layer[O).SetTHETA(ThetaTemp); 
return; 

jnt Cell :: CalcS6ilMoist( noat CROPETl, float SEI, float Intercept) 
( 

layer 

RootDepth, WaterTemp; 

layer 

function 

parameter alpha 

/lACs are availability coeffldents for each layers 
IffWs and A Ws are total and available water respectively in each 

float *TW, *Tn, *DC, *rz, Ap, ThetaTemp.,. SlIImOfErtCod, 

fioat FRl = Crop.GetCropParaO.FR; 
float Beeta = Crop.GetBeetaO; 
TW = new Ooat IN umLayers); 
TD = new float [NumL.ayers]; I/depth down to the center .of the 

DC = new float )NumLayers]; IIdenominator of extraction 

rz = new Doat INumLayers); lIexponential extraction coefficient 
SumOfExtCoef=(fl6at)O.O; 
R06tDeptb = Crop.GetCr6pParaO.RD; . 

Ap = (fi6at)(Beetaf(1-exp(-(Beeta*RootDepth»»; /!Extraction 
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for (int i=O; i<NumOfAdiveLayers; i++) 
{ 
TWIi) = layer[i)..GetWaterO; 

TD [I) =(f1oat)O.O; 
} 
lI{f,ota~ depth TD is depth down to tbe center of the layer 
TD[O)==layer[O).GetDEPTHOI2;. 
for (int x=1; x<'NumOfAdiveLayers; x++) 
{ 

} 

for(int y=O; y<x; y++) 
TD [x) +-iayerly).GetDEPmo.· 

if(x<NumOfAdiveLayers-l) 
TD(x)=TD[xJ+(layer)x).GetDEPmO/2); 

else 
if(x N umOfAdiveLayers-l) 
TD [x) =TD [x), + «RootDepth-TD[x))/2); 

for (int z=O; z<NumOfAetiveLayers; z++) 
rzlz] = (f1oat)(Ap*exp(-(Beeta*TDlzl))); 

for(int v=O; v<NumOfAetiveLayers; v++) 
DC[v) 

~.ayerlvl.CalcExtCoefO*layer[v).GetDEPmO*rz(v); 

root 

Itrhis sets the values of ACs 

for (int j=O; J<NumOfActiveLayers; J++) 
SumOfExtCoef+=DCU1; 

for (int k==O; k<NumOfActiveLayers; k++) 
AC[kJ '" DC[k]/SumOfExtCoefj 

Se = (l-FRl)*SEl; 
CROPETI = FRl *CROPETl; 

CROPETI = CROPETl - Intercept; I/Intercept is not taken from 

if(CROPETl > GetTawForEtO) 
CROPETI=GetTawForEtOi 

ET=CROPETl +Se+Interceptj. 
TW[O] = TW[O) - (Se+(AC[O)*CROPETI»; 
TbetaTemp = TW[O)llay,erIO).GetDEPTHO; 
if (TbetaTemp < layer[O].GetSoilValuesO.GetTHETARO) 

{ 
WaterTemp 

(layerIO).GetSoilValuesO.GetTHETARO-layer[O).GetTHETAO)*I.ayer[O).GetDEPTHO; 
WaterTemp = MoveWaterUp(l, WaterTemp); 
TbetaTemp 

(WaterTemp+layer[O].GetWaterO)/layer[O).GetDEPTHO; 
} 

layerIO).SetTHETA(ThetaTemp); 

11 Remove water from layers one by one 
IISet to witting point if sme faUs below wilting point 

for (int mel; m<NumOfAdiveLayersj m++) 
( 
TW[m] = TWlm) - (AC[m)*CROPETl); 
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layer [m].8etTHETA(TWlmlllayer(m).GetDEPTHO); 
//if (layerlm]. WUtingPointO) 

/I{ 
/I WaterTemp 

(layer[ml.GetSoUVaIDesO.GetWPo-layer[m~.GetTHET AO)*layer(m].GetDEpmO; 
II Water'femp = MoveWaterUp(m+1, WaterTemp); 
/I ThetaTemp 

(WaterTemp+layer(m].GetWaterO)lIayer(m}.GetDEPTHO; 
II layer[m).SetTHETA(TbetaTemp); 
II} 

} 
delete![) TW; 
delete n TD; 
delete [] DC; 

return 1; 
} 

SoilLayer& Cell :: Getlayer(int n) 
{ 

0=0-1; 
return layer In];. 

Ooat Cell :: GetTW(void). 

1/ Calculates total water in the cell in mm 
Ooat Water = (003t)0.0; 
(orfint i=O; i<NumLayers; i++) 
Water += layer[i).GetWaterO; 

return Water; 
} 

float CeU::GetTawForEt(void) 
{ 

} 

IICalculate total available water for ET 
Doat TawForEt = (o.oat)O.O; 
lor(int i=O; i<NumOCActiveLayers; i++) 

TawForEt += layer[iJ.GetAvWaterO; llmin. value returned by GetAvWaterO is 0 
return TawForEt; 

float Cell :: 'GetDepth(void) 

float Cell :: GetTheta(void) 

Ooat Water, Depth, Theta; 
Water=(float )0.0; 
Depth=(float)O.O; 
Theta=(f1oat)O.O; 

{ 
float Depth = (float)O.O; 
for (int i=O; i<NumLayers.; i-H-) 
Depth += layerliJ.GetDEPTHO; 

return Deptb; /I depth is in mm 
}; 

ror(int i=O;.I<NumOrActiveLayers; i++) 
{ 

IISMC below WP is taken as WP 
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liAs the the effect must 'hav,e been Celt at WP 
if(layerli].WUtiogPoint() 

Water += 
(layer[i].GetSoilValuesO·GetWPO*layer[i).GetDEPTHO); 

else 

Theta co WaterlDeptb; 
return Theta; 

Doat CeU :: GetThetaXcLayerl(void) 
{ 
float Water, Depth, Theta;. 
Water-{Ooat)O.O; 
Deptb=(Ooat)O.O; 
Theta=(Ooat)O.O; 

Theta == WaterlDepth; 
return Theta; 
} 

Hoat Cell :: GetFC(void) 

Water+=layer[i].GetWaterO; 
} 
fer (i.ot j=O; j<NumOfActiveLayers; j++) 
Depth. -t= layer[j].GetDEPTHO; 

}; 

{ 

for(ilnt 1=1; i<NumOfActiveLayers; i++) 
Water += layer[i]..GetWaterO; 

for (int j=l; j<NumOfActiveLa,yers; j++) 
Depth ~ layerU).GetDEPmo; 

Hoat CellFc = (flloat)O.O; 
float Depth = (tloat)O.O;. 
float *LayerFc; 
LayerFc = new float [NumOfActiveLayers); 
I/Don't Exclude first layer 
for (iot i=l; i<NumO(ActiveLay.ers; 1++) 

LayerFcli] = 
(layer(i].GetSoilValuesO·GetFCO)*(layer[i1.GetDEPTHO); 

noat Cell :: GetWP(void) 

Cor (iotj""l; j<NumOfAdiveLay.ers; j++) 
CellFc += LayerFcU]; 

for (int k=l; k<NumOfAdiveLayers; k++) 
Depth ....... layer[k].GetDEPmO; 

CellFc = CeUFc/Depth; 
delete n LayerFc; 
return CellFc; 
}; 

{ 
float CeUWp = (tloat)O.O; 
floa.t Depth = (Ooat)O.O; 
no at *LayerWp; 
LayerWp = uew float [NumOfActiveLayers]; 
for (i.ot i=l; i<NumOfActiveLayers; i++) 

LayerWp[i] 
layer[i].GetSoilValuesO.GetWPO*layerli] .GetDEPTHO; 

for (int j=l; j<NumOfActiveLayers; j++) 
CeUWp += LayerWpU); 

(or (int k=l; k<NumOfActiveLayers; k++) 
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Depth += layer[k).GetDEPTHO; 
CellWp = CellWplDeptb; 
delete [] LayerWp; 
return CellWp; 
} 

void Cell: : SetTheta TO 
{ 

) 

float FC, wp. Fns; 
FC = GefFCO; /I Average values 
WP=GetWPO; 
Fns= (11oat)0.50; l!Depletion fraction for DO moisture stress 
ThetaT = (1-Fns)1I(FC-WP)+WP;.1I40% ofrnoisture cau be extracted withomt :stress 

void Cell::SetTbetaT4RGO 
{ 

} 

float FC, WP, Fns; 
FC == GetFCO; 1/ Average values 
WP=GetWPO; 
Fns= (00at)0.70; l!Depletion fraction at which roots starb growing 
ThetaT4RG = (l-Fns)*(FC-WP)+WP; 

const CeU& CeU::operator={const Cell& tCen) 
{ 

} 

Crop=tCell.Crop; 
N umLayers=tCeJ).N umLayersj 
NumOfActiveLayers = tCell.NumOfActiveLayers; 
CN=tCell.CN; 
for(int i=O; i<NumLayers; i++) 

layer(il=tCelJ.layer[il; 
return *thls; 

#include "stdafx.h" 
#include ",eropet.h" 
#indude <math.h> 

eropet :: cropet(CelJ &celll) 

}; 

{ 
rsOOn = eelll.GetCropO.GetRsMinO; 
rsmax = celll.GetCropO.GetRsMaxO; 

voidcropet: :SetSm Values(CeJl &ceUl) 
{ 

} 

FC = celll.GetFCO; /I Average values 
WP = ceU1.GetWPOi 
THETAT = eelll.GetThetaTO; l!Threshold soil water above which no stress is felt 

void eropet :: SetValue (MetValue& dailymetl, CropPara& TValue, Ooat mETAl) 
{ 
RS = dailymetl.GetRSO; 
ux = dailymetl.GetuxO; 
Ta = dailymet1.GetTAO; 
TMX = dailymetl.GetTMXO; 
TMN = dailymetl.GetTMNO; 
TMD = daUymetl.GetTMDOi 
:r = dailymetl.GetPOi 
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xO = (Ooat)UI;. /I meuurement heigbt in m for wind speed 
xl = (00at)1.5; /I mesurement beight in m for 

humidity and temp 
Cp = (float)1.Ot3; 

ALPHA = (float)O.t8; 1/ an average value 
LAI = TV alue.LAI; 
Ps <= (float)«O.] *LAI)+ 1.2); I/Shelter factor 
CH = TValue.CH; 
THETA=THETA1; 

}; 

l/here displacement height and roughness length have changed 
void cropet::calcJa(void) 

du)/zov))/(ux*k*k)); 

{ 
float kj 
zorn = (float)0.123*CHj 
zov = (float)O.1 *zom; 
du = (f1oat)(2/3)*CH; 
k = (float)0.41; 

ra (float)((log((xO 

}; 

du)/zorn»*(log«d 

!/canopy resistao.ce is calculated based on Dickinson model 
void cropet: :c:alc Jc(void) 

float Ft; 

l/«(rsminlrsmax)+(RP/RPC»/(1 +(RP/RPC»); 

Theta<WP 

ThetaT 

RPC = (00at)8.64; 11100 W/m2 for grasses 
cd = (00at)4.0; 
RP = RSl2j 
FPAR 

ir(F1P~< t.O) 
FP AR = (float)1.0; 

if(THETA < THETAT) 
{ 

else 

Ft = «THETA - WP)/(THETAT - WP»j 
if(Ft > 0.0) 

FfHETA = 11Ft; 
else 

FfHETA = noat (-999.0); !lif 

FfHETA (float) 1.0; /lif Theta > 

iif(VPD <cd) 
{ 

else 

FVPD = 11(1- (VPD/cd»; 
if(FVPD < 1.0) 

FVPD = (float)l.O; 

FVPD = float(-999.0); 
if(FTHETA =-999'.0 II FVPD = -999.0) 

re= (float)-999.0; 
else 
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LA] 

IICTheta.cpp 

} 
} 

rs ... rsmin*(FP AR*FVPD*YI1IETA);. 
if (rs > rsmax) 

rs'" rsmax; 
if(LAI = 0.0) 

rc=(float)-999.0; IlFlag for 0.0 

else 
rc == Ps*(rs/(2*LAI); 

1/*************************'**********************'*** 
#include "stdafx.h" 
#include "ctheta.h" 
CTheta::CTheta(i.nt n) 
{ 

} 

NumLayers = n; 
Theta = new Ooat[n); 
for (int i=O; I<n; i++) 
SetTheta(i, (11oat)0.2); 

CTbeta::CTheta(const CTheta& tTheta) 
( 

} 

strcpy( date,. tTheta.date); 
NumLayers = tTheta.NumLayers; 
Theta"" new float(NumLayers)j, 
for(int i=O; i<NumLayers; i++) 

Theta [i) =tTheta.Theta [iJ; 

void CTheta::SetTheta(int n, noat th) 
{ 

Theta!n) = fh; 
} 
void CTheta::SetDate(const char *tdate) 
{ 

strcpy(date, tdate); 
}; 

ostream& operator« (ostream& os, CTheta& tb) 
{ 

} 

/ffirst wirte today's date 
os«th.date; 
for (int i=O; i<th.NumLayers; i++) 

os«'\t'«th.Theta/i); 
os<<endl; 
return os; 

CTheta& CTheta::operator=;('const CTheta& tTheta) 
( 
strcpy(date, tTheta.date); 
N umLayers=tTbeta.N umLayers; 
Theta=new float [NumLayersl; 

for(int i=O; i<NumLayers; i++) 
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} 

Theta [i]=tTbeta.Tbeta(i]; 
return *tbisj 

#indude Ustdab.b lt 

#include "ceD.htl 

#include "infilt.h" 

voId Infiltration::SetValue( Cell cenl, float RA1N) 

celll.Getlayer(1 ) .. GetSoilValuesO.GetPO RO; 

ceUl.GetCropO·GetCropParaO·LAI; 

celll.Getlayer(1 ).GetTHET AOj 

void InfiItration::CalcIntercept(void) 

void Infiltration::UpdateRain51(void) 

void Infiltration::GetAmc(void) 
{ 

27.94mm 

{ 

{ 
CN = ceJU.GetCNO; 

THETAS 

FR = celll.GetCropO.GdCropParaO.FR; 
LA! 

THETAA 

P=RAIN; 
Season = cenl.GetCropO.GetSeasonO; 
,; 

//for grass (Wigmosta, 1994) 

{ 

PINT = FR*(float)O.1 *LAI; 
} . . , 

RAINS = (float)O; 
RAINS = D5,RAIN.GetSUlnO; 
DSRAIN.Update(P)j 
} 

if (Season = FALSE) I/season is dormant 
{ 

if (RAINS < 12.7) 110.5 inches = 12.7 mm 
{ 
AMC = 1; 
return; 
} 
else 

if (RAINS < 27.94) 111.1 inches 

AMC=2; 
return; 

else 
AMC=3; 

else IIseason is active 
{ 

if (RAINS < 35.56) 
{ 
AMC=lj 
return; 
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void Inmtratien::CalcCn(void) 
{ 

(float)«23*CN)/(lO+(O.13*CN»); 

void Infiltration::CalcAbstraction(void) 

mm 

THETAA)/fHETAS); 

void Infiltration::Calclnfiltration(void) 

(0.8*S»); 

float Infiltr.ation::Calculations(void) 
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else 
if (RAIN5 < 53.34) 
{ 

AMC=2; 
return; 

else 
AMC=3; 

}; 

if(AMC=l) 
CN =(float) «4.2*'CN)/(U)~0.058*CN»); 
,els,e 
if(AMC=2) 
CN=CN; 
else 
if(AMC=3) 

eN 

}; 

SMX == «254011/CN)-254); IISMX is in 

S=SMX; 
liS 

if{S <= 0.0) 

SMX:iI:«(THETAS 

S == (fl9at) 0.0; 
IRA =(Ooat) 0.2*8; 
}; 

ir(p >JRA) 
{ 
RO = (Ooat)«(P - lRA)*(P-IRA»/(P + 

INFLOW = (P - RO - PINT); 
} 
else 
INFLOW = (P - PIN1); 
if(lNFLOW<O.O) 

INFLOW=(float)O.O; 
}" . , 

CalclnterceptO; 
GetAmcO; 
CalcenO; 
CalcAbstractionO; 
CalclnfiltrationO; 
return INFLOW; 
}; 



float Infiltration::GetInOow(void) 

Ooat Inftltration::GetRain5(void) 

#.inelude "stdafx.hu 

#include <iostream.h> 
#incIude <fstream.h> 
#include tllandcovr.h" 

{ 
return INFLOW; 
}; 

return RAINS ;. 
}; 

int LaodCoverPara::SetLandCoverPara(char *CropFileName, cbar* tSite) 
{ 

if (!fin) 

char IineflOO); 
char Site [51; 
LAIatMFR = (ftoat)3.0; 

ifstream fin(CropFileName, ios::nocreate); 

return 0; 
fio.getline(line, 100); 
do 
{ 

fin»Site»ALPHA»RSMIN»RSMAX»CHMX»RDMX»LAIMX; 

fill»FRMX>>CUTOFF _LAI»Datel»Date2»Date3»Date4; 
} 
whlile«strcmp(Site, tSite)!=O) && lfin.eofm; 

fin.closeO; 
if(LAIatMFR > LAIMX} 

LAIatMFR = LAIMX; 
RDMX "" RDMX*1000; Ildepths are in mm 
MinFr = (00at)0.5;. 
MiuLai = (Ooat)O.O; 
MinCh = (Ooat)O.O; 
if{strcmp(Site,tSite)!=O) 

r~turn -1; 
else 

return 1; 
} 

void LandCoverP.ara::SetCropPara( float tRD, float tLAl, noat tCB, Doat tFR, float tMinFr) 
{ 

CurrentCropPara.CH=tCH; 
MinCb= tCH; 
CurrentCropPar.a.RD=tRD*1000; II all deptbs are in mm 
CurrentCropPara.LAI=tLAI; 
CurrentCropPara.FR=tFR;. 
MinFr = tMinFr; 
MinLai=tLAI;. 
Season = FALSE; 

void LandCoverPara::SetpDate{int n, char* tDate) 
{ 

0-=1; 
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pDate[nl.8etDate(tDa.te); 

IIcall this {unction only after you have set the (our dates 
void LandCoverPara::CalcSlopes(void) 
{ 

} 

Siopel = (LAIMX-MinLaOI(pDatell)-pDate[O));. 
Slope2 = (LAIMX-MinLai)/(pDate[3]-pDatei[20; 

lilt brings down the third point 00 LA! curve 
IISenescence is delayed 
if(CUTOFF _LAI!= LAIMX) 
{ 

int temp = (int)«LAIMX...ICUTOFF _ LAI)/Slope2); 
,Date(2)=pDate[21 +temp; 

void LandCoverPara::GrowCrop(Cmate tdate) 
( 

II Dormant season 
if(tdate < pDate[O)II tdate = pOate[O)) 
{ 

Season == FALSE; 
return; 

} 
l!First slope 
if(tdate > pDatelO) && (tdate < pDatell] II tdate = pDate[lln 
{ 

} 

CurrentCro'pPara.LAI+=Slopel ; 

JlSets LAI to cutoffvalue in case of mowing/grazing 
if(CurrentCropPar8.LAI > CUTOFF_LA!) 

CurrentCropPara.LAI = CUTOFF _LAI; 
CurrentCropPara.FR=ChangeFr(CurrentCropPara.LA!); 
CurrentCropPara.CH=ChangeCh(CurrentCropPara.LAI); 
IIGrowRootO; 
Season = TRUE; 
return; 

IlConstant line 
if(tdate > pDate[11 && (tdate < pDate(21lltdate = pDstel2])) 
{ 

Illn case of mowing/grazing growth would continue even in this period 
il(CurrentCropPara.LAI < LAIMX) 
{ 

CurrentCropPara.LAI+=Slope1 ; 
if(tdate.GetDayO = 15 II tdate.GetDayO = 30) 
{ 

if(CurrentCropPars.LAI > CUTOFF _LAI) 
CurrentCropPara.LAI=CUTOFF _LAI; 

} 
CurrentCropPara.FR=CbangeFr(CurrentCropPara.LAI); 
CurrentCropPara.CH=ChangeCh(CurrentCropPara.LAI); 

} 
IIGrowRootO; 
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} 

Season == TRUE; 
return; 

} 
//Second slope 
If(tdate >-pDate(2) && td.ate < pDate[3» 
{ 

} 

CurrentCropPara .. LAI-=Slope2; 
if(ClIIrrentCropPara.LAI < MinLai) 

ClIIrrentCropPara.LAI = MinLai; 
CurrentCropPara.FR=ChaDgeFr(CurrentCropPara.LAI); 
CurrentCropPara.CH=ChangeCh(ClIIrrentCropPara.LAI); 
Season = TRUE; 
.return; 

if(tdate = pDatel3]) '!Last day of active growth period 
{ 

} 

CurrentCropPar.aLAI = MioLai; 
CurrentCropPara.FR = CbangeFr(CurrentCropPara.LAI)j 
CurrentCropPara.CH = ChangeCh(ClIIrrentCropPara.LAI)j 
Season = F ALSEj 
rdurn; 

if (tdate > pDate[3]) 
{ 

} 

if(Season = FALSE) 

else 
{ 

return; 

return; 

CurrentCropPara.LAI = MinLaii 
CurrentCropPara.FR = CbangeFr(CurrentCropPara.LAI); 
CurrentCropPara.CH = ChangeCh(CurrentCropPara.LAI); 
Season = FALSE; 

void LandCoverPara :: CheckSms(tloat tTheta, fioat tTbetaT4RG) 
{ 

if (tTbeta < tThetaT4RG) 
SmsCounter++; 

else 
SmsCounter = 0; 

//this function is used only in growing season 
void LandCoverPara :: GrowRoot(void) 
{ 

if(CurrentCropPara.RD < RDMX) 
if(SmsCounter > 8) 

CurrentCropPara.RD "" CurrentCropPara.RD+(tloat)10.'j 
}; 

float LandCover Para: :ChangeFr(float tLai) 
{ 

Ooat NFr; 
NFr = MinFr + «tLai - MinLai)/(LAlatMFR - MinLai»*(FRMX - MinFr)j 
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} 

if(NFr> FRMX) 
NFr = FRMX; 

return NFr; 

float LandCoverPara: :ChangeCh(float fLail 
{ 

float tCb = MinCb + «tLai-MinLai)/(LAIM!X-MinLai»*(CHMX-MinCb); 
return tCb; 

} 
#include "stdafx.h" 
#include "metvalue.h" 
#in.clude <iostream.b> 

1/ tbese are definitions for Class MetValue 
int MetVa'ue::OpenFile(cbar *WeatherFileName) 

{ 
cbar Jine(100]; 

MetIn.open(WeatherFUeN ame,. ios::Docreate); 
if (!MetIn) 
return 0; 

IIread first Hne of tbe data file 
MetIn.getline(Une,.lOO)j 
return 1; 
} 

void MetValue::CloseFile(void) 
{ 
MetIn.c1oseO; 
} 

int MetValue :: SetValue (void) 

unit from F to C 

float MetDatal8]j 
cbar date[9]; 
IIFirst it try to read 
MetIn»SiteNamej 
IICheck for the EOF 
.if(Metln.eofm 

return (-1); 

Metln»datej 
rnDate.SetDate( da te)j 
for (int 1=0; i < 8; i++) 
Metln»MetData[i); 
lIassign data to variables 

if(MetDatalO) 1= -999.0) 
{ 

} 

TMX = MetDatalO)j 
TMX = «(TMX-32)*5)/9)j 

if(MetDatallJ != -999.0) 
{ 

TMN = MetData[]]; 
TMN = «(TMN-32)*5)/9)j II changing 
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inch to mm 

inch to kPa 

m.ph tomps 

}. 
1/ Assignment operator 
IIwill copy everytbing except ifstream 

if(MetDataf2} != "999.0) 
{ 

} 

TA = MetData[2]; 
TA = «(TA~32)*S)/9); 

if(MetData[3] != "999.0) 
{ 

TMD= MetData[3]; 
TMD = «(TMD-32)*5)J9); 

} 
if(MetData[4] != -999.0) 
{ 

PC == MetData[4]; 
PC = (pC*25.4); IIChanging unit from 

} 
if(MetDatalS] != -999.0) 
{ 

P = MetData[S). 
P == (P*3.3864); /I cbanging unit from 

} 
if(MetData[6] != -999.0) 
{ 

ux == MetData(6J; 
ux = (ux*0.44704); 1/ cbanging unit from 

} 
if(MetDatal7J != -999.0) 

RS = MetDatal7l; 
return 1; 

/IMetValue& MetValue::operator=(const MetValue& tMetValue) 
lit 
/I 
1/ 
1/1 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
1/ 
II 
1/ 
II} 

TMX=tMetValue.TMX; 
TMN=tMetValue.TMN; 
TA= tMetValue.TA; 
TMD=tMetValue.TMD; 
PC= tMetValue.PC; 
P = tMetValue.P; 
ux= tMetValue.ux; 
RS= tMetValue.RS; 
mDate=tMetVallle.mDate; 
strcpy(SiteN arne, tMetValue.SiteName); 
return "'this; 

#include "stdafx.b" 
#include "pet.b" 
#include <math.h> 

IIcalculating saturation va.por pressur,e 
fioat pet::calc_svp (float TEMP) 

{ 
float svp1; 
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svpl=o •. 611*c(exp«17.27*TEMP)/(TEMP + 237.3))); 
return svpl; 
l; 

/I calculating aerodynamic resistance 
void pe1t::caIcJ8 0 

{ 
Ooat k; 
Ooat assuM_ch; IfFAO method assumes a crop height of 12 cm 
assum_ch = 0.12; 
zom = O.123*assum_ch; 
zov = 8.1 *zom; 
du = (2/3)*assum_ch; 
k = 0.41; 
ra = (float)«(Iog«xO - du)/zom))*(Iog«xl - du)/zov»/(ux*k*k»;, 
}; 

IIcalcuJating required parameters of PM m.odel 
void pet::CalcValues(Ooat tElev, Ooat tLat) 

{ 

TIm, ted; 

float SVP_TA; 
domble Gse, Dr, omegas, phi, eita, Ka, Ra, Rso, tRo, Tn. 

CODst double stef_boltz = 4.9E-9'; 
LH = 2.581 - (8.082361 "'Ta); 
SVP _TMX = calc _svp(TMX); 
SVP _TMN = ealc_svp(TMN); 
SVP _TMD = ealc_svp(TMD); 
SVP _ TA = calc _ svp(Ta); 
SVP = (SVP _TMX + SVP _TMN)/2; 
VP = SVP _TMD; 
UEL = (4099"'SVP _TA)/«Ta+237.3)"'(Ta+237.3»; 
VPD = SVP - VP; 
if(VPD < 0 • .0) 

VPD=8.0; 
GAMMA == (Cp"'P)/(0.622*LH); 
Tv = (Ta+Z73.3)*(l-O.378*(VPIP»; 
An = 3.486*(Pffv); 
IIcalculations for Net Radiation 
phi = (double)tLat; 
Tkx = (double)TMX+273.3; 
Tkn = (double)TMN+273.3; 
ted = (doubl.e)SVP_TMD; 
Gsc=O.08Z; 
Dr=1 +O.33*cos«2*3.14*J)/36S); 
eita=O.4093*sin«2*3.14*(284+J)/365); 
omegas=acos(-(tan(phi)*tan(eita»); 
Ka=O'.75+O.88082*tElev; 

Ra=«24*60)/3 .. 14)*Gsc*Dr*«ornegas*sin(phi)*sin(eita»+(cos(phi)*eos(eita)*sin(ornegas»); 
Rso=Ka*Ra; 
G = 8.38*(Ta - TaPrev);. 
tRn=«I-ALPHA)*RS)-«1.35*(RSlRso)-0.3S}*(8.34-

(O.14*sqrt(ted»)*stef_boUz*«pow(Tb,4.0)+pow(Tkn,4.0»12»;. 
if(tRn>O.O) 

Rn=(float)tRn; 
else 

Rn=O.O; 
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CalcResistO; 
} 

If This function calculates resistance parameters 
void pet::CalcResistO 

IIcalcuiating evaporation 
tIIoat pet::CalcPet(CelJ tCeU) 

{ 

{ 

calcJaO; 
calcJcO; 
} 

long int SecloDay; 
SecIoDay = 86400; 
IlUnits are as: 
IISlope of saturation vapor pressur&"temperature curve, 

DELTA :- kPa/C 
IlNet radiation, Rn:- MJ/sq.m 
/lAir density, AD:- kgl,cu.m 
IISpecific heat, Cp:- MJ/kgC 
INapor pressure deficit, VPD:- kPa 
l!Resistances, rc & r3:- slm 
IILatent heat, LH:- MJIkg 
l!Psychrometric constant, GAMMA:- kPalC 
l!Evapotranspiration, cpet:- mm 
CalcValues(tCelI.GetElev.atianO, tCeU.GetLatltudeQ); 
if(rc = -9'99.0) 

return (f1oat)O.O; 
else 

cpet «OEL*(Rn-G» 
(AD*Cp*VPD*SedoDay)/ra)/(LH*(DEL + GAMMA *(1 + (re/ra»»; 

TaPrev= Ta; 
return cpee; 
} 

#include "stdafx.h" 
#include "rain.h" 

RainArray: :RainArrayO IIcanstruetor, initializes values for rai.n 

void RainArray::Update(float PC) 

float RaiinArray::GetSumQ 

} 
1/ RunDialog.cpp : implementation file 
/I 

{ 
for (int i=O; i<5; i++) 
rain [i)=O.O; 
} 

far (int i=4; i>O; i-) 
raiDli)=rain[i-l j; 
raiD[O]=PC;. 
} 

{ 
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float RainSum; 
RainSum=O.O; 
for (iDt i=O; 1<5; i++) 
RainSum=RainSum+rain[i] ; 
return RailoSum; 
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#include "stdah..b'" 
#incJude "watbal.h" 
#include "RunDialog.b" 
#include <strstrea.b> 
#include <stdlib.b> 
#include <iomanip.b> 
#ifdef _DEBUG 
#define new DEBUG_NEW 
#Undd THIS_FILE 
static char TmS_FILEn = _FILE_; 
#endif 
1111111111/1/1/11/1/1/1/11//111/11/11/1////1/11/11/111111111111111/1111/11111 
1/ RunDialog dialog 

RunDialog::RunDialog(CWnd* pParent 1*=NULL*1) 
: CDialog(RunDialog::IDD, pParent) 

} 

1/{{AFX_DATA_INIT(RunDialog) 
m_Datel = _T(" "); 
m_Date2 = _T(''''); 
m_Date3 = _T(""); 
mpate4 = _T(""); 
m_lmtTheta = _T(""); 
m_NumOfSimulation = 0; 
m _ CurrentFr = 0.0(; 
m_ CurrentLai = O.Of: 
m_CurrentRd = 0.0(; 
m_CurrentCh = O.Of; 
m_NumLayers = 0; 
m_CurveNumb,er = O.Of; 
m_Year = _T(""); 
m_MinFr = 0.0(; 
m _Beeta = O.Of; 
II}}AFX_DATA_INIT 

void RlInDialog: :DoDataExchange(CDataExcbange* pDX) 
{ 

CDialog::DoDataExchange(pDX); 
1I{{~DATA_MAP(RunDialog) 
DD"-Te:d(pDX, IDC_DATEI, m_Datel); 
DDV _MaxChars(pDX, D1_Datel, 11): 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_DATE2, D1_Date2); 
DDV _MaxChars(pDX, m_Date2, 11); 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_DATE3, m_Date3); 
DDV _MaxChars(pDX, m_Date3, 11); 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_DATE4, m_Date4); 
DDV_MaxChars(pDX, m_Date4,l1); 
DDX_Text(pDX, lDC_INITIAL_SMC, m_InitTheta); 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_NlImOfSimulation, m_NumOfSimulation); 
DDV _MinMaxInt(pDX, m_NumOfSimulation, I, 366); 
DDX_Text(pDX, lDC_CURRENT_FR, m_CurrentFr); 
DDV _MinMaxFloat(pDX, m_ CurrentFr, o.r, IO.f); 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_CURRENT_LAI, m_ClIlrrentLai); 
DDV _MinMaxFloat(pDX, m_CurrentLai, O.f, 12.f}; 
DDX-':Text(pDX, IDC_CURRENT_RD. m_CurrentRd); 
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DDV _Mi.nMaxFJoat(pDX, m_CurrentRd, 0.1, 2.f); 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_CURRENT_CHt m_ CurrentCh); 
DDV _MinMa.xF.oat(pDX, m_ CurreutCh, -l.f, 10.f); 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_NUM_LAYERS, m_NuOlLayers); 
DDV _MinMaxlnt(pDX, m_NumLayers, O. 15); 
DDX_Te:rt(pDX, IDC_CN, m_CurveNumber); 
DDV_MinMaxFIoat(pDX, m_CurveNumber, o.r, lOO.f); 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_SIM_YEAR, m_Year); 
DDV _MaxChars(pDX, m_Year, 6); 
DDX_Text(pDX,. IDC_MINFR, m_MinFrJj 
DDV _MinMaxFloat(pDX, m_MinFr, D.r, 1.f); 
DDX_Text(pDX,. IDC_BEETA, m_Beeta}j 
II}}AFX_DATA_MAP 

BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP(RunDialog, CDiaJog) 
II{ {AFX_MSG_MAP(RunDialog) 
ON_EN_ CHANGE(IDC _ CURRENT_LAI, OmChangeCurrentLai) 
ON_EN_ CHANGE(IDC _SIM_ YEAR, OnChangeSimYear) 
ON_EN_CHANGE(IDC~:MINFR. OnChangeMinrr) 
II} }.AFX_MSG_MAP 

END_MESSAGE_MAPO 
BOOL RunDialog: :OnInitDialog() 
{ 

} 

char Year[S]; 
CDialog: :OnInitDialogOi. 
m~CurrentRd=(float)l.OO; 

m_ CurrentCh=(float)O.3j 
m _ CurrentLa.i=(float)O.O; 
m_MinFr"" DlgCrop.GetMinFrO; 
m_ CurrentFr = DlgCrop.ChangeFr(m_ CurrentLai); 
m . ..:CurveNumber = (float)74.0; 
ID_Beeta = (float)O.0026; 
itoa(1996, Year, 10); 
m _ Year=Y ea.r; 
UpdateData(FALSE); 
return TRUE; 

III /II II IIIIIf IIIIIIIIIII! 1/1/11/111//1 /IJ 1111/111/11111111/11111/111/1/11111 
II RunDialog message handlers 
void RunDialog::OnChangeCurrentLaiO 
{ 

float fLai, fFr; 
char sLairlO), sFr[10]; 
IIGet Current Ch values 
GetDIgJtemText(IDC_CURRENT_LAI, sLai, 10); 
IIconvert it to float 
istrstre.am istr(sLai,5); 
istr»fLai; 

IICalculate fraction cover 
fFr = DJgCrop.ChangeFr(fLai); 
IIconvert it back to string 
ostrstream ostr(sFr, 10); 
ostr<<setprecision(3)<<fFr<<ends; 
IldispJay it as fraction cover 
SetDlgJtemText(IDC _CURRENT _ FR, sFr); 
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} 

IIAssign values to variables for possible DDX 
m_CorrentLai = tLal; 
m _ CurrentFr = fFrj 

void RlJlnDiaJog: :OnChangeSim Ye8ll0 
{ 

char tYear[S); 
GetDlgItemText(IDC_SIM_YEAR, tYear,. S)j 
m_Datel.SetAt(6,tYear[2]); 

ID_Datel.SetAt(7.tYear[3]); 
ID_Date2.8etAt(6.tYear[2])j 
m ....;Date2.SetA.t(7,tYear[3])j 
ID_Date3.SetAt(6,tYear[2])j 
Dl_Date3.SetAt(7,tYear[3]); 
m _ Date4.setAt( 6,tY earl2]); 
m_Date4.SetAt(7,tYear[.31); 
m _ Y eaJ-tYearj 

UpdateData(F ALSE)j 
} 
void RunDialog::OuChangeMinfrO 
{ 

} 

float fLai, IFF; 
char sLaillO], sFr(10); 
IISet MinFr value 
GeilllgltemText(IDC_MlNFR, sFr, 10); 

istrstream istrl(sFr,5); 
istrl»fFrj 
DlgCrop.8etMinFr(fFr); 
I/Assign values to variables for possibJe DDX 
m _ MinFr = fFr; 

IIGet Current Lai values 
GetDlgJtemText(IDC_CURRENT_LAI, .sLai, 10); 
IIconvert. it to Ooat 
istrstream istr2(sLai,5); 
istr2»tLaij 

IICalculate fraction cover 
fFr = DlgCrop.ChangeFr(fLai)j 
IIconvert it back to string 
ostTstream ostr(sFr, to); 
ostr<<setprecision(3)<<fFr<<endsj 
/ldisplay it as fraction cover 
SeilllgItemText(IDC _ CURRENT_FR, sFr); 
IIAssign values to variables for possible DDX 
m _ CurrentFr == fFr; 

#include "stdafx.h" 
#include "soil.b" 
II This is to set parameter values for soil in each layer 
void SoilPara::SetValllles(Ooat tFC, fioattWP, float tPOR=O.5, float tK8=O.23, Ooat tBP=2S.89, float 
tm=O.259, float tTHETAR = 0.04) 

{ 
FC=tFC; 
WP=tWPj 
POR=tPOR; 
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THETAR == tTHETAR; 

KS=tKS; 
BP=tBP; 
RI = tm; 

}: 
1/ this will set soU properties based on texture in{orma.tion 
void SoilPara::SetValues(int t_soil_type) 

{ 
1/ check into table and .set the values 
}; 

#include "stdafx.b" 
#includ,e <math.b> 
#include "soUayer.h" 
#include "soUevap."" 

SoilEvapo::SoilEvapo(SoilLayer tJayera) 
{ 
THETAA = t1ayera.GetTHET AO; 
TSE == (00.at)2.0; 
} 

void SoilEvapo::SetValue (Ooat ADSEI, float rainl, SoilLayer tJayera) 
{ 

ADSE = ADSEI: 
rain = rainl; 
layers = t1ayera; 
THETAA = l.ayera.GetTBET AO; 
DV = (f1oat)O.O; 
}; 

float SoilEvapo::CalcSp (float thetal ) 

em/day 

{ 
float tbetR_tmpl; 
float SP, SrI, SP2, SP3, COEF, thetar; 
tbeta_tmpl = thetal: 

/I KS is in cm/hr and BP Is in cm 
//factor 24.0 is used to convert KS into 

sri 
«8*layera.GetSoilValuesO.GetPORO*layera.GetSoUValuesO.GetKSO*(float)24.0*layera .• GetSoilVal 
uesO.GetBPO)/(3 *(1 +(3*1 ayera.GetSoilV aluesO.GetmO) )*(1 +(4 *layera.GetSoilV alues().GetmO»»; 

SP2 = ,(Ooat)sqrt(SPI); 

«1I(2*layera.GetSoUValuesQ.GetmO»+2); 

(theta _ tmplllayera .. GetSoilValuesO.GetPORO): 

cm/(day"O.5) 

cbanged to mm 

I/This {unction calculates desorptivity volume {or each day 
float SoilEvapo::CalcDv (float THETAI) 
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COEF ." 

tbetar 

SP3 = (float)pow(tbetar, COEF); 
SP = SP2*SP3; /lunit Is 

SP=SP*IO; 

fJ so SP is in mm/(day"O.5) 
return SP; 
} 

IIcm is 



against TSE=O 

Ooat SoUEvapo::C'alcSE (void) 

approximation for DV 

{ 
Ooat SP _ TMP. DV _ TMP, d4 temp _ se, temp _ sqr.; 
SP _TMP = CalcSp(THETAI); 
dt = (00at)1.0; 1/ dt is time in days 
if (TSE > 0.0) 
{ 

temp_se = (ftoat)sqrt(temp_sqr); 
TOV = TSE"'temp_se; 
DV _ TMP = TDV - TSE; 

else 

rehUD DV ~TMP; 
} . . , 

{ 

= 

no at DV _TMPI, DV _TMP2, THETA_TMP'A, 

DV _TMPI = C'alcDv(THETAA); 

if(DV _TMPI <= ADSE) 
SE_TEMP = DV _TMPl; 

else 
SE_TEMP = ADSE; 

l!First 

THETA_TMP2 
((TBETAA"'layera .. GetDEPTHm - SE_TEMP)lIayera.GetDEPTHO; /ltheta at tbe end of day 2nd 
approx 

THETA_ TMP2)12; 

ADSE 

void SoillEvapo::SetTse(Ooat tFr) 

rainfall 

THETA_TMPA (THETAA + 

DV _ TMP2 = CalcDv(THET A_ TMP A); 
DV = DV _TMP2; 
Iisets soH evaporation to minimum of DV and 

if (DV <= ADSE) 
SE=DV; 
else 
SE = ADSlE; 
return SE; 
}; 

Hoat Es;. 
Es = SE*(I-tFr);. 
if (rain> 0.0) I/will set TSE to zero after every 

{ 
TSE=!Es; 
} 
else 
{ 
TSE = TSE+Es; 

}; 
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Ooat SoitlEvapo::GetSEO 

Ooat SoilEvapo::GetTSE(void) 

Ooat SoilEvapo::GetDV(void) 

#includ,e "stdab.h" 
#include "soUayer.h" 
#include <rnath.h> 

SoiILayer::SoilLayerO 
{ 

} 

THETA=(float)0.25j 
DEPTH=(float)O.20j 

SoilLayer::SoilLayer(float tTheta) 
{ 

TIIET A=tThetaj 
DEPTH= (00at)0.2; 

void SoilLayer::SetDepth( float DEPTHl) 

mm 

int SoilLayer:: WiltingPointO 

float SoilLayer::GetWater(void) 

float SoilLayer::GetmETA(void) 

Ooat SoULayer::GetWD(void) 

THET A)*DEPTH; 

{ 

} 

{ return SEj}j 

{ retam TSEj}; 

( return DV ;}j. 

DEPTH = DEPTH 1 *1000; IIconversion from m to 

if (THETA < SoilValues.GetWPO) 
return 1; 
else 
return OJ 
}j 
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tloatTWAj 
TWA"" mETA *DEPTHj 
return TWA; 
}j 

return THET Aj 
} 

tloatWDj 
WD 

i.f (WD < 0.0) 

(SoiIValues.GetPORO-

return (tloat)O.Oj 
else 
return WD; 



}; 
Ooat SoilLayer::GetAvWater(void) 
{ 

float AvWater; 
AvWater = (THETA - SoilValues .. GetWPO)*DEPTH; 
if(AvWater <0.0) 

} 

AvWater = (Ooat)O.O; 
return AvWater; 

void SoilLayer::SetTHET A(Doat 1') 

Doat SoiILayer::CalcExtCoef(void) 
{ 

double NTlJeta, CosTheta, ExtCoef; 
if(TIlET A >= SoilValues.GetFCO) 

return (00at)1.0; 
else 
{ 

{ 
THETA=T; 
} 

NTheta = (THETA*3.14)/SoiIValues.GetFCO; 
CosTheta = cos(NTheta); 
ExtCoef = (1-CosTheta)*(1-CosTbeta)/4.0; 

l!Modify coef. if theta has reached below wilting point 
if(WiltingPointO) 

Ex1Coef = ExtCoef*ExtCoef; 
return (float)ExtCoef; 

} 
// w.atbaIView.cpp : implementation of the CWatbalView class 
/1 
#include "stdafx.h" 
#include "afxdlgs.h" 
#include "watbal.h" 
#jnclude "GetFileDlg.h" 
#lifndef STRSTREA H - - -
#include <strstrea.h> 
#endif 
#include <iomanip.h> 
#include <direct.h> 
#include "watbaIDoc.h" 
#include "watbaIView.h" 
#include "RunDialog.h" 
#ifdef _DEBUG 
#define new DEBUG NEW 
#undef THIS_FILE 
static char TIDS_FlLE[] = _FILE_; 
#endif 
#include "run.h" 
#incJude <afxtemp1.h> 
#include "ctheta.h" 
int rndto(float); 
1/1/11//1/1/11//1/1/1/1/111/1/111/1/11111111/1111/1/11/11 J III1 Jill 111111/1111 
II CWafbalView 
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1/ Define filters for use witb the File dialog box 
CODst char FileDialogFilterU="Text Files (*.o:t)I*.o:tl Data Files\ 
(*.dat)I*.datIAlI Files (*.*)1*.*1:1"; 

const cbar FileDialogExt[] = "dat"; 
IMPLEMENT_DYNCREATE(CWatbaIView, CScrollView) 
BEGIN _MESSAGE_MAP(CWatbaIView, CScroUView) 

1/{{AFX_MSG_MAP(CWatbaIView) 
ON_COMMAND (IDCJNPUT_ WEATHER, OnInputWeatber) 
ON_UPDATE_COMMAND_ill(IDC_INPUT_ WEATHER, OoUpdateInputWeather) 
ON _ COMMAND(IDC .JNPUT _CROP, OnInputCrop) 
ON_UPDATE_COMMAND_ill(IDC_INPUT_CROP,OnUpdatelnputCrop) 
ON_ COMMAND(lDC _INPUT_LA YER, OnlnputLayer) 
ON_UPDATE..,:.COMMAND_UI(lDC_INPUT_LAYER,OnUpdatelnputLayer) 
ON_ COMMAND(ID _RUN,OnRun) 
ON_ COMMAND(ID _ OUT_CHART, OnOutCbart) 
ON_ COMMAND(ID _OUT_TEXT,. OnOutText) 
ON_UPDATE_COMMAND_UI{ID_OUT_CHART,OnUpdateOutChart) 
ON _ UPDA TE_ COMMAND _ UI(lD _ OUT_TEXT, OnUpdateOutText) 
ON_~_LBUTTONDBLCLKO 
If} }AFX_MSG _MAP 

END _MESSAGE_MAPO 
111111111111/111111111111111 J 111/1/1111111111111111111/11111 11111111111111111 
1/ CWatbalView construction/destruction 
CWatbaIView::CWatbalViewO 
{ 

} 

WeatherFile = new cbar[501; 
CropFile = new charl[50]; 
LayerFUe = new cbar(50); 
Iisets flag to zero 
wfFlag = FALSE; 
cfFlag = F ALSEj 
IfF'ag = F ALSEj 
RunIsOver=F ALSE; 
Color[O] = RGB(255,O,O)j 
Color[I) = RGB(O,255,O); 
Color[2) = RGB(O,O,2S5)j 
Colorl3) = RGB(128,128,O); 
Colorl4] = RGB(128,O,128); 
Colorl5) = RGB(lOO,IOO,]OO)j 
Color[6] == RGB(250,lOO,O); 
Color!7] = RGB(O,250,250); 
Colorl8] = RGB(150,O,250); 
Color(9J = RGB(50,200,50); 

CWatbalView: :-CWatbaIViewO 
{ 

} 

delete[J WeatberFilej 
deleten CropFile; 
deleten LayerFUe; 

BOOL CWatbalView: :PreCreateWindow(CREATESTRUCT & cs) 
{ 

II TODO: Modify tbe Window class or styles here by modifying 
II the CREATESTRUCT cs 
BOOL bPreCreated = CScrollView::PreCreateWindow(cs)j 
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return hPreCreated; 
} 
11111111/1111 1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIflIII 1111111111111111111111 
IJ CWatbalView drawing 
void CWatbaIView::OnDraw(CDC* pDC) 
{ 

} 

CWatbalDoc* pDoe == GetDoeomemtO; 
ASSERT _ V ALID(pDoc); 
if(eViewType = ViewText) 

TextOut(pDC); 
if(eViewType ~ ViewChart) 

ChartOut(pDC); 

void CWatbaIView::OnInitialUpdate() 
{ 

CScrollView: :OnImitialUpdateO; 
CSize sizeTotal; 
/I TODO: calculate the tota.1 size of this view 
sizeTotaI.cx = 100; 
sizeTotal.cy = 100; 
SetSeroUSizes(MM _TEXT, sizeTotal); 

} 
11111111/11 /JI /1/1 /111111/11/1/1/1//11/11/1///11111111111111111111111111//11/ 
II CWatbalView diagnostics 
#ifdef _DEBUG 
void CWatbaIView::Ass,ertValidO eonst 
{ 

CSeroIIView::AssertValidO; 
} 
void CWatbaIView::Dump(CDumpConte:x.t& dc) const 
{ 

CSeroIlView::Dump(dc); 
} 
CWatbalDoe* CWatbaIView::GetDocumentO /I non-debug version is intine 
{ 

} 

ASSERT(m-pDocumeot->IsKindOf(RUNTIME_ CLASS(CWatbalDoe))); 
return (CWatbaIDoc*)m -pDocument; 

#endif II-,DEBUG 
1111111111/11/111/111111111111111/11/1// /11/1/1/ J 1/1 JlIIII 111111111111111/ III 
/I CWatbaIView message handlers 
void CWatbaIView::.Filelnput(char *FileName) 
{ 

IIdeciare this char s as global or 
IIreturn copy of this instead of addrss 
lIostrstream fstr(FHeName, 50); 
imt nModal; 
IIchar s(50]; 
IICreate a di.alog box to input filename 
CGetFUeDlg FileDialog{TRUE, NULL 

OFN_HIDEREADONL YIOFN _OVERWRITE PROMPT , FileDialogFilter); 
nModal = FileDialog.DoModalO; 
if (nModal = lOOK) 
{ 

II Take filename and read data bere 
CString esTernp = FileDialog.GdPathNameO; 
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strcpy(FUeName, csTemp)j. 

} 

void CWatbaIView::OnlnputWeatkerO 
{ 

} 

/I Create .a dialog b{)x to input filename 
FileInput(WeatherFUe)j 
wfFlag = TRUE; 

/I Do processing here 

void CWatbalView: :OnUpdateIoputWeather(CCmdUI* pCmdUI) 
{ 

/I TODO: Add your command update UI bandler code bere 

} 
void CW atbalView: :OnInputCropO 
( 

} 

1/ Create a dialog box to input filename 
FileInput(CropFile ); 

dFlag == TRUE; 

/I Do processing here 

void CWatbaIVi,ew::OnUpdatelnputCrop(CCmdUI* pCmdUI) 
{ 

1/ TODO: Add your command update ill handler code here 

} 
void CWatbaIView::OnInputLayerO 
{ 

} 

FUeInput(L.ayerFile }; 
IfFlag = TRUE; 
irstream filein(LayerFile., ios::nocre.ate); 
if(filein) 
{ 

cbar *junk=new char(lO]; 
filein»j unk»SiteN arne; 
filein»j unk»N umOfi..,ayers; 
filein.cIoseO; 
delete[1 junk; 

void CWatbaIView::OnUpdateInputLayer(CCmdID* pCmdID) 
{ 

/I TODO: Add your command update UI handler code here 

} 
void CWatbaIView::RunTbeModeIO 
{ 

CTbeta fTbeta(N umOfLayers); 
Cen CelUl(NumOfLayers); 

MetValue Dailymet; 
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pet FaoPet; 
Infiltration Comfit; 

IIP0sitiOD of elements ofListOITheta 
IItemporary 'Variables 

Ooat ADSEI, SOILPEV, SE, EV APOT, InOow, CeUTbeta; 
I/Pointer to document 
CWatbaIDoc* pDoc = GetDocumentO; 

/lset layers para from LayerFile 
if(CelIlI.SetLayersPara'(LayerFile) = 0) 
( 

MessageBox("Could not set Layer's paramet,ers",. 
"File open error", 

MB_ICONEXCLAMAll0N); 
DestroyWindowO; 

Iiset crop data from CropFUe 
if(!CeU1I.GetCropO.SetLandCoverPara(Crop,File, SiteName» 
{ 

} 

MessageBox("Could not :set Crop's parameters", 
"File open errortl • 

MB_ICONEXCLAMATION); 
DestroyWindowO; 

/lOpen weather file 
if (Dailymet.OpenFile(WeatherFile) = 0) 
{ 

MessageBox("Couid not open weather file". 
"File open error", 

MB_ICONEXCLAMA TlON); 
DestroyWindowOi 

} 
IISet parameters of cell 
Cell11.SetCNO; 

SoUEvapo SoIEvap(Celll1.Getiayer(I»; IIsets tbe first layer and TSE 
IICell1l.GetCropO.SetCropPara( 1.0, 1.0, 0.2.,0.2);. 
cropet grasset(Cellll); 

IIGet Initial values and other parameters. 
IfI'hen run the model 
if(GetRunlnfo(CeII11» 
{ 

Run]sOver=F ALSE; 
int Result; 
float f; 
float Intercept"" (Ooat)O.O; I/Canopy interception 
char "'tbeta = newcharl5]; 
Cellll.GetCropO·CalcSlopesO; 
theta = strtok(lnitTbeta, ",It); 
f == (f1oat)atof(tbeta); 
CelIll.Getlayer(l ).SetTHET A(f); 
for(lnt m=l; m<NumOn..ayerslitbeta-NULL; m+t) 
{ 

theta = strtok(NULL, ","); 
f = (float)atof(theta); 
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dialog 

{ 

Ce1l11.GetIayer(m+ 1 ).SetTHETA(t)i 
} 
IISet some values 
Celll1.SetNumOfAdiveLayersOi I/based on root depth as taken from the Runlnfo 

Cellll.SetThetaTO; 
gra.sset.SetSmValues(Cellll); IIthis sets FC,WP and THETA values 

/I Create stream for output 
ofstrearn fout("C:\\zak\\Project\\Result\\Result.txt"); 

if (!fout) 

MessageBox{"Could Dot create output file Result.txt", 
"File open error". 

:MIl _ICONEXCLAMA nON}; 
SendMessage(WM_ COMMAND. ID _APP _EXIT); 

IICreate stream for intermediate flies 
ofstream OptOut("C:\\zak\\Project\\Result\\lntermed.td"); 

if (!OptOut) 
{ 

Messa'geBox("Could not create output file Intermed.txt", 
"File open error". 

MB_ICONEXCLAMATION); 

l!Empty the List in case it is not the first run 
if(!pDoc->ListOffheta.IsEmptyO) 

pDoc->ListOffbeta.RemoveAlIO; 
IffeU user the model will write output to Result.txt 
MessageBoxC' Result would be written to Result.txt.\nlntermediate file is Intermed.txt.". 

"Result Info", 
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)i 

1/ Put the beadings 
fout«"SITE"«'\t'«SiteName<<endlj 

fout«"DATE"; 
for (int x=lj x<=NumOtLayersj x++) 

fout«'\t'«"THETA-"«Xi 
fout«endl<<Setprecision( 4); 

OptOut«"SITE "«'\t'«SiteN arne«endlj 

OptOut«"DATE"'«'\t'«" ADSE"«'\t'«"Trans"«'\t'«"Rn{mm)"«'\t'«"SE"«'\t'< 
<"RAINFALL "«'\t'«"INFLOW"'; 

OptOut«'\t'«"LAI"«'\t'«"FR"«'\t'«"Rc"«'\t'«"'ET"«end); 
OptOut<<Setprecision(4); 

1/111111/111111/1111111111111/111 IIIIIJI! 111111111111111/111/1111111111111111111111 11/1/ 
1111111111/1 
1/1/1/111/1/1 Here the model rum starts 111111111111111111111/1//11 
11111111111 
1/ {II/III /11/111/1 /111/1/111 J 11/ If 1/11/ 11Il111II/1II1II 1111111111111111111111111/111/11/ 

for (int j = 0; i<NumOfSimulatioD; i++) 

IICeU11.SetDrain«noat)O.O); 
Result = Dailymet.SetValueQ; 

if(Result = -1) 
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MessageBox("End of File reached.", "Run_Erro'r", 
MB _ICONEXCLAMATION); 

break; 
} 

FaoPet.SetValue(Dailymet); 
iC(i = 0) 

FaoPet.SetTaPrev(Dailymet.GetTAO); 

IIcalculates atmospheric demand 

ADSEI = (float)I.IS*FaoPet.CalcPet(CeUll); 

CellTieta = CeUl1.GetTheta(); 
grasset.SetValue (Dailymet, Cell1l.GetCropO.GetCropParaQ, CeIlTbeta)l; 
if(i=O) 

grasset.SetTaPrev(Dailymet.GetT AO); 
if(grasset.GetThetaO >gr.asset.GetWpQ) 

EV APOT = grasset.CaIcPet(Cell11); 
else 

EV APOT "" (float)O.O;. 
"Calculates Soil Evaporation as min(atmospherics demand, desorptivity) 
SolEvap.SetValue(ADSEI, Dailymet.GetPCO. Celll1.Getlayer(l»; 
SOlLPEV = SoJEvap.CalcSEQ; 

SolEvap.SetTse(CeUll.GetCropO·GetCropParaO·FR); 
IICalculates water taken from each layer on the basis of fraction cover 
if(!CeU11.CalcSoilMoist(EV APOT, SOlLPEV, Intercept» 
{ 

} 
!!bandle the error 

SE = Cellll.GetSe(); 
Cellll.DrainWaterO; 

CnInfil.SetValue(CeUll, Dailymet.GetPCO); 
Cnlnfil.UpdateRain5(); 
if(Dailymet.GetPCO>O.O) 
{ 

Inflow = Cnlnfil.CalculationsO; 
if(lnflow > 0.0) IIInfiltrate only Inflow is greater than zero 

Cell1l.InDltrateWater(InOow); 
Intercept = CnInfil.GetInterceptO; 

else 

} 

/lIn case there is no rainfall, iROow and intercept both are set to zero 
Inflow = (Ooat)O.O; 

Intercept = (float)O.O; 

IIwrite output to file and 
lIupdate List 

fout«Dailymet.'GetCarDate(); 
tTbeta.SetDate(Dailymet.GetCar Date(); 

for(int m=l; m<=NumOfLayers; m++) 
{ 

tTheta.SetTheta(m-l, CeU11.Getlayer(m).GetTHET Am; 
fout«'\t'«Cellll.Getiayer(m).GetTBET AO; 
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} 
lout<<endl.; 
pDoc->ListOITheta.AddTail(tTheta); 

OptOut«Dailymet.GetCarDateO«'\t'«ADSEl «'\t'«EV APOT<<'\t'<<(grasset.GetRnO/grasset. 
GetLhO); 

OptOut«'\t'<<SE<<'\t'; 
OptOut«Dailymet.GetPCO«'\t'«Inflow«'\t'; 

OptOut«CeUll.GetCropO·GetCropParllO·LAI«'\t'; 

OptOut«Cellll.GetCropO.GetCropParaO.FR«"\t'«grasset.GetRc()«'\t'«Celll1.GetETO<<end 
I' , 

} 

}; 

II Crop growth function 
IICeIl11.GetCropO.CheckSms(CeI111.GetThetaO, Cellll.GetThetaT4RGO); 
Cellll.GetCropO·GrowCrop(Dailymet.GetDateO); 
flSet values as they might bave changed il roots have grown 
IfCe1l11.SetNumOIActiveLayersO; 
IICe1l11.SetThetaTO; 
IICeIIl1.8etThetaT4RGO; 

!lclose the open files 
Dailymet.CloseFileO; 
lout.closeO; 

OptOut.c1ose(); 
Messag,eBox("Run is over", 

"Finish Info", 
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION); 

RunIsOver=TRUE; 
OnOutTextO; 

void CWatbaIView::OnRunO 
{ 

} 

il (dFlag = FALSE IllfFlag = FALSE II wfFIag = FALSE) 
MessageBox("Sorry, you did not input files", 

"File Input Error", 

else 
{ 

} 

MB:.JCONEXCLAMATION); 

CString Info; 
Info.Forma.t("WeatherFile=%s \n LayerFile=%s \0 CropFile=%s \0", \ 

WeatherFile, LayerFile, CropFile); 
int result=AfxMessageBox(Info, MB_OKCANCEL); 
il(resuIt = IDOK) 

RunTbeModelO; 

int CWatbaIView::GetRunlnfo(Cell& cell) 
{ 

RunDiaJog dig; 
NumOfSimuIation=366; 
char IineIlOD); 
char junk(6]; 
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char Site(S]; 
if stream fin(CropFile, ios::nocreate)i 

if (!fin) 
return 0; 

fin.gedine(lioe, 100); 
do 
{ 

} 

fin»Site; 
for(iBt i=O; 1<8; i++) 

fin»junk; 
fin»Date1»Date2»Date3»Date4; 

whiJe«stremp(Site, SiteName)!=O) && !fin.eofO); 
fio.closeO; 

streat(Datel, "/96"); 
strcat(Date2, "/96"); 
strcat(Uate3, "196"); 
strcat(Date4, "19'''); 
InitTheta == newchar(6*NomOfLayers); 
strcpy(InitTbeta, "0.25"); 
for (iot i==l; i<NumOfLayers; i++) 

strc.at(lnitTheta, ", 0.25"); 
dlg.D1_ InitTbeta=lnitTbeta; 
dlg.m _NumOfSimulation=NumOfSimulatioo; 
dlg.m _ NumLayers=NumOfl..ayers; 
dlg.m_Datel=Datel; 
dlg.D1_Date2=Date2; 
dlg.m_Date3=Date3; 
dlg.m pate4=Date4; 
dlg.DlgCrop=ceU.GetCropOi 
iC( dlg.DoModalO = lOOK) 
{ 

Jllmportaot dates to grow the crop 
/lget char* from CString 
eeU.GetCropO.SetpOate(l, dlg.m_Datel.GetBuffer(9»; 
cell.GetCropQ.SetpDate(2, dlg.m _ Date2.GetBuffer(9»; 
cell.GetCropQ.SetpOate(3, dlg.m _ Date3.GetBuffer(9»; 
cell.GetCropO.SetpDate( 4, dlg.m_ Da te4.GetBmffer(9»; 
dlg.D1 _ Date1.ReleaseBufferO; 
dlg.D1_Date2.Rel,easeBufferO; 
dlg.m_Date3 .. ReleaseBufferO; 
dlg.m _ Date4.ReleaseBufferO; 
/lCurrent Values 
cell.GetCropO.setCropPara(dlg.m _ CurrentRd, 

dlg.D1_CurrentCh, dlg.D1_CurrentFr, dlg.m_MinFr); 

else 

ceH.GetCropO.setBeeta(dlg.m_Beeta); l!Extraction coefficient 
cell .. SetCN(dlg.m_ CurveNumber); 
NumOfSimulation=dlg.m ~umOrsimulation; 
strcpy(InitTheta, dlg .. m _lnifTbeta.GetBuffer(20»; 
dlg.m _InitTbeta.ReleaseBufferO; 
return 1; 

return 0; 
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void CWatbaIView::OnOutChartO 
{ 

} 

if(!RunIsOver) 
{ 

} 

MessageBox(tlFirst run the model", '·Output error", 
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)i 

return; 

eViewType = ViewChart; 
InvalidateO; 

void CWatlbaIView::OnOutTextO 
{ 

} 

if(!RunIsOver) 
{ 

} 

MessageBo,x(,'Fi.rst run the model". "Output error", 
MB_ICONEXCLAMATlON)j 

eViewType = ViewText; 
IovalidateQ; 

void CWatbalView: :TextOut(CDC* tpDC) 
{ 

if(!RunisOver) 
return; 

TEXTMETRIC tm; 
tpDC->GetTextMetrics( &tm); 
/!Pointer to docuemnt 
CWatbalDoc* pDoc = GetDocumentO; 
long int TextHt = tm.tmHeight+tm.tmExternaILeadingj 

int y =pDoc->ListOITbeta.GetCountQ*(TextHt)+(5*TextHt)+20j 
CSize ViewSizej 
ViewSize.cx=400; 
ViewSize.cY=Yj 
SetScroIISizes(MM_ TEXT, ViewSize)i 

POSITION pos = pDoc->ListOITbeta.GetHeadPositionO; 
tpDC->TextOut(150, 10, "RESUL T"); 
char s[180); 
ostrstream ostr(s, 100); 
ostr«"'DATE"«" "; 
for (int i=l; i<=NumOfL,ayersi i++) 

ostr«"THET A-tt«i«" tl j 
ostr<<endsj 
tpDC->TextOut(lO, lO+TextHt+lO, s); 
TextHt=1O+2*TextHt+lOJ 

for (int x=Oj x<NumOfSimulation && x<pDoc->ListOITbeta.GetCountOi x++) 
{ 

ostr .seekp(ios: :beg)j 
CTheta tTheta=pDIJc->ListOITheta.'GetNext(pos)i 
ostr«tTbetaj 
ostr«endsj 
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} 

tpDC->TextOut(10, TextHt, s); 
TextHt=TextHt+tm.tmHeight+tm.tmExternaiLeading; 

void CWatbalView::CbartOut(CDC* tDC) 
{ 

IICClientDC dc(this); 
IICDC* pDC = (CDC*)&dc; 
CWatbalDoc* pDoc = GetDocumentO; 
CPoint point; 
cbar 5[9J; 
ostrstream str(s,9); 

C,size sizeTotal; 
5izeTotal.cx == 800; 
sizeTotal.cy = 1200;. 
SetScrollSizes(MM _TEXT, sizeTotal); 
TEXTMETRIC tm; 
tDC->GetTextMetrics(&tm); 
long int txtHt = tm.tmHeighHtm.tmExternaILeading; 
long int y=txtHt; 
IIsetting tbe scale 
Ooat xscale, yscale, tbeta; 
xscale = (Ooat)(600.0-90.0)lNumOfSimulatiou; 
yscaJe = (Ooat)(380.040.0)/pDoc->GetHighestThetaO; 
tDC->TextOut(lO, 210, "SMC"); 
tDC->TextOut(290, 400, "DATE"); 

CPen* MyPen; 
tDC->MoveTo(80,40); 
tDC':>LineTo(80,380); 
tDC->LioeTo(600,380)i 
POSITION pos; 
int count = pDoc->ListOITheta.GetCountO; 
rorCint x=l; x<=NumOIT.ay,ers; x++) 
( 

MyPen == new CPen; 
MyPen->CreatePen(PS~SOLID, 1, Color[x-l))j, 

tDC->,selectObject(MyPen); 
sir .seekp(fos::beg); 
str«"THETA-"«x<<ends; 
tDC->,setTextColor( Color[x-l)); 
point.x=620; 
point.y=y; 
tDC->DPtoLP(&point); 
tDC->TextOut(point.x" point.y, s); 

pos=pDoc->ListOITbeta.GetHeadPositionO; 
CTbeta tTheta = pDoc->ListOITheta.GetNext(pos); 

theta = tTheta.GetTbeta(x); 
tDC->MoveTo(80, rudto(380-(theta*yscale))); 
ror(int i=l; i<NumOfSimulation && i<count; i++) 
{ 

point.x = 80+rndto(i*xscale); 
point.y = rndto(380-(theta .... yscale»; 

tDC->LineTo(point); 
tTheta=pDoc->ListOITheta.GetNext(pos); 

theta = tTbeta.GetTheta(x); 
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} 
} 

tDC->SeledSt.ockObjed(BLACK_PEN); 
y+=txtHt; 
delete MyPen; 

Ii.nt J'udto(float Of) 
( 

} 

if(((ftt - int(Ot»>O.5) 
return int(Ot)+I; 

else 
return int(ftt); 

void CWatbaIView::OnUpdateOntChart(CCmdUl* pCmdUI) 
{ 

} 

if(eViewType=ViewChart} 
pCmdUI->SetCheck(l ); 

else 
pCmdUI->SetCbec:k(O); 

void CWatbaIView::OoUpdateOutText(CCmdID* pCmdUI) 
{ 

} 

if(eViewType ViewText) 
pCmdUI->SetCbec:k(1 ); 

else 
pCmdUI->SetCheck(O); 

void CW.atbaIView::OnLButtonDbIClk(UINT nFiags, CPoint point) 
{ 

if(eViewType!= ViewChart) 
return; 

CPomt PolntOnChart; 
POSITION pos; 
CWatbalOoc* pDoc = GetDocumentO; 
I/setting the scale 
float :xscale, yscale, theta; 
xscale = (float)(600.0-80.0)lNumOfSimulation; 
yscale = (lloat)(380.0-4C)'o)/pDoc->GetHighestThetaO; 
int count = pDoc->ListOITbeta.GetConntO; 
(or(int x=l; x<=NumOfLayers; x++) 

{ 
pos=pDoc->ListOITheta.GetHeadPositionO; 

CTheta tTheta= pDoc->ListOITheta.GetNext(pos); 
tliteta = tTheta.GetTbeta{x); 
for(int i=1; i<NumOfSimulation && i<count; i++) 
{ 

PointOnChart.x = 80+rndto(i*xscale).;. 
PointOnCbart.y = rndto(380-(theta*yscale»; 
if(point = PointOnChart) 
{ 

ChangeColor(x); 
return; 

} 
tTheta=pDoc->ListOITheta.GetNext(pos); 

theta = tTbeta.GetTheta(x); 
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} 

} 
void CWatbaIView::ChaogeColor(int x) 
{ 

} 

CColorDialog ColorDlg; 
if(ColorDlg.DoModaIO = IDOK) 
{ 

Colorlx~ll = ColorDlg.GetColoIIO; 
InvalidateO; 

} 
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